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Abstract

This dissertation studies and develops novel techniques and algorithms in the area of mi-
crowave imaging (MWI). In MWI, the objective is to create a (quantitative) image of the
dielectric profile of the object of interest (OI) in a non-destructive fashion. To this end, the
OI is interrogated using non-ionizing and relatively low-power microwaves which are gen-
erated by some antennas. These incident microwaves will then interact with the OI, and
consequently scattered electromagnetic fields will arise which contain information about the
OI. These scattered fields will be collected, and then processed to extract their information so
as to create the final image. This process is often referred toas theinversionof the scattered
field data toreconstructthe OI’s dielectric profile.

Currently, MWI faces some challenges that limit its capability to become a widely-accepted
imaging tool. Three of these challenges are: (i) lack of fundamental understanding about the
relation between the measured scattered fields and the achievable image accuracy and resolu-
tion, (ii) insufficient image accuracy and resolution for some applications, and (iii) difficulty
to collect sufficient measured data due to various practicallimitations. The main focus of
this dissertation is to investigate and develop techniquesand algorithms in an attempt to
address these three challenges.

This dissertation begins by introducing the concept of ‘best’ possible reconstruction from
given MWI configurations. This concept is important since ifthe best possible reconstruc-
tion fails to provide the features of interest, the actual blind reconstruction will not be able to
provide these features either. To improve the achievable reconstruction, one option is to in-
ject prior information into the algorithm. To this end, a fully automated inversion algorithm
is presented that is able to incorporate prior spatial (structural) information about the OI. The
proposed algorithm, which is capable of working with both complete and partially-available
prior spatial information, is evaluated against syntheticand experimental data sets.

A central part of MWI data collection, i.e., transmit and receive patterns of the antennas, is
then considered. To this end, the use of focused near-field (NF) beams for illumination of
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the OI is first addressed. Using a NF plate and a Bessel beam launcher simulated in ANSYS
HFSS, it will be shown that focused NF beams can suppress the effects of undesired regions
under the Born approximation. Moreover, based on the relation between the electromag-
netic inverse scattering and inverse source problems, it will be discussed how this focused
approach can reduce the number of required measured data points. Then, the simultaneous
use of focused transmit and receive patterns is considered to further suppress the sensitivity
of the measured data with respect to undesired regions. In particular, using two NF plates
(one for focused transmitting and the other for focused receiving), a single measured data
point will be made mainly sensitive to a subwavelength cell within the imaging domain
under some constraints and assumptions, namely, one-dimensional objects, limited work-
ing distance, and a localized approximation. This is different than typical MWI where one
measured data point is sensitive to all the subwavelength cells within the imaging domain.

Finally, it should be noted that this dissertation is structured based on the grouped manuscript
style (i.e., sandwich thesis). Therefore, Chapters 2 to 5 are either the peer-reviewed or under-
review journal papers of the candidate. Due to this, some general concepts are repeated
throughout this dissertation.



Acronyms and Symbols

Herein, two tables are presented. The first table lists some of the important acronyms used
in this thesis, and the second lists some of the important symbols.

Acronym Description

MWT Microwave tomography.

MWI Microwave imaging.

OI Object of interest.

ROI Region of interest.

TM Transverse magnetic.

MR-GNI Multiplicative regularized Gauss-Newton inversion.

MR-CSI Multiplicative regularized contrast source inversion.

Tikh-GNI Gauss-Newton inversion using Tikhonov regularization.

SP-GNI Gauss-Newton inversion using spatial priors regularization.

SVD Singular value decomposition.

1D One-dimensional.

2D Two-dimensional.

3D Three-dimensional.

MRI Magnetic resonance imaging.

SNR Signal-to-noise ratio.

CNFR Cylindrical near-field range.

SNFR Spherical near-field range.
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Symbol Description

x̂, ŷ, ẑ Unit vectors alongx, y andz directions.

j Imaginary unit (j2 = −1).

D Imaging domain.

S Measurement domain.

p Position vector in the measurement domainS.

q Position vector in the imaging domainD.

r Position vector in the measurement domainS.

r′ Position vector in the imaging domainD.

g(., .) Green’s function of the background medium.

kb Wavenumber of the background medium.

λ Wavelength of the operation in the background medium.

E inc Incident electric field (electric field in the absence of the object of interest).

E Total electric field (electric field in the presence of the object of interest).

Escat Scattered electric field (Escat, E −E inc).

Emeas Measured scattered electric field on the measurement domainS.

(.)H Hermitian operator (complex conjugate transpose).

||x|| L2 norm of the vectorx, defined as||x|| ,
√
xHx.

⊙ Hadamard product (element-wise multiplication).

(.)−1 Inverse operator.

Re Real-part operator.

Im Imaginary-part operator.

χ(q) dielectric contrast of the object of interest at locationq.

ǫr(q) Relative complex permittivity of the object of interest at locationq.

ǫb Relative complex permittivity of the background medium.

S11 Voltage reflection coefficient at the input port (of the antenna).
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Introduction

This chapter begins with providing an overview of microwaveimaging (MWI). Then, some

of the associated challenges to improve the achievable accuracy and resolution of this imag-

ing modality will be described. An overview of some proposedsolutions to overcome these

challenges, which are the novelties of this thesis, will then follow. At the end of this chapter,

the outline of this thesis will be presented.

1.1 Microwave Imaging

Microwave imaging (MWI) is an imaging method aiming at the characterization of the di-

electric profile1 of an object of interest (OI). Characterizing the dielectric profile means

finding the quantitative values of the OI’s dielectric properties at different locations. This is

done by illuminating the OI by incident electromagnetic fields at the microwave frequency

1 The utilized term “profile” is to indicate that the dielectric properties can have spatial variations.
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range2, collecting the resultingscatteredelectromagnetic fields outside the OI, and then pro-

cessing (inverting) thesescatteredfields to yield an image of the OI’s dielectric profile. For

example, let us consider one of the experimental data sets collected by the Institut Fresnel

in France: the so-calledFoamTwinDielTM target [1]. Figure 1.1 depicts the experimental

setup used to interrogate this target3. The cross section of this target, shown in Figure 1.2(a),

consists of three circular dielectric cylinders4.

Now, let us consider how the measured scattered fields from this target are inverted to yield

an image of its dielectric profile. The inversion process is iterative, and the inversion algo-

rithm tries to iteratively minimize the discrepancy between the simulated scattered fields due

to a predicted dielectric profile and the measured scatteredfields. Each of these predictions

(reconstructions) forms an image until the inversion algorithm converges to the final image.

For example, in Figures 1.2(b)-(h), we have shown seven images of this target where the last

one corresponds to the image obtained when the inversion algorithm converges5. As can be

seen in Figure 1.2(b), at the first iteration, the inversion algorithm does not detect the pres-

ence of the target within the imaging domain. However, as theinversion algorithm moves

to next iterations (see Figures 1.2(c)-(h)), the presence of the target becomes more and more

visible. At the last iteration of this example, i.e., at the12th iteration shown in Figure 1.2(h),

the reconstruction result shows a good agreement with the actual dielectric properties of the

OI.
2 The microwave frequency range is from 300 MHz to 300 GHz whichcorresponds to 1 m to 1 mm oper-

ational (free space) wavelength, respectively. It is worthmentioning that the microwave frequency range that
is suitable for microwave biomedical applications such as breast imaging is typically from 600 MHz to 8 GHz
which is a trade-off between the achievable penetration depth and spatial resolution.

3 This target was interrogated from 18 different angles, and then the resulting scattered fields were collected
at 241 data points per transmitter at 9 different frequencies ranging from 2 GHz to 10 GHz with the increment
of 1 GHz. The schematic that demonstrates the required movements for collecting these experimental data is
shown in Figure 1.1(b).

4 Two of these cylinders have a diameter of 31 mm, and a relativepermittivity of ǫr = 3 ± 0.3. The other
cylinder has a diameter of80 mm and a relative permittivity ofǫr = 1.45± 0.15.

5 Herein, we have utilized the multiplicative regularized Gauss-Newton inversion (MR-GNI) algorithm to
invert the5 − 10 GHz data sets (six frequencies) simultaneously [2, 3]. For all of the reconstruction results
shown here the imaging domain has the size of15× 15 cm2 discretized into61× 61 cells.
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Also, it is worth emphasizing that these images are accompanied by colorbars which demon-

strate the quantitative values of dielectric properties. Therefore, MWI is a quantitative imag-

ing modality. For example, if we look at Figure 1.2(h), we seethree main colors in the image,

which can be compared against the colorbar to understand theassociated relative permittiv-

ity (dielectric constant) values. As can be seen, the dark blue color corresponds to a relative

permittivity of one which is for the air. The blue color corresponds to a relative permittivity

of about1.5 which is for the larger cylinder, and finally the red color corresponds to a relative

permittivity of 3.3 which is for the smaller cylinders. As can be seen, the inversion algo-

rithm has reconstructed shape, location, and the dielectric properties (relative permittivity

values) at each location. The initial guess for this algorithm is trivial; i.e., in the beginning

of this algorithm, it is assumed that the medium everywhere is air. Finally, we note that in

this example, a cross-section of the OI has been reconstructed. For this reason, we may also

refer to this as microwave tomography (MWT). Note that the word tomography is derived

from Ancient Greek and consists of two parts: ‘τ óµoς ’ tomos meaning “slice, section” and

‘γράϕω’ graph́o meaning “to write” [4].

Now we take a closer look at the data collection procedure to define some important terms.

To this end, let us begin by noting that due to the fact that thenon-ionizing data collection is

performedoutsidethe OI, this imaging technique is considered as a non-destructive imaging

tool. Obtaining the scattered data involves the following two steps. In the first step shown

in Figure 1.3(a), the OI which resides in the imaging domain6 is successively illuminated

by some known electromagnetic fields (e.g., electromagnetic fields generated from some

antenna elements) and the resulting field data are then captured by some receivers located

outsidethe OI. These field data are referred to as thetotal field data. In the second step

shown in Figure 1.3(b), the same procedure is performed but in the absence of the OI. These

6 The imaging domain is the geometrical domain that contains the OI. Note that the measured data are
collected outside the imaging domain.
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(a) Experimental setup (b) Schematic of the experimental setup

Fig. 1.1: (a) Free space scattering measurement facility of InstitutFresnel and (b) demonstration
of the experiment performed by Institut Fresnel. These figures have been taken from [1]
c©[2005] Inverse Problems.

field data are referred to as theincidentfield data. Having these two field data sets (i.e., the

total andincidentfield data), the scattered field data which represent the signature of the OI

are obtained by the subtraction of the total field data from the incident field data. That is

Escat , E − E inc whereEscat, E, andE inc denote the scattered, total, and incident fields

respectively. These scattered field data contain information about the dielectric properties of

the OI that will later be processed (inverted) to reconstruct the OI’s dielectric profile which

is the ultimate goal of this imaging technique. This data processing often involves calibrat-

ing the collected scattered field data properly and then applying an appropriate inversion

algorithms to these data. The inversion algorithm then retrieves the information about the

OI that are encoded in the scattered data and finally reconstructs the OI’s dielectric profile.

MWI can be formulated as an electromagnetic inverse problemthat needs to be solved in

order to retrieve7 the OI’s dielectric properties. The use of the term “inverse” lies in the fact

7 Within the context of this thesis, the terms “retrieve” and “reconstruct” are used interchangeably, and mean
finding the internal dielectric properties of the OI from external microwave measurements.
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(a) FoamTwinDielTM target
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(c) 2nd iteration
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(d) 3rd iteration
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(e) 5th iteration
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(f) 6th iteration
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(g) 8th iteration
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(h) 12th iteration

Fig. 1.2: (a) Cross-section ofFoamTwinDielTM target from which Institut Fresnel collected an ex-
perimental data set. (ǫr denotes the relative permittivity (dielectric constant) of the object.)
(b)-(h) The inversion of this data set (5 − 10 GHz) at different iterations of an inversion
algorithm with the last iteration being the12th iteration.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1.3: MWI setup for the measurement of (a) the total fieldE and (b) the incident fieldE inc.
The subtraction of these two measurements is the scattered field Escat. (Tx denotes the
transmitter, Rx denotes the receiver, and ROI denotes the region of interest to be imaged.)

that the goal of this problem is to infer the internal properties of the OI from exterior data.

Noting that the OI is thecausefor having a certain scattered field, we can also interpret this

inverse problem as retrieving thecausefrom its effects[5]. This point of view can be better

understood by observing the so-calleddata equationwhich governs the information flow

from the imaging domain (denoted byD) to the external measurement domain (denoted by

S) on which the data collection is performed for the two-dimensional (2D) scalar inverse

problem [6, Section II]8

measured data
︷ ︸︸ ︷

Escat(r ∈ S) = k2b

∫

D

transfer function
︷ ︸︸ ︷

g(r ∈ S, r ′ ∈ D)E(r ′ ∈ D)

unknown
︷ ︸︸ ︷

ǫ(r ′) − ǫb
ǫb

dr ′. (1.1)

8 In 2D scalar MWI, also known as 2D TM MWI, the illumination of the OI is performed by the electric
field component that is perpendicular to the imaging domain (imaging plane) which encapsulates the OI. (E.g.,
the z component of the electric field will be utilized for the interrogation of the OI if the imaging domain
resides in thexy plane.) This is perhaps the most popular form of MWI in the literature.
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Note that the above equation needs to be repeated for each transmitter as the induced field

in the OI will change depending on the transmitting antenna.Before starting to discuss this

integral equation, let us note that this equation links two different geometrical domains: (i)

the imaging domainD, and (ii ) the measurement domainS. In the above integral equation,

Escat(r) represents the collected scattered field at the receiver locationr which belongs to

S. The g(r, r ′) is Green’s function9 of the known background medium10. This known

homogeneous background medium has a relative complex permittivity 11 of ǫb. In (1.1),

E(r ′) represents the total field within the imaging domain which isdefined as the field

distribution within the imaging domain in the presence of the OI. Also,kb is the wavenumber

of the background medium12. Finally, ǫ(r ′) denotes the OI’s relative complex permittivity

that we are looking for in this inverse problem, i.e., the actual unknown of the problem. It

should be reminded that the OI’s relative complex permittivity ǫ(r ′) can be a function of

r ′ which is the position vector spanning the imaging domainD. Consequently, the relative

complex permittivity of the OI can vary with respect to the spatial variation. Thus, we use

the term relative complex permittivity “profile” to indicate thatǫ can change as a function of

position. Also, note that in the data equation, the termǫ(r ′)−ǫb
ǫb

is often defined as the contrast

of the OI’s dielectric profile (denotes byχ), i.e.,χ(r ′) , ǫ(r ′)−ǫb
ǫb

. Herein, we refer toχ as

the relative complex permittivity contrast profile, or dielectric contrast profile, or simply the

contrast.

It should also be emphasized that the data equation, in fact,represents multiple equations.

9 The Green’s function represents the response of the imagingsystem in the absence of the OI due to a Driac
delta excitation.

10 The background medium is a medium in which the OI has been immersed. This medium can be air or
any matching fluid that suits the MWI application. (E.g., water or oil can be a matching fluid for biomedical
applications.)

11 The relative complex permittivity is defined asǫ = ǫ′r − j σ
ωǫ0

whereǫ′r andσ represent the relative
permittivity and the conductivity of this complex value at the angular frequency ofω respectively. Alsoj2 =
−1.

12 The wavenumber of the background medium iskb = ω
√
µ0ǫ0ǫb whereµ0 andǫ0 are the permeability and

permittivity of vacuum, andǫb is the relative permittivity of the background medium in which the OI resides.
(Note that the background medium is assumed to be nonmagnetic in this thesis, i.e.,µr = 1.)
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Fig. 1.4: Demonstration of the data equation (1.1) in the form of a transfer function. Note that the
transfer function itself is dependent on the input.

For example, if we change the angle of illumination, the internal total field in the OI, i.e.,

E(r ′), will change. Similarly, if we change the receiving position, the vectorr will change,

and thus Green’s functiong(r, r ′) will change. Finally, the change of the frequency will

also affect this equation.

The data equation may be interpreted as an equation that a transfer function operates on the

unknown quantity and yields the measured data. However, it should be noted thatE(r ′),

which is a component of this transfer function, is itself a function of the unknown quantity

through the so-calleddomain equation13,

E(r ∈ D) = E inc(r ∈ D) + k2b

∫

D

g(r ∈ D, r ′ ∈ D) E(r ′ ∈ D)χ(r ′ ∈ D) dr′, (1.2)

where bothr andr ′ belong to the imaging domainD. As can be understood from (1.2),

E(r) that partially governs the aforementioned transfer function in (1.1) is itself a function

of the unknown quantityχ(r ′). That is why, in practice, (1.1) is often solved in an iter-

ative fashion by updatingE(r ′) (thus, updating the transfer function) as well asχ(r ′) at

each iteration. Alternatively, one may also assume some simplified forms ofE(r ′) such as

13 This nonlinear relation betweenE andχ makes our problem a nonlinear inverse problem.
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approximating it withE inc(r ′)14, and then solve the resulting linearized inverse problem15.

MWI has several potential applications such as industrial non-destructive testing, biomedical

diagnosis, security screening, through wall imaging, as well as remote sensing of oil spills,

soil moisture, and sea ice [5,7–19]. Particularly, the capability of MWI to provide quantita-

tive images of the OI can be useful for clinical applications, e.g., to evaluate the effectiveness

of cancer treatment [20]. Moreover, due to the fact that in MWI we are using non-ionizing

radiation, as opposed tox-ray computed tomography and also due to its cheaper operational

costs compared to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), this imaging tool can be beneficial

for frequent large-scale monitoring applications. On the other hand, MWI can also be uti-

lized in conjunction with other imaging modalities, e.g., with ultrasound tomography or

magnetic resonance imaging for the detection and diagnosispurposes [21–23]. However, all

of these benefits come with challenges, some of which will be discussed in the next section.

1.2 Novelties and Contributions

The above section briefly introduced MWI and its applications. We now describe three of

the main challenges facing this imaging modality. Each of these challenges will be stated

in the form of a question. After each question, an approach will be presented which can

be thought as a possible solution to overcome the stated challenges. These solutions are

basically the novelties and research contributions of thisthesis. (The list of the candidate’s

publications that is directly related to this thesis can be found in Appendix A.)

14 This approximation is known as the Born approximation.
15 The reconstruction result presented in Figure 1.2(b) was obtained under the Born approximation.
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1.2.1 Challenge I

One of the main challenges in the design of an MWI system is to know what the best possible

reconstruction that one can hope to achieve from the given MWI system for a typical OI16

is. This is important since if the best possible reconstruction fails to provide the features of

interest (e.g., a required spatial resolution level), thenthe designer will know that the system

needs to be re-designed so that the best possible reconstruction associated with the new

system can provide the details of interest. To understand the importance of this best possible

reconstruction, let us assume that an inversion from an MWI system fails to provide the

details of interest. At this point, we do not know if the problem is with the incapability of

the inversion algorithm to retrieve all the information contents from the measured data17, or

the problem lies in the fact that we did not have enough measured data in the first place18.

In summary, to enhance the achievable resolution and accuracy from MWI, we need to first

develop good understanding about the relation between a setof measured scattered field data

and the best possible reconstruction.

In this thesis, we have introduced the concept of “best” possible reconstruction. The pro-

cess through which the best possible reconstruction of an MWI system can be obtained has

been depicted in Figure 1.5. This process needs a numerical calibration object that resemble

the features of the OI. This numerical calibration object isplaced in the imaging domain

in the electromagnetic simulation software and will be interrogated by the utilized antennas

in MWI. This step is shown by the forward electromagnetic (EM) solver in Figure 1.5. As

shown in Figure 1.5, this forward EM solver19 is affected by the several design parameters

16 MWI systems are often designed for specific applications, such as breast cancer imaging systems. There-
fore, for a given MWI system, it is reasonable to define a typical OI, or a few typical OIs.

17 For example, an inversion algorithm that over-regularizesthe problem will not be able to use all the
information contents of the measured data.

18 For example, a simple OI may be imaged with a few antennas, say12 antennas. On the other hand, if we
have a more complicated OI, we often need more antennas, say36 antennas

19 The forward EM solver solves (1.2) for a given object (i.e., aknownχ) and a given excitation (i.e., a
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Fig. 1.5: Demonstration of the process through which the best possible reconstruction can be ob-
tained by the use of a numerical calibration object that has asimilar dielectric profile as the
OI. In this process, the calibration object is placed in the imaging domain and is syntheti-
cally interrogated by the antennas of the MWI system. (This step is shown by the forward
EM solver block.) This process provides us with the true mapping operator in (1.1) de-
noted byAtrue. By taking the SVD ofAtrue, the right singular vectorsV true over which the
dielectric profile can be expanded for a given MWI system willbe obtained.

including illumination patterns (Tx-Pattern), number of illumination angles (nTx), boundary

conditions (B.C.’s), and the frequency of operation (freq). When this process, i.e., the for-

ward EM solver process, is completed, the true electric fields within the calibration object

denoted byE true are computed. Knowing this true electric field within the calibration object,

the data equation (1.1) becomes linearized with a known operator20. This known linearized

operator has been denoted byAtrue in Figure 1.5. The superscript “true” inAtrue is due to

the fact that this operator represents the correct mapping operator that we are trying to im-

plicitly reconstruct in the inversion process for a given MWI setup. Using the singular value

decomposition (SVD)21 of the operatorAtrue, the right singular vectors are found.

These right singular vectors create a space in which the bestpossible reconstructed contrast

profile has to lie. Therefore, if these right singular vectors do not possess enough details to

knownE inc), and then finds the total fieldE in the object.
20 This known operator includes Green’s function of the background medium, the background wavenumber

kb, and the computed true electric field.
21 The SVD ofAm×n is denoted byUΣV H where the superscriptH denotes the Hermitian (complex

conjugate transpose) operator,U is anm × m orthonormal matrix consisting of left singular vectors of the
matrixA. That is,U is the collection ofui vectors whereui denotes theith left singular vector. In addition,
V is ann× n orthonormal matrix consisting of the right singular vectors of the matrixA. That is,V consists
of severalvi vectors wherevi denotes theith right singular vector. Finally,Σ is anm×n rectangular diagonal
matrix containing the singular values of the matrixA on its diagonal entries. Theith singular value is denoted
by σi. These singular values are non-negative real numbers of descending magnitudes; i.e.,σi > σi+1.
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be able to act as an appropriate basis for the unknown contrast profile, the unknown profile

cannot be reconstructed well. To understand this better, let us consider a simple geometrical

example. Assume we would like to get the point (1, 1, 1) from the origin in the 3D space

but we only have access to two vectors:x̂ andŷ which are the unit vectors along thex andy

axes. It is then obvious that we can never get to (1, 1, 1) as we do not have access tôz. Then,

the best possible point will be (1, 1, 0) using these available vectors. Therefore, in summary,

if the right singular vectors are not sufficient for the retrieval of the desired details of the

calibration object, we need to change the MWI design parameters (e.g., increase the number

of illumination angles) so as to add more right singular vectors with higher spatial frequency

contents in order to meet the required resolution and accuracy of the reconstruction.

This introduced concept is a necessary condition that acts as a guideline in the design pro-

cedure of MWI systems. In addition, by the use of this conceptthe effects of several MWI

parameters on the achievable resolution and accuracy from this imaging tool can be inves-

tigated. This work was published in theIEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation,

and constitutes Chapter 2 of this thesis. We published this paper during my PhD studies but

it also includes some aspects of my MSc thesis [24]. In particular, the concept of the best

possible reconstruction was developed during my PhD studies.

1.2.2 Challenge II

Another challenge associated with MWI is to understand whatcan be done in order to im-

prove the accuracy and resolution of the achieved reconstruction if the desired features have

not been captured in the best possible reconstruction (or from the actual reconstruction from

an imaging algorithm22). Broadly speaking, in addition to the signal-to-noise ratio of the

22 It should be mentioned that the best possible reconstruction may satisfy the required accuracy and resolu-
tion but the inversion result does not.
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measured data, the achievable accuracy and resolution fromMWI depend on two impor-

tant facts: (i) the existence of the required information to achieve the desired resolution and

accuracy in the collected data and (ii ) the capability of the utilized inversion algorithm to

retrieve the needed information from the collected data. Aswas discussed in the previous

challenge, the proposed concept of the best possible reconstruction is concerned with the

first mentioned fact, i.e., the existence of the informationin the collected MWI data. The

information content of the collected data can be increased through several methods, e.g, in-

corporating more transceivers in MWI23 or performing the data collection process at multiple

frequencies24.

Now, the challenge is that hardware and physical limitations do not allow us to keep adding

information to the inversion process through extra measurements. For example, hardware

limitations may not enable us to keep adding the number of antennas due to their size and

mutual coupling. On the other hand, we might need higher frequencies to reconstruct a small

detail. However, these higher frequency electromagnetic waves may not see the internal

details due to their limited penetration depth. In such cases, we need a different mechanism

to inject extra data to the inversion process. One way to do sois to provide the so-called

virtual data to MWI. To understand this better, let us consider the example we discussed

earlier: getting to the point (1, 1, 1) from the origin when weonly have access tôx and ŷ

vectors. As noted earlier, this is not possible. Now imaginethat we injectẑ vector as the

virtual data to the system. We are then able to get to (1, 1, 1) usingx̂, ŷ, andẑ.

In this thesis, prior information about the OI is injected into the inversion algorithm. There

are various forms of prior information. Herein, we considerthe priorstructuralinformation

23 This increases the sampling resolution of the collected data.
24 Including the low frequency and high frequency informationin the collected data from the OI has its own

advantage: performing MWI at lower frequencies leads to a better penetration depth while higher frequencies
can result in enhanced resolution.
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about the OI25. To this end, the most important aspect is how to inject theseprior data so that

the algorithm is automated and can handle situations where we do not have access to prior

information within the whole imaging domain. The details ofour proposed method will be

discussed in Chapter 3 of this thesis, which is accepted at the journal ofIEEE Transactions

on Antennas and Propagation(in press). In the proposed method, the prior structural infor-

mation only considers the geometrical aspects of regions inthe imaging domain and does

not assume any quantitative values associated with each region. It should also be mentioned

that the presented algorithms in Chapter 3 are fully automated and do not require any man-

ual adjustments by the user. Moreover, the developed algorithms are capable of working

with both complete and partial prior structural information about the OI. The importance

this capability will be discussed in Chapter 3.

1.2.3 Challenge III

Let us begin the third challenge by considering a scenario inwhich we neither have access to

sufficient measured data nor have any prior information (virtual data) to use in the inversion

process. Then, what can be done in such a scenario?

To answer this question it might be better to first understandthe importance of having a

balance between the number of collected data points (which are the known quantities of

an MWI problem) and the electrical size26 of the imaging domain (which determines the

number of unknowns of that MWI problem). To this end, let us consider the following two

examples: the first one is regarding three dimensional (3D) full vectorial MWI27 and the

second one is regarding two-dimensional (2D) scalar MWI.

25 This structural information can be for example obtained through other high-resolution imaging techniques.
26 The electrical size is the ratio of the actual dimension withrespect to the wavelength of operation.
27 In contrast to 2D scalar MWI which deals with one component ofthe electric field, 3D full vectorial MWI

considers all three components of the electric field.
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Assume a 3D full vectorial MWI system with a 3D imaging domainof 5λb×5λb×5λb where

λb is the wavelength of operation in the background medium. Suppose that the imaging

domain is discretized into 20 cells per wavelength28 which results in a100 × 100 × 100

discretized 3D imaging domain that is equivalent of106 complex permittivity unknowns. It

should be noted that the vector electric field at each cell is also unknown. This results in

having3 × 106 extra unknowns which are nonlinearly related to106 complex permittivity

unknowns. Now, if we are able to accommodate 3 rings of24 antennas around this 3D

imaging domain (total of3 × 24 = 72 antennas) and assuming that when one antenna is in

the transmitting mode the rest of the antennas are in the receiving mode, the total number

of collected data points29 will be 72 × 71 = 511230, which is the number of the known

quantities of the corresponding MWI problem to be solved forthis imaging system31. As

can be understood by comparing the number of known and unknown quantities (i.e.,5112

and106 respectively) in this 3D MWI system, there is a significant imbalance between the

unknown and known quantities in this imaging system. This can result in degrading the

achievable resolution and accuracy in this 3D imaging system32.

Now, let us consider the similar scenario for 2D scalar MWI: a5λb×5λb 2D imaging domain

similarly discretized into 20 cells per wavelength, thus, resulting in a100× 100 discretized

28 The rule of thumb of 10 discretized cells per wavelength might not be fine enough in order to resolve the
small features of the OI.

29 The feasibility of collecting these many data points is alsodependent on the capability of the utilized
switch network in MWI, i.e., the switch network should be able to handle the72 inputs. However, if we use a
network switch that can only take24 inputs, then the maximum collected data points will be3×24×23 = 1656.

30 It should be noted that in anN -port reciprocal network the number of independent scattering coefficients
will be equal to (N+1)N

2 [5]. This is also the case for an MWI system withN antennas. In our work, we
assumed thatsii data are not measured and onlysij data (fori 6= j) are measured and inverted. In addition, we
assume that bothsij andsji are used for inversion as their associated induced contrastsources within the OI
are different. Note thatsij data are often converted to field values using a calibration technique. In our case,
the simulated data are field data and the experimental inversion uses field values obtained from measuredsij
data.

31 Using more antennas in 3D MWI is challenging due to some physical restrictions such as the placement
of the OI and the size of the antennas as well as their mutual coupling.

32 Of course, this significant imbalance can be alleviated by the use of regularization techniques which in-
troduce virtual data, e.g., the use of Laplacian regularizer assumes that these unknowns vary smoothly within
the imaging domain.
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imaging domain. We will then have104 complex permittivity unknowns. It should be noted

that we also have104 extra complex unknowns for the normal component of the electric field

to the imaging domain which are nonlinearly related to104 complex permittivity unknowns.

(As noted earlier in 2D scalar MWI only one component of the electric field, i.e., the one

that is perpendicular to the imaging domain, is assumed to bethe dominant component.)

Assuming that we can fit24 antennas on a ring surrounding the 2D imaging domain (similar

to the 3D case but only having one ring of antennas), we will have24×23 = 552 data points

which are the known quantities of the corresponding 2D scalar MWI problem.

As can be seen, the imbalance between the number of known and unknown quantities has

been improved when 2D scalar MWI is utilized instead of 3D full vectorial MWI33. This

can be better understood by comparing the ratios of the unknowns to knowns for these two

examples of MWI. In 3D full vectorial MWI, the ratio of the unknown to known quantities

is about196 (i.e., 106

5112
), whereas in 2D scalar MWI this number is about 18 (i.e.,104

552
).

Therefore, shrinking the imaging domain from 3D to 2D has helped us in alleviating this

issue: improving the balance between the known and unknown quantities, and potentially

enhancing the achievable accuracy and resolution from thisimaging tool.

As can be seen for both 2D scalar MWI and 3D full vectorial MWI,we often have more

unknowns than knowns. One way to handle this issue is to inject virtual information as we

discussed under challenge II. We also note that typical regularization schemes can also be

viewed as methods of adding some generic forms of virtual information. For example, let us

consider the under-determined system of equationsAx = b mapping the unknown quantity

x to the measured datab whereA ∈ C

552×10000 andb ∈ C

552. This system of equations,

33 For 2D scalar MWI to be acceptable, one of the main assumptions is to have∂ǫ
∂z

→ 0 when the imaging
domain lies in thexy plane. This assumption has been previously used for breast and forearm imaging, but
in any case it does introduce modeling errors to the inversion algorithm. On the other hand, 3D full vectorial
MWI reduces this modeling error, but as noted above suffers from increased imbalance between the known
and unknown quantities.
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when used with standard Tikhonov regularization34, turns into the following least squares

problem

xβ = argmin
x
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(1.3)

where‖.‖ denotes theL2 norm,β2 is the regularization weight,I is the identity matrix,xβ

is the regularized solution andargmin
x

denotes minimization overx [25]. It should be noted

that the matrixA has been augmented with the identity matrix to form a new matrix with the

dimension ofC10552×10000. From an information point of view, our original measured data

points have been virtually increased to10552 by the use of a regularization operator to deal

with 10000 unknowns. However, this might not be always ideal as the information coming

through these regularization techniques are very generic.

Another way to handle the challenge of having too many unknowns and limited knowns is

to further decrease the number of unknowns. This thesis suggests the use of the transmit and

receive patterns of the utilized antennas toward this goal.This will now be briefly discussed.

We have proposed to use one of the MWI’s design parameters, namely, the incident field

distribution within the imaging domain as a tool to reduce the number of unknowns to be

retrieved. In other words, this thesis suggests that one cantake advantage of the incident

field distribution to partially control the sensitivity of the measured data with respect to

different regions within the imaging domain and consequently be able to suppress the effects

of some parts of the imaging domain on the collected data. This can be viewed as having

less number of unknowns within the imaging domain. Therefore, one immediate advantage

34 In the standard Tikhonov regularization method, we solveAx = b by minimizing‖Ax− b‖2 and‖x‖2
overx simultaneously. That is, we findx by minimizing‖Ax− b‖2 + β2 ‖x‖2 whereβ2 is a real number
called the regularization weight.
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(a) Non-focused transceivers (b) Focused transmitter, non-focused receiver

(c) Focused transceivers

Fig. 1.6: MWI setup with three modes of transceiving: (a) demonstrates the mode in which non-
focused transmitter and receiver have been used, (b) depicts the setup that incorporates the
focused transmitter while using non-focused receiver, and(c) represents the mode in which
focused transmitter and receiver have been utilized for theinterrogation of the imaging
domain. (Tx denotes the transmitter, and Rx denotes the receiver. 4× 4 square grid denotes
the imaging domain of the MWI system.)

of this method is to have an improved balance between the known and unknown quantities

in MWI that can potentially lead to improvement of the achievable accuracy and resolution
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of MWI3536. The incident field distribution in MWI is directly related to the properties of the

antenna with which the OI is irradiated. One of the main challenges is the fact that the OI is

placed close to the antenna (i.e., in the near-field zone of the antenna, and not in its far-field

zone37). Therefore, the near-field (NF) distribution of the antenna needs to be considered in

the design procedure of MWI38.

Inspired by recent developments in tailoring the NF distributions of radiators, we have sug-

gested to use a focused NF distribution (as opposed to a non-focused one) for the illumi-

nation of the OI in order to reduce the effects of the regions outside the region of interest

(ROI)39 on the collected data in MWI. To better understand this, we have demonstrated the

proposed idea in Figures 1.6(a) and (b) where the former shows the non-focused NF distri-

bution and the latter depicts the focused NF distribution. As can be seen, when the antenna

with a focused incident distribution is utilized in MWI, mainly 4 cells out of16 cells within

the imaging domain are illuminated. On the other hand, the use of a non-focused transmitter

35 This approach will provide more potential advantages including: (i) enabling the use of simpler inversion
techniques, (ii ) reducing the modeling errors, and (iii ) mitigating the non-uniqueness issue associated with
MWI. Note that the MWI problem can be thought as multiple inverse source problems. This is due to the
fact that every time that the OI is illuminated, a set of contrast sources is induced in the OI which acts as the
source for the scattered field data. It is well-known that theinverse source problem has a non-unique solution
due to non-radiating sources [26, 27]. It should be pointed out that in MWI the non-uniqueness of the inverse
source problem is generally alleviated through the use of multiple illuminations. This is due to the fact that the
contrast sources arising from multiple illuminations haveto share one common factor which is the unknown
OI’s dielectric contrast [26].

36 In addition, we have previously shown that the use of a focused incident field can enhance the singular
value dynamic of the ill-posed problem; see the author’s MScthesis [24].

37 The far-field zone of an antenna starts from a distance away from the antenna, sayrFF, and then goes
to infinity. In the far-field zone, the fields radiated by the antenna can be approximated by plane waves. To
find rFF, we often need to find the largest value between the followingtwo quantities: (i) 2D2/λ and (ii ) 10λ
whereD is the largest dimension of the antenna andλ is the wavelength of operation in the medium. For small
antennas, the first quantity, i.e.,10λ is the largest number, and therefore for small antennas, thefar-field zone
starts from10λ. In other words, for small antennas, the near-field zone willcover distances that are smaller
than10λ from the antenna. On the other hand, for large antennas, the second quantity, i.e.,2D2/λ will be the
dominant value [24].

38 The use of near-field (NF) antenna(s) as opposed to far-field (FF) antenna(s) is one of the novelties of this
thesis as to the best of our knowledge this is the first time that an antenna designed from a given desired NF
distribution has been investigated for MWI.

39 In the terminology of this thesis, we refer to the subset of the imaging domain that we would like to make
the collected data sensitive to as the region of interest (ROI).
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results in the illumination of the whole imaging domain40. This method has been presented

and discussed in details in Chapter 4, which has been published in the journal ofSensors

(special issue of Microwave Imaging and Detection). Additionally, in the author’s opinion,

the use of a focused incident NF distribution is important for some MWI applications since it

may be viewed as a smaller ruler with which finer details of theOI can be seen.41 However,

this aspect still needs further investigation and our proofis limited to one example in this

thesis.

Finally, in this thesis, we have considered another degree of freedom in MWI design, i.e.,

the receiving pattern of the antennas. This thesis suggeststhat using receiving patterns in

conjunction with transmitting patterns can be helpful to further tailor the sensitivity of the

collected data with respect to the ROI.

In Chapter 5, we will show that using these two degrees of freedom (i.e., transmit and receive

patterns) concurrently can be viewed as an MWI hardware design aspect42 that provides

a mechanism to further suppress the sensitivity of the measured data with respect to the

regions outside the ROI. This can be better understood by thecomparison of Figures 1.6(a)

and (c) that depict the two modes of transceivers, i.e., non-focused transceivers and focused

transceivers in MWI. In the non-focused MWI setup demonstrated in Figure 1.6(a), the

receiver is sensitive to all the16 cells in the4 × 4 grid. However, let us now consider the

focused transceivers as shown in Figure 1.6(c). Under a localized approximation43 (e.g.,

the Born approximation), the receiver is now sensitive to a fewer cells compared to the

40 Note that due to multiple scattering events within the OI a focused incident field does not necessarily result
in the focused total field within the OI.

41 Note that this is different than the numerical aperture within the context of Abbé’s diffraction limit. In this
method, our purpose is to confine the geometrical support of contrast sources suing focused beams.

42 It is important in MWI design to make sure that we have taken into the account both ofhardware pa-
rameters, e.g, incorporated transceivers in MWI andsoftware parameters, e.g., utilized inversion algorithm,
completely. This is due to the fact that for any application there is a trade off between the requirements in each
of these two categories that can lead us to the optimum designfor MWI.

43 The utilized localized approximation is discussed in Chapter 5.
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previous cases. As noted earlier, this simplified demonstration has been provided for better

understanding of the proposed method and does not take into account phenomena such as

multiple scattering events within the OI. The details of ourinvestigation for this method is

presented in Chapter 5. This work is currently under review.

1.3 Outline

This chapter described the scope of my thesis and its roadmap. The second chapter of this

thesis, Chapter 2, is a peer-reviewed journal paper that includes the research work of my

MSc and PhD studies. In this paper, a mathematical frameworkis introduced with which

the achievable accuracy and resolution from MWI can be analyzed. The main contribution

of my PhD research work in this paper was the introduction of the concept of the best pos-

sible reconstruction which is a necessary condition that needs to be satisfied in the design

procedure of MWI systems. Therefore, the discussion on the topic of the best possible recon-

struction in Chapter 2 should be viewed as part of my PhD contributions, and the remaining

parts of this chapter should be viewed as the background information. Chapter 3, which is

one of the accepted (in press) papers of the candidate, is concerned with the MWI inversion

algorithm development. This chapter proposes a method to inject virtual data into the MWI

algorithms in order to improve their achievable accuracy and resolution. In the proposed

method, the prior structural information about the OI has been incorporated in the utilized

imaging algorithms, i.e., the MWI software. The developed algorithms in this chapter are

able to work with both complete and partial structural information about the OI. On the other

hand, Chapter 4 is a peer-reviewed journal paper that mainlyfocuses on the MWI hardware

aspect. In this chapter, the advantages of using focused incident near-field (NF) distribu-

tions in MWI are discussed. These advantages include suppressing the sensitivity of the

collected data with respect to the regions outside the ROI. In Chapter 5, it is demonstrated
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that the simultaneous use of receiver and transmitter with focused patterns can be beneficial

in tailoring the sensitivity of the collected data with respect to the regions outside the ROI

even more. (Note that both of these two parameters are related to the hardware aspect in

MWI.) This chapter, which is an under-review journal paper,also discusses that the use of

focused receiving patterns in conjunction with transmitting patterns, which can be useful in

making the reconstruction with simpler inversion algorithms more accurate. In Chapter 5,

it is demonstrated that the MWI hardware (i.e., incorporated antennas in the system) can be

as useful as MWI software (i.e., utilized imaging algorithms) in improving the achievable

accuracy and resolution from MWI. Specifically, in Chapter 5, we have suggested that in-

stead of using the transceivers to solely interrogate the OI, we can take advantage of their

transmitting and receiving patterns to tailor the sensitivity of the scattered field data with

respect to the unknowns.

In summary, this thesis is structured based on the grouped manuscript style (i.e., sandwich

thesis). Therefore, Chapters 2 to 5 are the candidate’s peer-reviewed or under-review journal

papers. These papers collectively contribute toward the goal of this PhD thesis as described

in Section 1.2. Following is the list of these papers in the order of their appearance in this

thesis:

• Nozhan Bayatand Puyan Mojabi, “A Mathematical Framework to Analyze the Achiev-

able Resolution from Microwave Tomography,”IEEE Transactions on Antenna and

Propagation, vol. 64, no. 4, pp. 1484-1489 , 2016.

• Nozhan Bayatand Puyan Mojabi, “Incorporating Spatial Priors in Microwave Imag-

ing via Multiplicative Regularization,” Accepted to be published inIEEE Transactions

on Antenna and Propagation, pp. 1-12, 2019 (Manuscript ID. AP1905-0924.R1), in

press.
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• Nozhan Bayatand Puyan Mojabi, “On the Use of Focused Incident Near-FieldDis-

tributions in Microwave Imaging,”Sensors, vol. 18, no. 9, pp. 1-26, 2018.

• Nozhan Bayatand Puyan Mojabi, “Focused One-Dimensional Microwave Imaging

by Near-Field Plates,” Under-review.

Chapter 6 summarizes the works that have been done in this dissertation and the future

avenues that can be pursued in this research area. Finally, it should be noted that this disser-

tation includes eight appendices entitled Appendix A to Appendix H, which are mainly the

appendices of the author’s published, accepted or submitted journal papers.
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Concept of Best Possible Reconstruction

This chapter encloses a peer-reviewed journal paper published inIEEE Transactions on An-

tennas and Propagationthat consists of the author’s work during his MSc and PhD studies1.

As has been stated in Section 1.2.1, one of the main challenges that MWI faces is to under-

stand the best possible reconstruction that we can achieve from a given MWI system with

specific designed parameters, e.g., the minimum number of transceivers which needs to be

incorporated into an MWI system in order to achieve a desiredimage resolution. This chap-

ter proposes the concept of the best possible reconstruction in order to address this issue.

Herein, a mathematical framework that can be utilized to evaluate the effects of different

MWI parameters such as the frequency of operation and numberof transceivers within the

system has been introduced. The main contribution of the author’s PhD work in this paper is

the introduction of the concept of best possible reconstruction2. This concept can act as a tool

1 c©[2016] IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Nozhan Bayat and Puyan Mojabi, “A Mathematical
Framework to Analyze the Achievable Resolution from Microwave Tomography,”IEEE Transaction on An-
tenna and Propagation, vol. 64, no. 4, pp. 1484-1489, 2016.

2 This concept is introduced in Section 2.4 of this paper and then it has been evaluated in the Results section
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in the design procedure of MWI systems using which the designer can evaluate the effects of

different MWI’s parameters on the best achievable reconstruction accuracy and resolution.

In other words, this concept serves as anecessarycondition to be checked prior to the actual

hardware design. It should be mentioned that even if the bestpossible reconstruction is

successful in providing desired details about the object being imaged, there is no guarantee

that these desired features will be retrieved during the actual inversion process. The abstract

of this paper is as follows, which will then be accompanied bythe remaining sections of the

paper.

Abstract. A mathematical framework is proposed to investigate how different parameters

affect the achievable resolution from microwave tomography (MWT). This framework at-

tempts to incorporate multiple scattering events within the object of interest (OI) into its

analysis by taking into account the effect of the induced total field within the OI. To this

end, a linearized operator, which maps the OI’s permittivity profile to the measured data,

is first constructed. The framework then revolves around thenumber of the right singular

vectors of this operator, and their spatial frequency contents that can be utilized in recon-

struction. Furthermore, this framework is used to introduce the ‘best’ possible reconstruction

that can be achieved in a given MWT system when imaging a typical OI. This concept can

then provide some insights and guidelines for MWT system design.

2.1 Introduction

Microwave tomography (MWT) is an imaging method that creates quantitative images of

the dielectric profile of an object of interest (OI). This imaging modality offers several po-

tential applications ranging from industrial non-destructive evaluation to biomedical imag-

against synthetic data sets as well as the Conclusions Section. The remaining part of this chapter should be
treated as the background materials as they are related to the author’s MSc work.
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ing [16, 28–30]. To make MWT a viable imaging method, it is important to have solid

understanding about its achievable resolution limit for different measurement scenarios and

different OIs. To this end, it is important to have a mathematical framework using which

such analysis on the achievable resolution can be performed. In an earlier work [31], a

mathematical framework for studying the achievable resolution from linear inversion meth-

ods was presented. The authors of [31] then investigated whythe choice of nonlinear in-

version algorithms can result in enhanced resolution compared to the use of linear inversion

methods. In contrast to [31], this paper attempts to providea mathematical framework di-

rectly for nonlinear inversion algorithms. A few other papers, e.g., [32, 33], have quantified

the resolution achievable from a given experimental MWT system for a few targets. In con-

trast to those papers, this paper does not aim to quantify theachievable resolution from a

given experimental system, but attempts to provide a mathematical framework using which

the achievable resolution limit from any MWT systems can be better studied. The core of

the framework proposed in this paper is borrowed from a mathematical framework that was

recently used to solve the discretized linear Fredholm integral equation of the first kind [34].

In this paper, this framework is adapted to the discretized nonlinear integral equation asso-

ciated with the MWT problem. As noted above, the proposed framework attempts to take

into account the nonlinearity of the MWT problem in its resolution analysis, thus, provid-

ing more accurate understanding of the achievable resolution from MWT compared to the

aforementioned works. In addition, based on this framework, two different concepts will

be introduced, namely, the direct expansion of the contrastprofile and the ‘best’ possible

reconstruction, which can be used to provide some guidelines and insights on how to design

an MWT system. Throughout this paper, we assume that the wavepropagation inside the

MWT chamber is two-dimensional transverse magnetic.
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2.2 Nonlinearity and Resolution

Let’s consider the so-called MWT data equation that maps thedielectric profile of the OI,

located within the imaging domainD, to the scattered data measured outsideD as

Escat(p) = k2b

∫

D

g(p, q)E(q)χ(q)dq, (2.1)

whereEscat(p) is the scattered electric field at the measurement domain,kb is the wavenum-

ber of the background medium,χ(q) is the unknown dielectric contrast profile of the OI.

The position vectorsp and q span the measurement and imaging domains respectively,

and g(p, q) is Green’s function of the background medium. The total fieldinside the

imaging domain is denoted byE(q). The contrast profileχ(q) of the OI is defined as

χ(q) = (ǫ(q)− ǫb)/ǫb whereǫ(q) is the unknown relative permittivity profile of the OI, and

ǫb is the known relative permittivity of the background medium. To analyze the achievable

resolution from MWT, we need to analyze the operator that maps the unknown contrast pro-

file, χ(q), to the measured scattered data,Escat(p). As can be seen from (2.1), this operator

depends on both the Green’s functiong(p, q) and the total field within the imaging domain

E(q). In other words, the information flow from the imaging domainto the measurement

domain is mainly controlled by these two functions. The mainchallenge in analyzing this

operator is that the total fieldE(q), which partially defines this operator, is itself nonlinearly

related to the unknownχ(q). This makes this operator dependent on the OI. (This is one of

the reasons that different resolving abilities have been observed for the same experimental

MWT system when imaging different OIs; e.g., see [32].) Based on the above discussion,

it can be concluded that the measured data is nonlinearly related to the unknown contrast.

Therefore, our first step toward providing a mathematical framework is to decide how to

handle this nonlinearity.
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Herein, we aim to linearize (2.1) without imposing significant approximations onE(q).

That is, we would like to incorporate as many multiple scattering events as possible into our

analysis. To this end, we use the following procedure.

1. The measured dataEscat(p) is inverted using a nonlinear inversion algorithm. A

nonlinear inversion algorithm iteratively attempts to model multiple scattering events

within the OI. Herein, the multiplicative regularized Gauss-Newton inversion (MR-

GNI) algorithm [2,35] is used as the nonlinear inversion algorithm.

2. The total fieldE(q) at the last iteration of the MR-GNI algorithm is calculated.This

calculated total field is denoted bȳE(q). For a given inversion algorithm, assuming

that the regularization weight is chosen properly, this calculated total field will be

the most accurate estimate of the multiple scattering events within the OI that this

inversion algorithm can recover.

3. This calculated total field will then be used in (2.1) to linearize the data equation with

respect toχ(q). That is, the linearized equation will be

known measured data
︷ ︸︸ ︷

Escat(p) =

known linearized operator
︷ ︸︸ ︷

k2b

∫

D

g(p, q)Ē(q)

unknown
︷︸︸︷

χ(q) dq. (2.2)

We now have a linearized map between the unknown dielectric profile and the measured

data. (It should be noted that this type of linearization hasbeen previously used for image

enhancement of MWT final reconstructions [36].) We now need to analyze this linearized

operator in conjunction with the measured data in order to understand how different param-

eters affect the achievable resolution. To this end, we discretize (2.2) asAχ = b whereb is

a complex vector of lengthm containing the measured data points,χ is a complex vector of

lengthn containing the contrast values at each discretized cell of the imaging domain, andA

is am×n complex matrix, which is the discretized form of the integral equation operator in
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(2.2). As can be seen, the matrixA depends on Green’s function of the background medium

and the total fieldĒ. Using the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrixA, the

discretized contrastχ can be written as [37]

χ =

min(m,n)
∑

i=1

uHi b

σi
vi, (2.3)

whereui andvi are the left and right singular vectors ofA respectively andσi is the ith

singular value3. Note that the upper limit of the above summation ismin(m,n) to exclude

the zero singular values from the summation. This indicatesthat the solutionχ lies within

the space of the firstmin(m,n) right singular vectorsvi, and is equal to the summation

of these right singular vectors, each of which weighted byuHi b/σi. Finally, we note that

when a regularization scheme is used in an inversion algorithm, it is more appropriate to

consider the SVD of the augmented operator that accounts forthe presence of the regularizer.

However, this will make the analysis more complicated and also dependent on the utilized

regularization scheme. In this work, we have not taken this into account.

2.3 MWT Resolution Analysis

The key idea behind using (2.3) for resolution analysis lieswithin the fact that the right sin-

gular vectorsvi have properties similar to the Fourier series’ basis functions. Specifically,

right singular vectorsvi of small indicesi have mainly low spatial frequency components;

as the indexi increases,vi will then have higher spatial frequency contents [34]. Therefore,

as the indexi increases, the summation (2.3) will try to incorporate morehigh spatial fre-

quencies into the solutionχ. To use this idea in the rest of this paper, we need to have a

tool to evaluate the spatial frequency contents of right singular vectors in different measure-

3 These singular values are non-negative real numbers of descending magnitudes; i.e.,σi > σi+1.
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ment scenarios. To this end, we use the power spectrum of the right singular vectors as used

in [34]. Herein, to be able to compare the spatial frequency contents of the power spectra of

differentvi within the same plot, we choose to plot only one cut of|ṽi(fx, fy)|2 for eachvi.

(fx andfy are spatial frequency indices andṽ denotes the Fourier transform ofv.) Specifi-

cally, we plot|ṽi(fx, fy = 0)|2 against differentfx andi indices. As will be seen later, this

plot is similar to a rotated “V” letter where the apex of the “V” represents the zero spatial

frequency component. As the indexi increases, the aperture of the “V” increases; thus, in-

corporating higher spatial frequency components. It is therefore clear that incorporating as

manyvi as possible into the reconstructedχ is desirable so as to achieve a high resolution

image. We now need to address the number of right singular vectors that can be incorpo-

rated into the reconstructed contrastχ. From (2.3), it might be mistakenly concluded that

we can always incorporatemin(m,n) right singular vectors into the reconstructed contrast.

However, this is not the case due to the ill-posedness of the problem which results in the

blow up of the coefficientsuHi b/σi for largei indices [37]. Therefore, although it is critical

to incorporatevis with largei indices into the reconstructed contrast, we cannot includeall

the vis due to the instability of the associated mathematical problem. This indicates that

the final solution will suffer from not having some high spatial frequency components. If

those high spatial frequency components are needed to successfully reconstruct a feature in

the OI, that feature will not be properly shown in the reconstructed image. We now need a

tool to determine how fastuHi b/σi coefficients blow up. This is important because the faster

these coefficients blow up, the smaller number ofvis can be used in the reconstruction. To

this end, we simply plot the magnitude of the coefficientsuHi b/σi versus the indexi. This

plot in conjunction with the power spectrum plot enables us to compare different scenarios

for MWT applications in terms of the achievable resolution.
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2.4 Direct Expansion and ‘Best’ Possible Reconstruction

As noted above, the number of right singular vectors used in the expansion of the recon-

structed profile needs to be truncated to deal with the ill-posedness of the problem. At this

point, it is important to be able to check what we could have reconstructed if we were able

to use all themin(m,n) right singular vectors in the reconstruction. To this end, we project

the true contrast profile, denoted byχtrue, into the space spanned by all themin(m,n) right

singular vectors. The result of this projection, which we refer to as the direct expansion of

the contrast profile, is denoted byχ∀vi , and will beχ∀vi =
∑min(m,n)

i=1 (vHi χ
true)vi. Onceχ∀vi

is calculated,ǫ∀vir can be easily obtained.

It is also worthwhile to discuss a simple method for the evaluation of the ‘best’ possible

reconstruction of an OI in a given MWT setup. This is important since we first need to

confirm whether or not this ‘best’ possible reconstruction can resolve the features of interest

prior to inversion. In fact, if the ‘best’ possible reconstruction cannot achieve the required

resolution level, the data inversion will not be able to resolve these features either. As will

be seen later, this can provide some insights on how to designan MWT system to achieve

a desired resolution level. To find the ‘best’ possible reconstruction, we first give the true

contrastχtrue to the forward solver to generate the true total field within the OI. This true

total field is denoted byE true. We can now linearize the data equation by utilizingE true

instead ofĒ in (2.2). This new linearized operator is then referred to asAtrue. The true

contrast profile is then projected into the space spanned by the firstmin(m,n) right singular

vectors ofAtrue, denoted byvtrue
i . The result of this projection, which we refer to as the ‘best’

possible reconstructionχbest, will have a mathematical expression similar to that ofχ∀vi with

only one difference:vtrue
i will be used instead ofvi. Onceχbest is obtained,ǫbest

r can be easily

found. We note thatχbest is not necessarily the same asχtrue sinceχbest can only lie within

the space of the firstmin(m,n) right singular vectors; however,χtrue may have components
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which lie within the space of the right singular vectors withindices greater thanmin(m,n).

As also noted earlier, ifǫbest
r cannot achieve the desired resolution level, the inversionof the

data cannot achieve the desired resolution level either. This is due to the fact that obtaining

ǫbest
r is based on knowing the true total field within the OI; however, in an inversion process

we can only aim to have an̄E that is as close as possible toE true. (As will be discussed later,

this idea can be used to design application-specific MWT systems.)

2.5 Results

We now apply the above framework to both synthetic and experimental data sets. The syn-

thetic data is collected from a target, which we refer to as the E-target. This target, shown

in Figure 2.1(a), has been previously used in other publications; e.g., in [32, 33]. Similar

to [32], we assume that theE-target is lossless and has a relative permittivity of2.3 within

our frequency range of interest. (For all the results presented in this paper, the inversion

algorithm starts with an initial guess of zero contrast.) Before starting our analysis, it is

important to make sure that the number of utilized transceivers is sufficient for the ‘best’

possible reconstruction to resolve the features of this OI.In our simulations, we assume

that all the antennas are equally spaced around a circle withthe radius of 0.15 m. Now, if

the number of antennas isnTx, the total number of collected scattering data points will be

nTx × (nTx − 1)4. We now choose three possiblenTx, namely, 8, 16 and 24 at the fre-

quency of 5 GHz. The ‘best’ possible reconstructed profile,ǫbest
r , for each of these cases has

been shown in Figure 2.1(b)-(d). As can be seen, the ‘best’ possible reconstructed profile

fails to resolve these features whennTx is 8. Thus, if 8 transmitters are used for imaging

this target, the reconstruction will also fail. Herein, we choose the number of transmitters to

be 16 unless otherwise stated. As can be seen, the concept ofǫbest
r provides some guideline

4 See Footnote 30 in Chapter 1 for a detailed explanation.
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Fig. 2.1: (a) Real part of the true relative complex permittivity profile. (b)-(d) ‘Best’ possible
reconstruction,ǫbest

r , when the number of antennas is set to 8, 16, and 24 respectively.
(f = 5 GHz)

for the MWT system design; e.g., by avoiding 8 transmitters for this measurement config-

uration when imaging objects similar to thisE-target. To generate the synthetic data set

to be inverted, we discretize theE-target into150 × 150 cells within a12.6 × 12.6 cm2

domain. (Unless otherwise stated, we assume that the transmitters are line sources.) In all

the examples concerning the inversion of this synthetic data set, the inversion domain is

14× 14 cm2 that is discretized into100× 100 cells. Let’s start by studying the role of noise

in the achievable resolution atf = 5 GHz. To study the effect of noise, we add synthetic

noise to our data set based on the formula given in [38]. Specifically, we consider four
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Fig. 2.2: (a) Power spectrum|ṽi(fx, fy = 0)|2 at η = 0%. (Each column of this image represents
the power spectrum of a givenvi with respect tofx.) (b) Variation of |uHi b|/σi for four
different noise levels. (c)-(d) Reconstructed real part ofthe permittivity profile forη = 0%
andη = 20% respectively. (e)-(f) Direct expansion of the real part of the permittivity profile
for η = 0% andη = 20% respectively. (nTx = 16 andf = 5 GHz.)
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Fig. 2.3: (a)-(c) Power spectra|ṽi(fx, fy = 0)|2 at 500 MHz, 3 GHz, and5 GHz respectively;
(d) Variation of|uHi b|/σi at six different frequencies. (nTx = 16 andη = 3%.)

different noise levels:η = 0%, 3%, 10%, and20%. The power spectrum of the right

singular vectors when the noise level is0% is shown in Figure 2.2(a). (Note thatmin(m,n)

is 240 for this example.) Although not shown, the power spectra corresponding to the other

three noise levels have similar spatial frequency contentsas the one shown in Figure 2.2(a).

Also, as can be seen in Figure 2.2(a), the power spectrum looks like a horizontal “V” letter

as pointed out earlier. Now, the question to be answered is whether or not we can use all

these spatial frequency components in the reconstruction of χ. To answer this question we

plot |uHi b|/σi, which are the coefficients of the summation (2.3); see Figure 2.2(b). As can

be seen in Figure 2.2(b), as the noise level increases, thesecoefficients tend to blow up at
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smalleri indices; thus, less number ofvis can be incorporated into the reconstructedχ to

avoid instability. Consequently, as the noise level increases, less high spatial frequency con-

tent can be incorporated into the solution; therefore, the achievable resolution will degrade

as the noise level increases. (Note that even forη = 0% we still have some numerical noise,

e.g., round-off error.)

Now, let’s take a look at the reconstruction of this target. The reconstructed permittivity pro-

files, denoted byǫrecons
r , have been shown in the middle row of Figure 2.2 for the two noise

levels. (The reconstructed imaginary part of this losslesstarget is small, and not shown

here.) As can be seen, as the noise level increases, the reconstruction accuracy suffers. In

this example, the three small fingers in the bottom left of thetrue object have not been recon-

structed at any of these noise levels. Also, for the noise level of 20%, the finger in the bottom

left of the target starts to disappear, and also the two fingers in the bottom right of the target

start to combine into one bigger finger. The direct expansionof the reconstructed real-part of

the permittivity is shown in the last row of Figure 2.2 forη = 0% andη = 20%. As opposed

to the reconstructed profiles, these direct expansions haveresolved the three small fingers in

the bottom left of the OI. (Note that the discretization ofǫtrue
r used to create the direct expan-

sion is chosen to be different than the one used to create the synthetic data set so as to avoid

the inverse crime.) The above observation is very important. It shows that in the example

considered here, the noise level is the main reason for not being able to resolve the three

small fingers in the OI. This is due to the fact that the presence of noise limits the number of

vis that can be used in the expansion of the unknown profile. In other words, the presence of

noise limits the dimension of the space into which the unknown profile is projected. As also

noted earlier, the presence of the regularizer affects the singular vectors into whichǫrecons
r is

pojected; however, this is not the case forǫ∀vir . This explains whyǫrecons
r at η = 0% is more

homogeneous than its correspondingǫ∀vir ; compare Figures 2.2(c) and (e). We now consider

the effect of the frequency of operation on the achievable resolution. Similar to the previous
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Fig. 2.4: (a)-(b) Reconstructed real part of the permittivity profileat 500 MHz and5 GHz respec-
tively; (c)-(d) Direct expansion of the real part of the permittivity profile at 500 MHz and
5 GHz respectively; (e)-(f) ‘Best’ possible reconstructionat 500 MHz and5 GHz respec-
tively (nTx = 16 andη = 3%.)
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example, we assume that the OI is irradiated by 16 transceivers. However, in this section,

we fix the noise levelη to be3%. The frequency is then changed from 500 MHz to 5 GHz.

Let’s first take a look at the power spectra|ṽi(fx, fy = 0)|2 at three different frequencies

that are shown in Figure 2.3(a)-(c). As can be seen, as the index i increases, the amount of

high spatial frequency contents withinvi is generally increased in the form of a horizontal

“V” letter. Now, let’s consider how many of these right singular vectors can be used in the

reconstruction of the unknown profile. This can be understood by plotting the coefficients

|uHi b|/σi versus the indexi. As can be seen in Figure 2.3(d), as the frequency increases,

these coefficients tend to blow up at a larger indexi. That is, as the frequency of operation

increases, the reconstructed profile has the chance to lie within a space ofvis having a larger

dimension, thus, having the chance to resolve more features. The reconstruction results at

500 MHz and5 GHz are shown in Figure 2.4(a) and (b), respectively. As can be seen, as

the frequency increases, we have better reconstruction. This is consistent with our obser-

vation regarding the ability to incorporate more right singular vectors into the expansion of

the reconstructed contrast as the frequency increases. Now, let’s consider what we could

have achieved if we were able to use all the right singular vectors at these two frequencies.

That is, we’d like to address whatǫ∀ir would be for500 MHz and5 GHz. This has been

shown in Figure 2.4(c) and (d). As can be seen, for each frequency, ǫ∀ir is better than its

correspondingǫrecons
r . This is, of course, due to the fact thatǫrecons

r cannot utilize all the right

singular vectors whereas we have used all the right singularvectors5to createǫ∀vir . It is now

worthwhile to consider the ‘best’ possible reconstructionat these two frequencies as shown

in Figure 2.4(e) and (f). As opposed to the reconstructed profile and the direct expansion,

the three small fingers are visible in the ‘best’ possible reconstruction at both frequencies.

Having this in mind, and noting that the ‘best’ possible reconstruction relies on the true total

field in the object, as opposed to the reconstructed (estimated) total field in the case of the

5 Herein, we have utilized all the right singular vectors up tomin(m,n) of the reconstructed matrixA to
create theǫ∀vir .
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Fig. 2.5: (a) Power spectrum|ṽi(fx, fy = 0)|2 for m = 1000; (b) Variation of|uHi b|/σi for m = 0
andm = 1000; (c)-(d) Reconstructed real-part of the permittivity profile for m = 0 and
m = 1000 respectively. (nTx = 32, f = 5 GHz, andη = 3%.)

direct expansion, it can be concluded that the accurate recovery of the total field in the OI

(or, equivalently, the multiple scattering events within the OI) is very important in achieving

a high resolution image.

In all the previous examples, we have assumed that the incident field distribution by which

the OI is illuminated has the distribution of a line source. We now consider the use of a

focused incident field distribution, which can be modelled by multiplying the incident field

distribution of the line source bycosm ψ whereψ is the angle between the boresight axis
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of the transmitter and the line that connects the transmitter to the observation point [39]6.

The parameterm controls the focusing level; the largerm, the more focused incident field

distribution. Now, let’s assume that 32 transceivers are utilized to collect the scattering data

set. Herein, we consider single-frequency inversion at 5 GHz when the noise level is set to

3%. The power spectrum plot form = 1000 is shown in Figure 2.5(a). The power spectrum

for m = 0 is similar to that ofm = 1000, and is not shown here. In addition, as shown in

Figure 2.5(b), the coefficients|uHi b|/σi blow up for largeri whenm = 1000 as compared

to the case whenm = 0.7 This indicates that with the increased focusing level, we are now

able to utilize more right singular vectors to reconstruct the unknown contrast. This should

now demonstrates itself in the reconstructed permittivityusing these two different focusing

levels, shown in Figure 2.5(c) and (d). As can be seen, the three small fingers in the bottom

left of the profile are visible whenm = 1000; but, they are not visible whenm = 0.

We now consider the experimentalFoamTwinDielTM data set collected by the Fresnel In-

stitute [1]. The target consists of three dielectric circular cylinders. Two of these cylinders

have a diameter of 31 mm, and a relative permittivity of3 ± 0.3. The other cylinder has a

diameter of 80 mm and a relative permittivity of1.45 ± 0.15. This target is irradiated from

18 different angles, and the resulting scattering field is collected at 241 points at 9 different

frequencies ranging from 2 GHz to 10 GHz with the step of 1 GHz.Let’s first observe the

power spectra corresponding to the single-frequency (2 GHz) and multiple-frequency inver-

sion of this data set, shown in Figure 2.6(a) and (b). As can beseen, the multiple-frequency

inversion provides higher spatial frequency contents compared to the single-frequency inver-

sion. Also, the coefficients|uHi b|/σi associated with the multiple-frequency inversion blow

up later compared to those associated with the 2 GHz inversion (not shown here). Conse-

6 This focusing parameter denoted bym should not be confused with the number of measured data points
which has also been denoted bym and has been used in several places in this chapter in the formof min(m,n).

7 Note that such large focusingm values may not be practical. For example, see the note on the working
distance in Chapter 5. Herein, we have used such large focusingm values merely for the sake of discussion.
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Fig. 2.6: FoamTwinDielTMexperimental data: (a)-(b) Power spectra|ṽi(fx, fy = 0)|2 for 2 GHz
and multiple-frequency inversion respectively; (c)-(d) Reconstructed real-part of the permit-
tivity profile for 2 GHz and multiple-frequency inversion respectively.

quently, the multiple-frequency inversion can utilize more high spatial frequency contents,

thus, resulting in enhanced reconstruction, as can be seen and compared in Figure 2.6(c) and

(d).
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2.6 Discussion and Conclusion

We have proposed a mathematical framework to analyze the achievable resolution from

MWT. Based on this framework, the effect of different parameters on the achievable reso-

lution can be investigated. As noted earlier, the information flow from the OI to the mea-

surement domain is partially governed by the induced total field within the OI; thus, the

information flow depends on the OI’s permittivity profile as well. Since the OI’s permittiv-

ity profile is the actual unknown of the problem, predicting the achievable resolution for an

arbitrary OI is not feasible using the proposed framework (or, perhaps, any framework). In

other words, performing resolution analysis should be focused on application-specific sce-

narios for which a numerical calibration object, or a few numerical calibration objects, can

be defined. These calibration objects, which should resemble the overall dielectric profiles

of the objects to be imaged, can then be utilized in conjunction with this framework to infer

the achievable resolution.

Based on the proposed framework, the following procedure can be suggested so as to deter-

mine the MWT system parameters given a desired resolution. First, a numerical calibration

object is defined, which serves asǫtrue
r . The next step will be to findǫbest

r . If ǫbest
r does not

capture the required resolution level, more scattering data needs to be collected, e.g., using

more transceivers or frequencies untilǫbest
r captures the required resolution level. Therefore,

the concept ofǫbest
r provides some guidelines, and acts as a necessary conditionfor the MWT

system design. Having ensured thatǫbest
r meets the required resolution level, the collected

scattering data can then be inverted to findǫrecons
r andǫ∀ir . If ǫrecons

r does not capture the re-

quired resolution level, butǫ∀ir does, this might be an indication that more right singular

vectors should be incorporated intoǫrecons
r . One way to achieve this is to decrease the degree

of the ill-posedness of the problem, e.g., by reducing the overall noise of the data, using

more focused incident field distributions, etc. If neitherǫrecons
r nor ǫ∀ir can reconstruct the
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resolution level of interest, that may indicate that the reconstructed total field distribution

within the OI, Ē, is not sufficiently close to the true total field within the OI, E true. This

might be handled by reducing the overall noise, which includes measurement noise, calibra-

tion error, regularization error, round-off error, modelling error, etc. However, some sources

of the overall noise, e.g., round-off error, cannot be completely removed. If after all these

efforts,ǫrecons
r is still not able to meet the desired resolution level, the MWT system design

needs to be iteratively modified untilǫrecons
r is satisfactory. This iterative modification often

includes either collecting more scattering data or utilizinga priori information about the OI

(‘virtual’ data) in the inversion algorithm.
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Multiplicative Regularization to

Incorporate Spatial Priors

This chapter encloses an accepted journal paper inIEEE Transactions on Antennas and

Propagation1. As has been mentioned in Section 1.2.2, one of the challenges facing MWI

is the lack of sufficient achievable accuracy and resolutionfrom this imaging tool to be-

come commercial in some applications (e.g., biomedical imaging). One way to enhance

the achievable accuracy and resolution from MWI is to injectmore information about the

object being imaged into the inversion algorithm. In this chapter, one of these methods, i.e.,

incorporating prior structural information into the inversion algorithm, is considered. (For

example, this type of prior information can be obtained through another imaging modality

such as MRI.)

To this end, a fully automated inversion algorithm is proposed that can incorporate spatial

1 c©[2019] IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Nozhan Bayat and Puyan Mojabi, “Incorporating Spatial
Priors in Microwave Imaging via Multiplicative Regularization,” IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propa-
gation, pp. 1-12, 2019 (Early Access at the time of thesis submission).
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priors (SP) information about the imaging domain in order toimprove the achievable recon-

struction accuracy. As will be seen, the proposed algorithmis capable of working with both

fully-available and partially-available spatial priors.In summary, the proposed algorithm

has the following two main advantages in comparison with theexisting algorithms.

• The proposed algorithm uses a multiplicative regularization term to incorporate spatial

priors. The weight of this regularization is automaticallydetermined.

• The proposed algorithm uses an additional layer of regularization in order to deal with

the absence of spatial priors within sub-regions of the imaging domain.

The abstract of this paper is as follows, and then the remaining sections of this paper are

presented.

Abstract. This paper presents a microwave imaging algorithm that canincorporate prior

structural information, also known as spatial priors (SP),about the object being imaged to

enhance the achievable image quantitative accuracy. This algorithm (i) is fully automated,

and (ii) can work with both complete and partially-available structural information. The core

idea of this imaging algorithm is to use a multiplicative regularization term to incorporate SP,

and a second one to handle the lack of structural informationin a given part of the imaging

domain. This algorithm, which has been implemented for the two-dimensional transverse

magnetic case, is evaluated against single-frequency and multiple-frequency synthetic and

experimental microwave imaging data sets.
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3.1 Introduction

Microwave imaging (MWI) can be used to create a quantitativeimage of the complex per-

mittivity profile of an object of interest (OI). MWI is currently being investigated for sev-

eral applications such as biomedical imaging and industrial monitoring applications, e.g.,

see [5, 7, 9, 13, 40]. In MWI, the OI is often surrounded by several antennas. Each antenna

successively illuminates the OI with the remaining antennas collecting the emanating fields.

The resulting scattered fields are then processed (inverted) by an inverse scattering algorithm

to create (reconstruct) a quantitative complex permittivity image of the OI [41]. For success-

ful imaging, electromagnetic waves need to sufficiently penetrate into the OI for effective

interrogation of the OI. This requirement limits the maximum frequency of operation. (For

example, frequencies around 1 to 2 GHz have been mainly considered for microwave breast

imaging.) Subsequently, this maximum frequency constraint can limit the achievable spa-

tial resolution. Therefore, inverse scattering algorithms (or, simply referred to as inversion

algorithms herein) may not be able to reconstruct the complex permittivity of small regions

(e.g., a small tumour) but instead may reconstruct aneffectivepermittivity of a larger region

enclosing that small region. This will ultimately make the diagnosis based on the complex

permittivity value difficult.

To handle this challenge, it has been suggested that high-resolutionstructural information,

also known asspatial information, can be first obtained from a high-resolution imaging

modality, e.g., magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasound tomography. This struc-

tural information, which divides the imaging domain into various regions with unknown

complex permittivity values, can then be fed as prior information to microwave imaging

algorithms so that the complex permittivity associated within each region can be more accu-

rately reconstructed [22,42–46]. In this paper, we refer tothis structural prior information as

prior spatial information or simply asspatial priors(SP). One way to incorporate these SP
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into an inversion algorithm is to include them as a penalty term (regularization term) so that

this penalty term favours similar complex permittivity values within each region in the opti-

mization process [44,45]. On the other hand, SP may also be incorporated into an inversion

algorithm in other ways; e.g., in [47], the SP were utilized to create a numerical inhomoge-

neous background (instead of the actual background) for themicrowave imaging problem.

Then, the inversion algorithm iteratively builds upon thisnumerical background to converge

to an appropriate complex permittivity image. In contrast to the penalty-term approach,

the numerical background approach requires the user to assign initial complex permittivity

values to each region of the SP to form this numerical background. In this paper, we use

the penalty-term approach, and therefore, we do not requireany prior information about the

complex permittivity values. Thus, we always start our inversion with a trivial initial guess

(zero dielectric contrast).

Inspired by the work presented in [45], we have recently developed a multiplicative regular-

ized Gauss-Newton inversion algorithm that incorporates SP [48]. Our proposed algorithm

has two important features. 1) It does not require the SP to beavailable over the whole

imaging domain. That is, the proposed algorithm can handlepartially-available SP. This can

be useful for biomedical imaging applications where the SP may not be available in a sub-

domain which is suspicious to have a tumour. 2) Due to the multiplicative implementation of

the SP penalty term, this algorithm is fully automated, and the user does not need to set any

parameters such as the regularization weight. (This is important innonlinear inversion al-

gorithms as choosing an appropriate regularization weightcan be quite challenging.) In this

paper, we present this algorithm in details, and evaluate its performance against synthetic

and experimental data sets. This paper is structured as follows. We start with a problem

statement followed by a section motivating why the proposedapproach is useful. We then

present the mathematical formulation of our algorithm followed by a section on its synthetic

and experimental evaluation, and finally present our conclusions. The time dependency of
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exp(jωt) wherej2 = −1 is considered throughout this paper, and the implementation of the

proposed algorithm is for the two-dimensional (2D) transverse magnetic (TM) case.2

3.2 Problem Statement

Assume we have (i) a set of microwave scattered field data collected from the illuminated

imaging domain which can be either at a single frequency or atmultiple frequencies, and

(ii) a set of spatial priors (SP) which can either include spatial information about the whole

imaging domain (referred to ascompleteSP), or include spatial information merely about

a part of the imaging domain (referred to aspartial SP). The goal is then to develop an

automated electromagnetic inverse scattering algorithm that can benefit from these complete

or partial spatial priors to reconstruct the complex permittivity profile of the imaging domain.

3.3 Motivation

Let us now motivate the utilization of complete and partial SP in MWI using a synthetic

example. Consider the lossless OI (referred to as the “W” target) shown in Figure 3.1(a) at

the frequency of 1 GHz. This OI consists of three small fingersmounted on a rectangular

base with three different relative permittivitiesǫr as2.0, 3.0, and4.0. (This object is lossless,

and therefore the imaginary part of its complex permittivity profile is zero; i.e., Im(ǫr) = 0.)

The separation between two adjacent fingers isλb/10 whereλb = 0.3 m is the wavelength

in the background medium (air). We illuminate this OI with 32transceivers, and invert the

resulting scattered data using two different ‘blind’3 inversion algorithms: the multiplica-

2 In the context of MWI, the 2D TM inversion is referred to imaging a cross section where the incident and
scattered electric fields are assumed to be perpendicular tothis cross section.

3 In the context of this paper, ‘blind’ inversion algorithms refer to those algorithms that do not assume any
specific prior information about the object being imaged. Aswill be seen later, we have used three blind
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(a) Re(ǫr), True profile
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(b) Re(ǫr), MR-GNI
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(c) Re(ǫr), MR-CSI
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(d) Re(ǫr), SP-GNI

Fig. 3.1: (a) The true relative permittivity profile of the lossless object of interest (OI), which is
referred to as the “W” target (1st form). Its adjacent fingersare separated byλb/10 where
λb is the wavelength in the background medium (air). The reconstructed images obtained by
the (b) MR-GNI algorithm, (c) MR-CSI algorithm, and finally (d) the proposed algorithm
(SP-GNI) when using the complete spatial priors (SP).

tive regularized Gauss-Newton inversion (MR-GNI) algorithm [2, 3] and the multiplicative

regularized contrast source inversion (MR-CSI) algorithm[49, 50], with the reconstructed

relative permittivity results shown in Figures 3.1(b) and (c) respectively. (The details of this

study will be presented in Section 3.5.1.) As can be seen, dueto the limited achievable spa-

tial resolution, the relative permittivity values of thesethree fingers cannot be reconstructed

well. Therefore, diagnosis based on the reconstructed permittivity values can be difficult. If

inversion algorithms in this paper: MR-GNI, MR-CSI, and Tikh-GNI algorithms.
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(a) Re(ǫr), True profile
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(b) Re(ǫr), MR-GNI
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(c) Re(ǫr), MR-CSI
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(d) Re(ǫr), SP-GNI

Fig. 3.2: (a) The true relative permittivity profile of the lossless object of interest (OI), which is
referred to as the “W” target (2nd form). Its adjacent fingersare now separated byλb/5.
The reconstructed images obtained by the (b) MR-GNI algorithm, (c) MR-CSI algorithm,
and finally (d) the proposed algorithm (SP-GNI) when using the complete spatial priors
(SP).

we now utilize our proposed inversion algorithm with the complete SP, the image shown in

Figure 3.1(d) is obtained which accurately reconstructs the relative permittivity values.

It is instructive to note that if the fingers are separated byλb/5 as shown in Figure 3.2(a)

(as opposed toλb/10 in the previous case), the reconstruction results using theMR-GNI

and MR-CSI algorithms (blind inversion algorithms) as wellas the proposed algorithm be-

come more similar as shown in Figures 3.2(b)-(d). Finally, let us consider a more difficult
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Fig. 3.3: Use ofpartial spatial priors (SP) to reconstruct the relative permittivity of the “W” target
when the separation between the fingers isλb/10 (1st form). The white dotted rectangle
has been superimposed on the reconstructed image to show thearea in which we have no
prior spatial information; i.e., the SP is assumed to be available everywhereexceptinside
the white dashed box. (As will be seen later, the MRSP-GNI algorithm has been used to
reconstruct this image.)

scenario where we have partial SP, which include structuralinformation about the whole

imaging domainexceptwithin the white dotted rectangle shown in Figure 3.3. The pro-

posed algorithm can handle the partial SP, and yields the reconstructed relative permittivity

shown in Figure 3.3. As can be seen, this algorithm, without having access to the SP in the

white dotted rectangle, can successfully reconstruct the finger within this rectangle and can

also reconstruct the relative permittivity values of the other two fingers. Furthermore, note

that the utilized partial SP do not include any information about the separation between the

fingers; however, the proposed algorithm is still able to reconstruct the separation between

the fingers using the available partial SP.

3.4 Mathematical Formulation

Herein, we first review the fundamentals of the MR-GNI algorithm [35], [2, 3]. The reason

for having this review is that the proposed algorithm is built upon the MR-GNI framework.
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We then discuss the proposed SP multiplicative regularizer, using which we develop the

so-called SP-GNI and MRSP-GNI algorithms.

3.4.1 Review: Data Misfit Cost Functional

The MWI problem is often cast as an optimization problem. Thecore of the optimization is

the so-called data misfit cost functional, often defined as theL2 norm discrepancy between

the measured scattered data and the simulated scattered data due to a given contrastχ. The

contrastχ is theunknowncomplex permittivity contrast profile defined as

χ(r) ,
ǫ(r)− ǫb

ǫb
, (3.1)

wherer is the position vector in the imaging domain,ǫ(r) is the unknown relative complex

permittivity of the OI, andǫb is the known homogeneous relative complex permittivity of

the background medium. Denoting the measured scattered data byEmeasand the simulated

scattered data due to a contrastχ byEscat(χ), the data misfit cost functional is defined as

CLS(χn) = η ‖Emeas− Escat(χ)‖2 , (3.2)

where‖.‖ denotes theL2 norm, andη = (‖Emeas‖2)−1 is the normalization factor. (In the

above cost functional, the summation over the number of transceiver has been dropped for

the simplicity of notation.)

3.4.2 Review: GNI Algorithm

In the Gauss-Newton inversion (GNI), the contrast is iteratively updated by minimizing the

data misfit cost functional. At thenth iteration of the GNI algorithm, we update the contrast
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as

χn+1 = χn + νn∆χn, (3.3)

whereχn is the known estimate of the contrast profile available at thenth iteration,∆χn

is the correction to be found, andνn is an appropriate step length.4 The correction∆χn is

found by solving

Hn∆χn = −gn, (3.4)

whereHn andgn are the Hessian matrix and the gradient vector of the cost functional at the

nth iteration of the algorithm respectively.5 The Hessian matrix and the gradient vector at

thenth iteration are calculated based on the Jacobian (sensitivity) matrix at thenth iteration

which is often denoted byJn.6 Then, (3.4) becomes

[JH
n Jn]∆χn = −J

H
n dn (3.5)

where the superscriptH denotes the Hermitian (complex conjugate transpose) operator, and

the discrepancy vectordn at thenth iteration isdn = Escat(χn)−Emeas.

3.4.3 Review: MR-GNI Algorithm

It is known that (3.5) is ill-posed and needs to be regularized. To this end, the MR-GNI

algorithm directly regularizes the data misfit cost functional using the so-called weightedL2

norm total variation multiplicative regularizer [35], [2,53, 54], which we refer to as MR in

this paper. The MR is represented by the following cost functional which changes at each

4 To determine an appropriate step lengthνn, we utilize the method presented in [51, Section. 6].
5 In the calculation ofHn, the second derivative of the scattered field with respect toχ, i.e.,∂2Escat/∂χ2,

is neglected; thus, this algorithm is named GNI. See see [52,Appendix D.1] for the derivation of this second
derivative.

6 The Jacobian matrix represents the first derivative of the scattered field at the receivers with respect to the
contrast, i.e.,∂Escat/∂χ; for its derivation, see [52, Appendix D.1].
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iteration of the algorithm (thus, having the subscriptn)

CMR
n (χ) =

1

A

∫

D

|∇χ(r)|2 + δ2n
|∇χn(r)|2 + δ2n

ds (3.6)

where
∫

D
is the integral over the imaging domainD, A is the area of the imaging domain,

δ2n is a steering parameter given in [2,35,53], and∇ is the gradient operator. The data misfit

cost functional is then regularized as

Cn(χ) = CLS(χ) CMR
n (χ). (3.7)

Due to the presence of this MR, (3.5) will change into a regularized form as

[JH
n Jn + βnLn]∆χn = −J

H
n dn − βnLnχn (3.8)

whereLn andβn are the resulting regularization operator and its weight atthenth iteration.

The operatorLn when acting on a vector of appropriate sizex is given by

Lnx , − 1

A
∇ · [ 1

|∇χn(r)|2 + δ2n
∇x] (3.9)

where ‘∇·’ is the divergence operator. In addition, the regularization weight isβn =

CLS(χn)/η. In summary, the two features of the MR-GNI algorithm are as follows. (i) The

regularization operatorLn has both edge-preserving and smoothing properties. (ii) This al-

gorithm is fully automated, e.g., the regularization weight βn is automatically determined by

the algorithm. (For more comparative discussions, see [54,55].)
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3.4.4 SP-GNI Algorithm

3.4.4.1 General Idea

Assume that there exist SP about the OI. Herein, we incorporate SP into the GNI algorithm

using a multiplicative regularization term. Similarly to [45], our regularizer favours the

equality of the complex permittivity values of the pixels (discretized cells) located in the

same region. To better understand this, consider Figure 3.4where three regions (purple,

pink, and yellow regions) are shown in a3 × 3 discretized imaging domain with each cell

representing a contrast value (χ1 toχ9). In the same figure, consider the system of equations

Aχ = 0 where its first row simply enforcesχ1 andχ4 to have the same value through

χ1 − χ4 = 0. Similarly, the other rows establish the equality between complex permittivity

values in the other two regions (pink and yellow). It is, therefore, clear that minimizing

‖Aχ‖2 in conjunction with the data misfit cost functional, and assuming an appropriate

relative (regularization) weight, can take into account the SP in the inversion process [45].

3.4.4.2 Multiplicative Implementation

Herein, we incorporate SP in the form of a multiplicative regularization term, and therefore

minimize

Cn(χ) = CLS(χ) CSP
n (χ), (3.10)

where the SP multiplicative regularization at thenth iteration of the GNI algorithm is given

as

CSP
n (χ) =

‖p⊙ (Aχ)‖2 + γ2n
‖p⊙ (Aχn)‖2 + γ2n

. (3.11)
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Fig. 3.4: (Top) A 3× 3 discretized imaging domain consisting of three spatial regions: purple, pink,
and yellow. (Bottom) A matrix equation,Aχ = 0 that enforces the equality of the contrast
values located in the same region. The color of each row is thesame as the color of the
corresponding region. For example, the first row of this matrix (the purple row) enforces
the equality ofχ1 andχ4 in the purple region.

In this SP cost functional,γ2n is a steering parameter, andp is a confidence vector with

elements between 0 and 1 (i.e.,0 ≤ pi ≤ 1) that represents our confidence level regarding

SP at different parts of the imaging domain. (The choice ofγ2n and p will be discussed

later.) In addition, the operator⊙ is the Hadamard product which represents the element-

wise multiplication of the corresponding elements of two vectors of the same length. With

the use of this SP regularization term, (3.5) will change into the following regularized form

[JH
n Jn + βnSn]∆χn = −J

H
n dn − βnSnχn (3.12)
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The regularization operator at thenth iteration of the algorithm is thenSn. This operator

when acting on a vector of appropriate size, e.g., the vectorx, is defined as

Snx ,
[ 1

‖p⊙ (Aχn)‖2 + γ2n

]
A

H(p⊙ (p⊙ (Ax))). (3.13)

As can be seen, due to the multiplicative implementation of this SP, the regularization weight

at thenth iteration is automatically set toβn = CLS(χn)/η. We refer to this algorithm as the

SP-GNI algorithm in this paper.

3.4.4.3 Justification

Let us now justify why minimizing (3.10) can take into account the SP. For simplicity, con-

sider that we have full confidence about the SP in the whole imaging domain (i.e., assumep

is a vector of ones). Then, it can be shown that minimizing (3.10) using the GNI algorithm

is the same as minimizing the following cost functional

Cn(χ) = CLS(χ) + τn ‖Aχ‖2 (3.14)

where the weightτn will be

τn =
ηβn

‖Aχn‖2 + γ2n
. (3.15)

Noting that minimizing‖Aχ‖2 is equivalent to enforcing the SP, it can be seen that (3.14)

enforces both the data misfit cost functional and the SP. In addition, noting that minimizing

(3.10) is equivalent to (3.14), we can conclude that our proposed SP-GNI algorithm enforces

both the measured scattered data and the SP.
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3.4.4.4 Parameters

There is one positive real parameter in the SP regularizer that needs to be set, i.e.,γ2n. To

set up this parameter, we follow a similar approach as used inthe choice ofδ2n in (3.6). As

noted in [2, 35, 53, 54],δ2n is chosen to beCLS(χn)/(∆x∆y) where∆x∆y is the area of a

discretized cell in the imaging domain lying in thexy plane. The presence ofCLS(χn) in this

expression results in having smallerδ2n values as the inversion algorithm gets closer to the

solution. The presence of∆x∆y in the denominator ofδ2n can be justified by noting thatδ2n

should be added to|∇χn|2, see (3.6). The calculation of∇χn requires one division by∆x

in the x̂ direction, and another one by∆y in the ŷ direction. Based on this observationδ2n

is chosen to have the∆x∆y component in its denominator to be somehow consistent with

|∇χn|2. Similar to the above, we chooseγ2n to beCLS(χn) ℓ whereℓ is the length of the

contrast vectorχ. Note thatγ2n should be added to‖p⊙ (Aχn)‖2 as opposed to|∇χn|2.

Since this norm value is somehow related to the length of the vectorχn, we have decided

to includeℓ in the expression ofγ2n. (Compared to our conference paper on this topic [48],

we have changed the choice ofγ2n.) In addition, as noted earlier, the vectorp is chosen to

represent the confidence vector corresponding to differentregions of SP. In this paper, the

elements of the vectorp have been chosen to be either zero (no SP at a particular region), or

1.7

3.4.5 MRSP-GNI Algorithm

If SP regarding a sub-region within the imaging domain is notavailable, the SP regular-

izer Sn will not be applied to that sub-region, leaving that part of the imaging domain un-

7 Based on our numerical evaluations not presented in this paper, some non-zero choices ofp (e.g.,pi = 0.5)
have had similar performance aspi = 1. We speculate that this is due to the presence of the samep vector in
the numerator and denominator of the operatorSn.
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regularized. Thus, the inversion algorithm may yield un-reliable (unstable) results. This can

be better understood in the extreme case of not having any reliable prior spatial information.

In this case,p will be a zero vector, and thereforeCSP
n (χ) reduces to 1, andCn(χ) in (3.10)

becomes equal toCLS(χ). Thus, we again arrive at our un-regularized cost functional. This

demonstrates the weakness of the SP-GNI algorithm, and other similar algorithms, when we

do not have access to SP over the whole imaging domain.

3.4.5.1 Approach

To enable the SP-GNI algorithm to handlepartial SP, we propose to use a second layer of

regularization in conjunction with the SP regularization term.8 To this end, we minimize

Cn(χ) = CLS(χ) CMR
n (χ) CSP

n (χ). (3.16)

Then, (3.12) will become

[JH
n Jn + βnLn + βnSn]∆χn =

− J
H
n dn − βnLnχn − βnSnχn. (3.17)

As can be seen, we now have two regularization operators:Ln defined in (3.9) andSn

defined in (3.13). It is instructive to note that if we have no SP at all,p will be a zero vector,

which makesSn a zero operator; therefore, (3.17) will turn into (3.8), which is still properly

regularized due to the presence ofLn.

8 The idea of using a second layer of regularization has also been utilized with another type of prior in-
formation: when the prior information is the complex permittivity values of the OI, and the objective is to
reconstruct the geometrical shape of the OI [56]. This type of inversion algorithms is often referred to as shape
and location reconstruction.
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3.4.6 Multiple-Frequency MRSP-GNI Algorithm

To develop the MRSP-GNI forsimultaneousmultiple-frequency inversion9, we first need to

consider our assumption regarding how complex permittivity values change with respect to

the frequency. We consider the complex permittivity at the frequency off to be in the form

of ǫ = ǫr − j σ
2πfǫ0

where the real-valuedǫr andσ (conductivity) are assumed to be constant

with respect tof within the frequency bandwidth of interest. Based on this assumption

which was also used in [58], within the frequency bandwidth of operation, the real part of the

complex permittivity does not change with respect to the frequency whereas its imaginary

part does. (This is a simple model; more accurate models suchas the Debye model are

also available [29].) To be able to incorporate the variation of the complex permittivities

of the OI and the background medium with respect tof , our multiple-frequency MRSP-

GNI algorithm performs the optimization with respect to thereal and imaginary parts of

χ, denoted byχR andχI respectively. Furthermore, since based on the above complex

permittivity model, the contrast profiles at different frequencies are related, we can formulate

the cost functional merely based onχR,(1) andχI,(1) which denote the real and imaginary

parts of the contrast at the lowest frequencyf1. To this end, we need to be able to calculate

the derivative of the scattered field at thekth frequency with respect toχR,(1) andχI,(1). This

can be done using the chain rule by the frequency-dependent coefficientsξ(k) andζ(k) as

∂Escat
k

∂χR,(1)

= ξ(k)
∂Escat

k

∂χR,(k)

, where ξ(k) =
ǫ′b

2 + ǫ′′b
2

ǫ′b
2 + ( f1

fk
)2ǫ′′b

2

∂Escat
k

∂χI,(1)

= ζ(k)
∂Escat

k

∂χI,(k)

, where ζ(k) =
f1
fk
ξ(k) (3.18)

9 In contrast to the frequency hopping technique [57] in whichthe inversion at a single lower frequency
is used as an initial guess for the inversion of the next higher frequency data set, the simultaneous inversion
approach inverts the whole multiple frequency data set together. Based on our experience, simultaneous fre-
quency inversion often outperforms frequency hopping inversion.
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where the relative complex permittivity of the background medium atf1 is denoted byǫb =

ǫ′b − jǫ′′b whereǫ′′b =
σb

2πf1ǫ0
.

Herein, for the simplicity of notation, we refer toχR,(1) andχI,(1) asχR andχI . Therefore,

we can use the same cost functional as (3.16) but replace the data misfit cost functional with

its multiple-frequency form as

CLS(χR, χI)
∆
=

K∑

k=1

α(k)

∥
∥
∥Emeas

(k) −Escat
(k)

∥
∥
∥

2

(3.19)

wherek denotes the frequency index with the total number of frequencies set toK. Similar

to [35], the normalization factorα(k) is chosen to be

α(k) =
1

∥
∥
∥Emeas

(k)

∥
∥
∥

2

f−2
k

∑K

s=1 f
−2
s

. (3.20)

The real and imaginary parts of the contrast at thenth iteration are updated by applying the

correction∆χR,n and∆χI,n.10 These corrections are found by solving






H11,n H12,n

H21,n H22,n











∆χR,n

∆χI,n




 = −






g1,n

g2,n




 (3.21)

10 Note that the subscriptn which does not have parentheses is for the GNI iteration number. On the other
hand, the subscript(k) with parentheses, which has been dropped for the simplicityof notation, is for the
frequency index.
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where the block Hessian matrices can be found as11

H11,n =

[ K∑

k=1

α(k)ξ
2
(k)Re

[
J
H
n,(k)Jn,(k)

]
]

+ βnLn + βnSn

H12,n = −
K∑

k=1

α(k)ξ(k)ζ(k)Im
[
J
H
n,(k)Jn,(k)

]

H21,n =
K∑

k=1

α(k)ξ(k)ζ(k)Im
[
J
H
n,(k)Jn,(k)

]

H22,n =

[ K∑

k=1

α(k)ζ
2
(k)Re

[
J
H
n,(k)Jn,(k)

]
]

+ βnLn + βnSn. (3.22)

In addition, the two concatenated gradient vectors in (3.21) are

g1,n =

[ K∑

k=1

α(k)ξ(k)Re
[
J
H
n,(k)dn,(k)

]
]

+ LnχR,n + SnχR,n

g2,n =

[ K∑

k=1

α(k)ζ(k)Im
[
J
H
n,(k)dn,(k)

]
]

+ LnχI,n + SnχI,n (3.23)

where the frequency-dependent discrepancy vectordn,(k) is the same asdn in Section 3.4.2

which is evaluated at thekth frequency.

3.5 Results and Discussion

Herein, we evaluate the proposed SP-GNI and MRSP-GNI algorithms for two synthetic

examples and an experimental one12. These evaluations are performed for complete and

partial SP. To be able to better understand the advantages ofusing SP, all these data sets

are also inverted with no prior information (using ‘blind’ inversion algorithms such as the

11 For the derivation of the Hessian matrix for the single-frequency data misfit cost functional with respect
to the real and imaginary parts of the contrast, see the Appendix in [59].

12 The performance of these algorithms have been studied for the experimental forearm data set as well, see
Appendix D). As this study was preliminary we did not includethem in the main body of the thesis.
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MR-GNI algorithm). For all the synthetic test cases, SP are generated on the same grid as

the imaging grid, which is different than the grid used to generate the synthetic data to be

inverted. Finally, as noted in Section 3.4.4, for all the inversion using SP, the elements of the

vectorp are set to be either 1 or 0.

3.5.1 Synthetic Example: “W” Target

This is the same example considered in Section 3.3. Herein, we provide details on how the

inversion was performed. At1 GHz, the “W” target is interrogated by 32 transceivers (line

sources) which are placed on a circle having a radius of2λb, whereλb is the wavelength in the

background medium. (The centre of this measurement circle is at the centre of the imaging

domain.) When one antenna transmits, the remaining antennas receive, thus collecting32×

31 = 992 complex data points. This scattered data set was created using a method of

moments (MoM) solver where the OI was placed in a66 × 66 cm2 domain discretized into

91 × 91 square cells. Once the data set is created, we added3% noise to it according to the

formula presented in [38]. For all the inversion algorithms, the imaging domain is chosen to

be a60×60 cm2 domain discretized into80×80 square cells. As described in Section 3.3, we

consider two forms of this “W” target. (i) In the first form, which is shown in Figure 3.1(a),

the separation between the adjacent fingers is set toλb/10. (ii) In the second form, we have

increased the separation toλb/5 as shown in Figure 3.2(a).

3.5.1.1 Inversion with No Prior Information

As described in Section 3.3, the MR-GNI and MR-CSI algorithms suffer from limited

achievable resolution for the first form of the target, but perform well for its second form

where the separation between the fingers are doubled: compared Figure 3.1(b)-c with Fig-
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Fig. 3.5: (a) Complete spatial priors (SP) for the “W” target (first form) depicting four regions within
the imaging domain. (b) Partial spatial priors for the “W” target (first form) where no spatial
priors are available within the white box. Note that the number of regions in the partial SP
has now been decreased from four to three.

ure 3.2(b)-(c). Note that we have only shown the reconstructed real parts of the reconstructed

complex permittivity. The reconstructed imaginary parts are small, and thus are not shown

here for brevity.

3.5.1.2 Inversion with the Complete SP

The complete SP for the first form of this target is shown in Figure 3.5(a). As can be seen,

the SP identify four regions tagged by Regions I to IV in the image colorbar without making

any assumptions about their complex permittivity values. The SP-GNI algorithm then takes

these SP, and reconstructs the quantitative relative permittivities as shown in Figure 3.1(d).

Similarly, the SP for the second form of this target is created (not shown here) and fed to

the SP-GNI algorithm with the reconstruction result shown in Figure 3.2(d). As expected,

the SP is enforced successfully, and the reconstructed relative permittivity values are more

accurate than the blind inversion results considered above. We have also used the complete

SP with the MRSP-GNI algorithm, which resulted in similar reconstructions as the SP-GNI
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(b) −Im(ǫr), True profile
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(c) Re(ǫr), MR-GNI
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(e) Re(ǫr), MR-CSI
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(f) −Im(ǫr), MR-CSI
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(g) Re(ǫr), Tikh-GNI
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Fig. 3.6: (a)-(b) True real and imaginary parts of the relative complex permittivity of the numerical
breast model at1.1 GHz. (The tumour has a diameter of approximately0.15λb and has
been assigned a relative complex permittivity of the53.4 − j18.8.) Single-frequency blind
inversion results obtained using the (c)-(d) MR-GNI algorithms, (e)-(f) MR-CSI algorithm,
and finally (g)-(h) Tikh-GNI algorithm.

algorithm, and thus are not shown here.

3.5.1.3 Inversion with the Partial SP

Finally, we evaluate the performance of the algorithm for the first form of the target (i.e.,

λb/10 separation between the adjacent fingers) when we have only access topartial SP.

The partial SP to be used are shown in Figure 3.5(b) where thewhite boxshows the region
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(c) Re(ǫr), SP-GNI
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(g) Re(ǫr), MRSP-GNI (Partial
SP)
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Fig. 3.7: (a) The complete spatial priors (SP) for the breast model showing the existence of five
regions within the imaging domain. (b) The partial SP with the white box showing the region
in which there are no spatial priors. Single-frequency (1.1GHz) inversion: the reconstructed
real and imaginary parts using the (c)-(d) SP-GNI with the complete SP, (e)-(f) MRSP-GNI
algorithm with the complete SP, and finally (g)-(h) MRSP-GNIalgorithm with the partial
SP. (The dashed white lines indicate the region in which there are no SP available.)

in which we do not have any prior spatial information. As can be seen by comparing the

colorbar of the partial SP with that of the complete SP (Figure 3.5(b) vs Figure 3.5(a)), the

partial SP includes only three regions as opposed to four regions. As expected, the SP-

GNI cannot successfully handle this scenario due to the absence of regularization for the

pixels located within the white box (not shown here). On the other hand, the MRSP-GNI

successfully handles the partial SP with its reconstruction shown in Figure 3.3 where we
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Tab. 3.1: The relative complex permittivity of the breast model at1.1 GHz according to [40] where
the relative complex permittivity is denoted byǫr = ǫ′ − jǫ′′.

Tissue ǫ′ (real part) ǫ′′ (imaginary part)

Background 23.3 −18.46
Skin 35.0 −23.00
Fat 12.6 −10.13

Fibro 32.7 −20.92
Tumor 53.4 −18.80

have used dashed white lines to indicate the domain in which there were no SP available. It

is worthwhile to remind that the reason behind the success ofthe MRSP-GNI algorithm in

handling the partial SP lies in its use of two layers of regularization.

3.5.1.4 Inversion with imperfect SP

In addition to the complete and partial SP, we have tested thesensitivity of our proposed

algorithm with respect to imperfect SP. See Appendix B for more details.

3.5.2 Synthetic Example: Numerical Breast Phantom

The OI is a transverse cross section of a MRI-derived numerical breast phantom provided by

the University of Wisconsin Cross-Disciplinary Electromagnetics Laboratory (UWCEM) [60,

61]. The real and imaginary parts of the true numerical breast model at 1.1 GHz are shown

in Figures 3.6(a)-(b) respectively. (We have used MATLAB function interpn to reduce the

resolution of this model.) As can be seen, this phantom consists of skin, fat, tumour, and

fibroglandular tissues. The assigned complex permittivityvalues for each tissue type at

1.1 GHz are listed in Table 3.1. To generate the synthetic scattered data to be inverted, we

have created the breast model on a8.8 × 8.8 cm2 domain discretized into a142× 142 grid.

The breast model was irradiated by 36 transceivers located on a circle of radius12 cm, thus,
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(g) Re(ǫr), MRSP-GNI (Partial
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Fig. 3.8: Multiple-frequency inversion (at 1.1, 1.5 and 2 GHz). Reconstructed real and imaginary
parts using the (a)-(b) MR-GNI algorithm (blind inversion), (c)-(d) SP-GNI algorithm with
the complete SP, (e)-(f) MRSP-GNI algorithm with the complete SP, and finally (g)-(h)
MRSP-GNI algorithm with the partial SP. (The dashed white lines indicate the region in
which there are no SP available.)

having36 × 35 = 1260 complex data points at a single frequency. Similar to the previous

case, the synthetic data is generated by an MoM solver at 1.1 GHz with 3% noise added to

the data. For all cases, the inversion is performed on a9.8×9.8 cm2 domain discretized into

a65× 65 grid.
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3.5.2.1 Inversion with No Prior Information

We first invert this data set using the MR-GNI and MR-CSI algorithms that do not use any

prior spatial information. These blind reconstruction results are shown in Figures 3.6(c)-(f).

As can be seen, the tumour cannot be resolved at this frequency. (Note that that diame-

ter of the tumor is about0.15λb whereλb is the wavelength in the background medium at

1.1 GHz.) To further investigate the inversion of this data set without any prior spatial in-

formation, we invert it by the GNI algorithm using Tikhonov regularization, which we refer

to asTikh-GNI algorithm. (For the details regarding the implementation of our Tikh-GNI

algorithm, see Appendix C.) The reconstruction result using the Tikh-GNI algorithm, shown

in Figures 3.6(g)-(h), is consistent with the MR-GNI and MR-CSI results, and is incapable

of resolving the tumour.

3.5.2.2 Inversion with the Complete SP

The complete SP regarding this breast model is shown in Figure 3.7(a). The inversion of this

data set in conjunction with this complete SP has been shown using the SP-GNI and MRSP-

GNI algorithms in Figure 3.7(c)-(f). As can be seen, both theSP-GNI and MRSP-GNI

provide more accurate reconstruction of the complex permittivity values of the breast model

compared to the blind inversion algorithms considered above. Furthermore, the SP-GNI al-

gorithm provides more accurate complex permittivity reconstruction than the MRSP-GNI:

the reconstructed complex permittivity of the tumour is about 48.64− j21.15 using the SP-

GNI, and is about40.93−j18.92 using the MRSP-GNI algorithm. In addition, the skin layer

is visible in the SP-GNI reconstruction whereas it is not in the MRSP-GNI reconstruction.

The outperformance of the SP-GNI algorithm compared to the MRSP-GNI algorithm is due

to the fact that the MRSP-GNI algorithm is using two layers ofregularization which work
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together to reconstruct the OI. However, in this case, the use of the second layer of regu-

larization is not needed since we have access to the completeSP. To better understand this,

we need to recall that the second layer of regularization is ageneric MR that has smoothing

(Laplacian operator), and edge-preserving properties. Therefore, the smoothing property of

this extra regularization might result in losing the skin layer in the reconstruction, and/or

smoothing out the tumour into the fibroglandular tissues. This can be seen by comparing

the real part reconstruction using the SP-GNI, shown in Figure 3.7(c), with that using the

MRSP-GNI, shown in Figure 3.7(e).

3.5.2.3 Inversion with the Partial SP

Let us assume that we know the SP everywhere except in an area around the tumour, which

has been shown with a white rectangular box in Figure 3.7(b).As we already noted, the

SP-GNI algorithm cannot handle this case since it cannot apply any regularization scheme

for the cells inside the white box. Therefore, for this case,we use the MRSP-GNI which is

equipped with two regularization schemes. The reconstruction using the MRSP-GNI for the

partial SP has been shown in Figure 3.7(g)-(h). In this figure, we have identified the region

in which we have no SP with a dashed white rectangle. Althoughthe MRSP-GNI cannot

reconstruct the complex permittivity value of the tumour inthis region, it is still capable of

yielding a stable reconstruction.

3.5.2.4 Multiple-Frequency Inversion with No Prior Information

In order to improve the accuracy of the reconstructed image,we now consider multiple-

frequency inversion at the following three frequencies: 1.1 GHz, 1.5 GHz and2 GHz.

Similar to the previous cases, we first invert this multiple-frequency data set without us-
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ing any spatial prior information with the result shown in Figures 3.8(a)-(b). Comparison

of this multiple-frequency reconstruction with its single-frequency counterparts, e.g., see

Figure 3.6(c)-(d), clearly demonstrates the improvement of achievable resolution and quan-

titative accuracy due to the incorporation higher frequency scattering data. (Note that the

frequency of operation is still not high enough to be able to reconstruct the geometrical

details of fibroglandular tissues.)

3.5.2.5 Multiple-Frequency Inversion with the Complete SP

Using the complete SP shown in Figure 3.7(a), the SP-GNI and MRSP-GNI algorithms re-

sult in the reconstructions shown in Figure 3.8(c)-(f). As expected, the structural information

are now utilized, and also the overall quantitative accuracy is reasonable. The reconstructed

complex permittivity of the tumour using the SP-GNI and MRSP-GNI algorithms are about

48.86− j24.26 and48.38− j24.49 respectively; thus, the reconstructed permittivity has an

undershoot in the real part and an overshoot in the imaginarypart. On the other hand, the

reconstructed complex permittivity of the tumour using theMR-GNI algorithm considered

above was about44.29 − j16.35 (undershoot in both real and imaginary parts). As can be

seen, since the scattered data contained high-frequency information, all of these reconstruc-

tions have resulted in reasonable quantitative accuracy.13

3.5.2.6 Multiple-Frequency Inversion with the Partial SP

We again consider the partial SP shown in Figure 3.7(b) wherethere are no spatial informa-

tion in the white box. (The white box encloses the tumour.) The SP-GNI algorithm cannot

13 The overshoot and undershoot in the reconstructed permittivity can be related to the regularization weight.
For example, an over-regularized problem (i.e., using too much regularization weight) might result in a solution
that is an under-estimate of the true solution. This can be better understood by studying theL-curve associated
with ill-posed problems [62].
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handle this partial SP due to the absence of any regularization applied to the white box re-

gion. However, as can be seen in Figure 3.8(g)-(h), the MRSP-GNI can successfully use

the partial SP, and not only reconstructs the complex permittivity where the SP is available

but also reconstructs the complex permittivity where the SPis not available (i.e., the white

box area which is shown by the dashed white lines in Figure 3.8(g)-(h).) In particular, the

reconstructed complex permittivity of the tumour using this method is about49.20−j17.23.

A counter-intuitive observation is that the reconstructedcomplex permittivity value of the

tumour using the MRSP-GNI with the partial SP is more accurate than that using the MRSP-

GNI (and SP-GNI) with the complete SP. We have two speculations regarding this observa-

tion. First, in addition to the complex permittivity value,the shape of the reconstructed

object matters in its scattering signature. For example, ifthe inversion algorithm mistakenly

reconstructs the shape of an OI smaller than its true size, the reconstruct contrast may then

overshoot to compensate for the smaller reconstructed size. (As can be seen, the shape of

the reconstructed tumour is different in the partial SP inversion as compared to the complete

SP inversion.) Second, there are always some errors in the SPsince it is generated in a grid

that is different than that of the true object.

3.5.3 Experimental Example: FoamDielIntTM Date Set

We consider one of the experimental data sets that has been collected by the Fresnel In-

stitute [1], known asFoamDielIntTM. This target, shown in Figure 3.9(a), consists of two

dielectric circular cylinders. The larger cylinder has a diameter of80 mm and a relative

permittivity of 1.45 ± 0.15. The smaller cylinder shown in red has a diameter of31 mm

and a relative permittivity of3 ± 0.3. This target is irradiated from 8 different angles and

the resulting scattered field is collected at 241 points at 9 different frequencies ranging from

2 GHz to10 GHz with a 1 GHz increment. The measured data points are located on a two-
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(a) FoamDielIntTM target
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(b) Re(ǫr), 5 GHz MR-GNI
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(c) Complete SP
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Fig. 3.9: (a)FoamDielIntTM target from the Fresnel institute, (b) blind inversion at 5 GHz (no prior
information) using the MR-GNI algorithm, (c) the complete spatial priors (SP) showing
three regions within the imaging domain, which were derivedfrom the blind 5 GHz inver-
sion, and (d) the partial SP with the white box showing the region in which we have no
spatial priors.

third of a ring with a radius of1.67 m. For all of the reconstruction results presented in this

section, the imaging domain has the size of15× 15 cm2 discretized into61× 61 cells.
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(a) 2 GHz MR-GNI
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(b) 2 GHz MR-CSI
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(c) 2 GHz Tikh-GNI
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(d) 2 GHz SP-GNI
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(e) 2 GHz MRSP-GNI
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(f) 2 GHz MRSP-GNI (Partial SP)

Fig. 3.10: 2 GHz inversion results where the reconstructions of the real parts of relative complex
permittivity profile, Re(ǫr), are shown. (The reconstructed imaginary parts are small, and
are not shown here for brevity.) (a) blind inversion using the MR-GNI algorithm, (b) blind
inversion using the MR-CSI algorithm, (c) blind inversion using the Tikh-GNI algorithm,
(d) SP-GNI algorithm with the complete SP, (e) MRSP-GNI algorithm with the complete
SP, and (f) MRSP-GNI with the partial SP. (The dashed white lines indicate the region in
which there are no SP available.)
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3.5.3.1 Approach

We first use a higher frequency data set (5 GHz) to merely create spatial priors about this

target, and then use these obtained spatial priors to inverta lower frequency data set (2 GHz).

In a practical scenario, the SP is expected to be provided by adifferent higher-resolution

imaging modality. However, herein, we simply use a higher frequency data set to create an

image to imitate a high-resolution image obtained from a different imaging modality such

as MRI or ultrasound tomography.

3.5.3.2 Obtaining the Complete SP

To obtain our SP, we perform a high-frequency (5 GHz) blind inversion as shown in Fig-

ure 3.9(b). This quantitative image was then fed to the MATLAB function kmeansin the

form of kmeans(image, 3). The number 3 in the argument ofkmeansfunction indicates the

number of regions that exist within the imaging domain, including the background medium.

The output of this MATLAB function is a matrix filled with 0, 1,and 2 that represents the

existence of three regions inside the imaging domain. We have then tagged these values with

the names BackGr, Foam, and dielectric as shown in the colorbar of Figure 3.9(c), which

serves as our complete SP.

3.5.3.3 Creating the Partial SP

We have created partial SP as shown in Figure 3.9(d) from the complete SP. As can be seen

in the partial SP, we have no spatial priors in the white box. Note that this white box encloses

the internal cylinder.
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3.5.3.4 Inversion with No Prior Information

Before showing the inversion using the SP at the lowest frequency (2 GHz), let us first check

the inversion at this frequency without any prior information. The reconstructions using the

MR-GNI, MR-CSI, and Tikh-GNI algorithms have been shown in Figure 3.10(a)-(c). (The

reconstructed imaginary parts are small due to the losslessnature of the target; thus, they

are not shown for brevity.) As can be seen, these images do notaccurately reconstruct the

permittivity values of the two cylinders.

3.5.3.5 Inversion with the Complete SP

We now use the complete SP with the SP-GNI and MRSP-GNI algorithms. The recon-

struction results shown in Figure 3.10(d)-(e) clearly showthe two cylinders with accurate

permittivity values.

3.5.3.6 Inversion with the Partial SP

Finally, we consider the partial SP shown in Figure 3.9(d). Similar to all the previous cases,

the SP-GNI cannot handle the absence of prior information inthe white box. On the other

hand, the MRSP-GNI is capable of handling the partial SP withthe reconstruction result

shown in Figure 3.10(f). As can be seen, the presence of the internal dielectric cylinder is

clear. In addition, the reconstructed permittivity of the internal cylinder, over which we had

no spatial priors, is similar to that of the blind inversion shown in Figure 3.9(a). (The un-

dershoot in the reconstructed complex permittivity value of the internal cylinder is probably

due to the over-estimate of the reconstructed size of this internal cylinder.)
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3.6 Conclusion

We have presented a multiplicatively regularized Gauss-Newton inversion algorithm that

is capable of incorporating prior spatial information about the object being imaged. An

important aspect of this algorithm (MRSP-GNI algorithm) isthat it can handlepartial prior

spatial information. This was achieved by creating two layers of regularization, one of which

incorporates the prior spatial information, and the other is a generic regularization to handle

the lack of prior information in a given region. This can be useful for biomedical imaging

applications since we might not have any prior spatial information in a region which is

suspicious to be the location of a tumour.

In addition, this algorithm is automated; that is, it does not require the user to input any pa-

rameters, e.g., an appropriate regularization weight, at the start of the inversion process. This

is important since inversion algorithms are often applied to various data sets collected from

various objects under different signal-to-noise ratios. Thus, each measurement scenario may

require a different regularization weight. Therefore, it is desirable to have a mechanism to

automaticallychoose an appropriate regularization weight. Similar to other published mul-

tiplicative regularization approaches, this algorithm also has the same advantage of setting

its own parameters in an automated fashion.

Finally, the incorporation of spatial priors in microwave imaging can be useful when blind

inversion algorithms are incapable of reconstructing the features of interest. This might hap-

pen for example (i) when the feature size is small compared tothe wavelength of operation

(e.g., about one-tenth of a wavelength), or (ii) when we do not have sufficient transceivers

to illuminate and collect the resulting scattered fields from sufficient angles.
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On the Use of Focused Incident

Near-Field Beams

This chapter encloses a peer-reviewed journal paper published inSensorsthat consists of

the author’s work during his PhD studies1. In this chapter, the effects of an antenna near-

field (NF) distribution as one of the MWI’s design parameterson the achievable accuracy is

evaluated. This study is particularly important due to the following two reasons.

• Near-field distribution vs far-field pattern . Most of the NF MWI systems, to the

best of the author’s knowledge, utilize far-field (FF) antennas such as horn, dipole,

and open-ended waveguide antennas for the illumination of the object of interest (OI).

These antennas are referred to as FF antennas due to the fact that they are mainly

designed based on their FF operational criteria. However, in NF MWI, the incident

NF distribution of the utilized antennas plays the main role. This is due to the fact that

the OI is placed in the NF zone of the antennas.
1 Nozhan Bayat and Puyan Mojabi, “On the Use of Focused Incident Near-Field Distributions in Microwave

Imaging,”Sensors, vol. 18, no. 9, pp. 1-26, 2018.
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• Focused vs non-focused near-field beams. We study the effects of using focused

NF beams compared with the use of non-focused NF beams for theillumination of

the OI. It is shown that the use of focused NF beams can be effective in suppressing

undesired scatterers (i.e., the unknown objects whose dielectric properties are not of

our interest).

To this end, as will be seen, we utilize two NF antennas: (i) a near-field plate and (ii) a Bessel

beam launcher. These antennas are referred to as NF antennasas they have been designed

to have specific properties in their NF zone. Through severalANSYS HFSS simulation

studies, we demonstrate that the sensitivity of the collected data can be reduced with respect

to the regions outside our region of interest. Moreover, it is discussed that the use of focused

incident NF distributions can reduce the number of requiredcollected data points.

The abstract of this paper is as follows, after which the remaining sections of this paper are

presented.

Abstract. We consider the use of focused incident near-field (NF) beams to interrogate the

object of interest (OI) in NF microwave imaging (MWI). To this end, we first discuss how

focused NF beams can be advantageously utilized to suppressscattering effects from the

neighbouring objects whose unknown dielectric propertiesare not of interest (i.e., unde-

sired scatterers). We then discuss how this approach can also be helpful in reducing the

required measured data points to perform imaging. Driven bythe relation between the elec-

tromagnetic inverse source and inverse scattering problems, our approach emphasizes the

importance of tailoring the induced contrast sources in theimaging domain through the uti-

lized incident NF beams. To demonstrate this idea, we consider two recently-proposed NF

beams, and simulate them for imaging applications. The firstone is a subwavelength focused

NF beam generated by a passive NF plate, and the other is a Bessel beam generated by a
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leaky radial waveguide. Simple imaging examples are considered to explore the potential

advantages of this approach, in particular, toward mainlyseeingthe object of interest, and

not the unknown undesired scatterers. The scope of this paper is limited to homogeneous

dielectric objects for which the induced total field distributions in the interrogated objects

are similar to the incident field distributions (e.g., thosethat satisfy the Born approximation).

Simple inversion results for focused and non-focused beamsare presented accompanied by

discussions comparing the achieved reconstructed values.

4.1 Introduction

Microwave imaging (MWI) is an imaging technique that can be used to produce a quantita-

tive image of the dielectric profile of the object of interest(OI) by solving the corresponding

electromagnetic inverse problem. In MWI, the OI is illuminated by incident electromagnetic

fields at the microwave frequency range, and the resulting scattered fields are processed (in-

verted) to create (reconstruct) the OI’s dielectric profileimage. This processing often in-

volves calibrating the measured data and applying an appropriate inversion algorithm to this

calibrated measured data. This imaging tool has the potential to be utilized for different

applications such as breast cancer detection, stroke diagnosis, through wall imaging, secu-

rity screening, and industrial non-destructive evaluation [5,7–15]. MWI can also be used in

conjunction with other imaging tools, e.g., with magnetic resonance imaging or ultrasound

tomography [21–23]. In addition, MWI can be performed in thetime domain or frequency

domain, with the latter being the focus of this paper. Moreover, in some applications, recon-

structing the magnetic properties is also of interest (e.g., in [63]); herein, we only consider

non-magnetic objects.

MWI can be performed in at least three fashions: (i) 1-D (linereconstruction; e.g., [19]),
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(ii) 2-D (cross section reconstruction; e.g., [53]), and (iii) 3-D (volumetric reconstruction;

e.g., [64]). This is often determined based on several factors such as the application area,

data collection process, and the amount of measured data. For some applications including

biomedical imaging, it is desirable to enhance the achievable reconstruction accuracy from

MWI. To this end, in addition to the development of appropriate inversion algorithms and

regularization techniques, e.g., [3, 54, 65, 66], several other techniques have been suggested

to further improve the achievable image accuracy from MWI. For example, these include

(i) using prior spatial information about the OI [67–69], (ii) using prior information about

the permittivity values or the expected ratio between the real and imaginary parts of the OI’s

complex permittivity [70,71], (iii) increasing the numberof transceivers and frequencies of

operation [72], (iv) improving the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the system [73], (v) ap-

propriate data calibration techniques [5, 74], (vi) enhanced modeling of the imaging system

in the inversion algorithm [75]. All of the above techniquesmay be classified under the

following two categories. The first category aims to increase theoverall SNR with noise

being either the actual noise or the modeling error. (Modeling error is defined as any dis-

crepancies between the actual imaging setup and the numerical model used in the inversion

algorithm.) On the other hand, the second category aims to enrich the information content

of the data to be used for inversion; this is done by increasing the number of measurements

and incorporating prior information (virtual data) about the OI.

The work presented in this paper aims to suppress the effect of undesiredscatterers in the

inversion process. To this end, we begin by defining undesired scatterers as any scatterers

within the imaging chamber that we arenot interested in finding theirunknowndielectric

properties. Considering the scattered fields due to these undesired scatterers as unwanted

signals, ornoise, the topic of this paper, therefore, falls under the first category above: i.e.,

enhancing the overall SNR. Note that the undesired scatterer and the OI might be two distinct

objects, or they can be attached to each other. For example, in 2D (cross-sectional) imaging
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of a 3D object, e.g., breast, the irradiating antenna not only illuminates the cross-section

of interest but also illuminates other cross-sections. These other cross sections are then

undesired scatterers with respect to the cross section to beimaged. Herein, we investigate

how tailoring the incident field can be helpful toward suppressing such undesired scattering

effects. Since the focus of this paper is on the incident field(and, not the total field), the

scope of this work is limited to imaging scenarios in which the induced fields in the dielectric

objects are similar to the incident fields. (This is mainly associated with low-contrast and

electrically small objects.) In addition, for simplicity,we have also limited the scope of this

work to homogeneous lossless OIs and undesired scatterers.

A key aspect which is considered in this paper is that the OI isoften placed electrically close

to the antenna system, i.e., in its near-field (NF) zone, so asto make the imaging system

more compact and also to enrich the information content of the measured data. (NF data

collection increases the chance of capturing evanescent waves which contain high spatial

resolution information about the OI.) Several NF MWI systems have been developed; how-

ever, to the best of our knowledge, all of them utilize standard “far-field (FF) antennas”.

Herein, the term “FF antennas” has been used to indicate standard antennas such as dipoles,

monopoles, Vivaldi, open ended waveguides which have not been specifically designed to

achieve a certain NF distribution. (Some of these FF antennas have been modified, e.g., with

a dielectric inclusion, to enhance their NF focusing [6, 76].) All of these FF antennas have

important advantages, e.g., their compactness, ease of modelling in the inversion algorithm,

bandwidth, and the ability to easily operate in matching fluids. However, it is beneficial for

near-field MWI to investigate antennas which are specifically designed to achieve desired

NF distributions: in NF MWI, it is the incident NF of the antenna,not its FF pattern, that

interrogates the OI. As a follow-up to our previous work where we have discussed that the

choice of the incident field distribution can affect the achievable reconstruction [39,72], we

now discuss and demonstrate that a focused incident NF can beused advantageously in NF
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MWI to suppress undesired scattering events. The idea behind this paper is therefore sim-

ple: making sure that thespotlightof the antenna is on the OI, and not on the undesired

scatterers. To this end, we will utilize a NF plate and a Bessel beam launcher to demonstrate

the potential advantages of using a focused incident NF beamin MWI. (We have recently

presented a concise form of this idea in [77].) We also note that there exist other techniques

for focusing the fields into a hotspot, e.g., using an antennaarray configuration [78–80].

The focus of this paper is not to compare these focusing techniques; we just note that the

radiators used in this paper do not require array feeding networks or array signal processing.

Finally, in this paper, we use the termsfocusedinstead ofdirective, anddistributioninstead

of patternsince the termsdirectivity andpatterndescribe FF properties of antennas, and

are more appropriate for the FF zone. We also utilizeNF distributionsandNF beamsin-

terchangeably. In addition, hereafter, we refer to NF MWI simply as MWI for brevity. It

should also be noted that the time-dependency ofexp(jωt) is implicitly assumed throughout

this paper.

4.2 Motivation

Incorporating unknown undesired scatterers in the inversion process requires that we (i) in-

clude them as extra unknowns in the inversion algorithm, andsubsequently (ii ) ensure that

more scattering data are collected to compensate for the resulting increase in the number

of unknowns. However, we may not be able to meet these two conditions in certain cases.

To understand this better, it is important to discuss the “sufficient” amount of data needed

for successful inversion. To this end, we begin by reviewinghow the MWI problem, which

is an inverse scattering problem, is related to the inverse source problem. (In the inverse

source problem, the goal is to find the equivalent currents that generate the measured elec-
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(a) MWI problem forTx1 (b) Inverse source problem corresponding toTx1

(c) MWI problem forTx2 (d) Inverse source problem corresponding toTx2

Fig. 4.1: Demonstration of the relation between the MWI and inverse source problems. (a) represents
the MWI problem when the OI is interrogated by the transmitter Tx1 (red antenna) while the
other antennas (grey antennas) act as receivers. (b) represents the equivalent inverse source
problem for (a) in whichTx1 has been replaced by contrast sources in the geometrical
domain of the OI. Similarly (c) and (d) demonstrate the same concept but for a different
transmitter:Tx2.

tromagnetic fields.) Once this relation is established, theamount of information needed

for successful inversion can be better understood from NF antenna measurements’ point of

view. We then address how the choice of the NF distribution can be utilized advantageously

to suppress the scattering from undesired scatterers in an attempt to alleviate the necessity

of including them as extra unknowns in the inversion process.
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4.2.1 The relation between the MWI and inverse source problems

Consider Figure 4.1(a) in which the dashed green region represents the OI surrounded by

multiple antennas. As can be seen, the antenna denoted byTx1 irradiates the OI. The

other antennas surrounding the OI act as receivers, and collect the resultingtotal field data

E. The incident fieldE inc, i.e., the field in the absence of the OI, is also collected in a

separate experiment by the same antennas. Having both the total and incident fields, the

scattered field can then be obtained asEscat , E − E inc. Equivalently, this scattered field

can be thought as the field radiated by a new set of currents, often referred to ascontrast

sources[81] which radiate in the background medium. These contrastsources are confined

within the OI’s geometrical domain; i.e., they are zero outside the OI’s geometrical support.

This is shown in Figure 4.1(b) where the actual illuminatingantennaTx1 is replaced by

contrast sources within the OI’s geometrical domain. As shown in this figure, these contrast

sources depend on the multiplication of the OI’s dielectriccontrast profile and the induced

total field within the OI due toTx1. These contrast sources are then written asw(r) =

χ(r)E(r) [81] whereχ is the dielectric contrast profile of the OI,E is the total field induced

in the OI due to a given transmitter (in this case,Tx1), andr is the location vector. Note

that the dielectric contrast profile is defined as

χ(r) ,
ǫ(r)− ǫb

ǫb
(4.1)

whereǫ(r) is the relative permittivity of the OI, andǫb is the relative homogeneous permit-

tivity of the background medium. (In this paper, the background medium is air.) As can be

seen from the above discussion, the MWI problem in Figure 4.1(a) has now been cast as an

electromagnetic inverse source problem shown in Figure 4.1(b), with its unknown quantity

being these contrast sources. (This well-known relation can also be found in other refer-

ences, e.g., see [82].) To minimize the null space of the associated inverse problem, the OI
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may be illuminated from multiple angles. This has been demonstrated in Figure 4.1(c) in

which a different transmitter (Tx2) now illuminates the OI. Similarly, this is equivalent to

the inverse source problem depicted in Figure 4.1(d); however, the new unknown contrast

sources in this case are different than the ones in Figure 4.1(b) as the total field induced in

the OI is now due toTx2, instead ofTx1. Based on this discussion, the MWI problem can

be thought as the summation of multiple inverse source problems whose unknown contrast

sources share one common component: the dielectric profile of the OI. For a more detailed

discussion on this topic, see for example [83]. (As also noted by other authors, this analogy

has been used to develop the contrast source inversion algorithm [81].)

4.2.2 Suppressing undesired scattering effects

Based on the above discussion, it can be understood that the contrast sources induced in the

OI can be considered as thecausefor the scattered field data, similar to the current distribu-

tion of an antenna being the cause for its radiation pattern.More specifically, the scattered

field at a given receiver due to a given transmitter can be thought as the weighted summation

of all the contrast sources induced at different locations within the OI’s geometrical domain.

(This is parallel to the concept of antenna arrays in which the field at a given location in

space is the weighted summation of the effects of all the single antenna elements.) This can

be better understood by observing the so-calleddata equation[50] which maps the contrast

sources from the imaging domainD to the scattered field on the measurement domainS for

the 2D scalar problem

Escat(r ∈ S) = k2b

∫

D

g(r ∈ S, r ′ ∈ D)w(r ′ ∈ D) dr′. (4.2)

The above equation indicates that the scattered field at the receiver locationr is affected by

all the contrast sources weighted by Green’s functiong of the background medium and the
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background wavenumberkb. Therefore, one way to notseea specific part of the imaging

domain, e.g., an undesired scatterer, is to ensure that the contrast sources induced in the

undesired scatterer are small, and are ideally zero. Due to the fact that the dielectric profile

within the imaging domain is unknown, we are not able to fullycontrol the distribution of

contrast sources within the imaging domain. However, sincethe contrast sources are affected

by the incident NF distribution,E inc, through the so-calleddomain equation[50],

w(r ∈ D) = χ(r ∈ D)E inc(r ∈ D) + k2b

∫

D

g(r ∈ D, r ′ ∈ D)w(r ′ ∈ D) dr′, (4.3)

we can use the incident NF distribution topartially control the distribution of the contrast

sources.

The idea to be pursued here has been demonstrated in Figure 4.2 where a focused incident

NF in Figure 4.2(a) and a non-focused one in Figure 4.2(b) irradiate three distinct dielectric

objects, with the central green one represents the OI, and the other two black ones represent

the undesired scatterers. Due to the fact that the incident NF in Figure 4.2(a) is more focused

toward the OI, the contrast sources within the undesired scatterers are morelikely to be

weaker in Figure 4.2(a), and subsequently, the scattered data collected by the grey receiver

in Figure 4.2(a) is more likely to contain less information about the undesired scatterers as

compared to the grey receiver shown in Figure 4.2(b). Therefore, if the main purpose is to

see the OI (central object), Figure 4.2(a) offers an advantageous measurement scenario as

the received signal is mainly due to the OI. We will investigate this further in Section 4.3 of

this paper. (This is similar to our approach toward justifying an appropriate incident field for

2D transverse magnetic inversion [6].) Note that there exist situations in which focusing the

incident field in one spot does not result in weaker contrast sources elsewhere; however, for

situations where Born approximation is valid (E ≈ E inc thusw = χE ≈ χE inc) focusing

the incident field into a spotlight will weaken the contrast sources at other areas. That is why
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(a) Focused NF distribution (b) Non-focused NF distribution

Fig. 4.2: (a) represents the scenario in which a focused NF beam is usedfor irradiation of the OI
(central green object). (b) represents the scenario in which a non-focused NF beam is used
for irradiation. The side black objects are the undesired scatterers.

we have limited the scope of this paper to scenarios in which the total and incident fields

share similar distributions.

It is also important to note that in some situations, the use of a focused incident field has a

disadvantage compared to a non-focused one. In particular,if the transmitter in Figure 4.2

can vertically move up and down to scan the OI, then at some elevations the focused incident

field will not irradiate the OI. On the other hand, the non-focused incident field might still

be able to irradiate the OI due to its wider NF beam. This will result in the loss of some

useful information for the focused incident field. One remedy for this situation is to steer

the antenna toward the OI when we move the antenna verticallyup and down to ensure that

the focused beam always see the OI. (This is similar to the concept of stripmap and spotlight

modes in synthetic aperture radars.)
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4.2.3 Sufficient measured data

In the previous section, we discussed suppressing the effect of undesired scatterers to avoid

including them as unknowns in the inversion algorithm. As noted earlier, if we decide to

include undesired scatterers as part of the unknowns in the inversion process, we need to

ensure that sufficient measured data are collected to reconstruct not only the OI but also the

undesired scatterers. We now rely on Section 4.2.1 to further discuss this in an intuitive

fashion. To this end, let us first note that the equivalent inverse source problems correspond-

ing to the MWI problem (see Figure 4.1) are, in fact, antenna characterization problems

which we often encounter in NF antenna measurement techniques. (In NF antenna measure-

ment techniques, antenna characterization or diagnosticsdeals with finding the equivalent

currents of the antenna under test from NF antenna measurements.) This is due to the fact

that each set of these contrast sources can be thought as an unknownantennaradiating the

measured scattered fields. From the theory of cylindrical and spherical NF antenna measure-

ments [84], it is known that the number of required measured data points depends on both

the wavelength of operation (λ) and the electrical size of the antenna. Noting the relation

between the MWI and inverse source problems, it can be understood that the required sam-

pling resolution for MWI will similarly depend on the size ofthe OI and the wavelength of

operation. We also note that in NF antenna measurements, theabove criteria are used to find

the fieldsoutsidethe measurement domain (i.e., for performing NF to FF transformation),

which is easier than reconstructing the fields interior to the measurement domain. For exam-

ple, the required angular and vertical data sampling resolutions for a cylindrical NF antenna

measurement system is [85]

∆ϕ =
λ

2(a + λ)
and ∆z =

λ

2
(4.4)
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wherea is the radius of the smallest cylinder that encloses the antenna under test. It is

worthwhile to note that the above sampling resolution requires collecting two orthogonal

field components at each measurement location, which are tangential to the measurement

surface, i.e.,Eϕ andEz in the cylindrical coordinates where the axis of the measurement

cylinder is assumed to be on thez axis. (In MWI, often one field component is collected at

each measurement location, in most implementationEz.)

Based on the above discussion and the similarity of the inverse scattering and inverse source

problems, the parametera in MWI can be thought as the smallest cylinder that encloses the

OI and undesired scatterers. Therefore, it can be easily understood that the largera with

respect to the wavelength, the more measured data are necessary for performing successful

inversion. (We re-emphasize that this approach is only being used to develop some intuitive

understanding about the MWI data sampling resolution, and should not be considered as an

exact governing formula for the MWI problem. For a more detailed discussion on retrievable

information, see [86].) If we are not able to provide the inversion algorithm with sufficient

information content (e.g., due to the physical size of the antennas or strong mutual coupling

between them), an alternative option will be to reduce the number of unknowns, e.g., by

not seeing some parts of the original imaging domain. Therefore, although 3D full-vectorial

inverse scattering algorithms are the most accurate optionfor inverting the measured data

as practical systems and objects are all 3D structures, it isstill important to simplify the

inversion process for the cases where the amount of measureddata cannot support the re-

trieval of many unknowns associated with 3D full-vectorialinversion. For example, each

voxelof a discretized imaging domain will have four complex unknowns in 3D full vectorial

inversion:Ex, Ey, Ez, and the OI’s complex permittivity. Therefore, for a100× 100× 100

discretized imaging domain, we will therefore have4 × 106 complex unknowns. (Regu-

larization techniques are helpful in providingvitual data, e.g., enforcing smoothness by the

Laplacian regularizer, that partially handle this huge number of unknowns.)
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4.2.4 A synthetic test case

To demonstrate the concept above, we perform the following simulation study in which the

utilized incident field is a numerical model, and does not represent an actual field. (In Sec-

tion 4.3, we will focus on simulated fields due to practical NFantennas.) In this example, we

consider a two-dimensional transverse magnetic MWI. The true dielectric profile considered

is shown in Figure 4.3(a) which consists of four lossless scatterers in thexy plane. It is as-

sumed that the two light blue circular scatters with the relative permittivity of 2.0 are the OI,

and the other two (the yellow and red ones) with the relative permittivity of 2.5 and 3.0 are

the undesired scatterers. The true profile was created on a18 × 18 cm2 domain discretized

into 100 × 100 square pixels. The frequency of operation is assumed to be 5 GHz. Two

types of incident fields are considered to illuminate the imaging domain: the first one is an

omnidirectional line source incident field, and the other isa focused incident field as shown

in Figures 4.3(b) and (c) respectively. The mathematical expression for the omnidirectional

line source isE inc = ẑ 1
4j
H2

0 (kb|r−r′|) wherer represents the transmitter location,r′ repre-

sents the observation point within the imaging domain, andj2 = −1. In addition,H2
0 is the

zeroth order Hankel function of the second kind. The focusedincident field is thenmodeled

(not, an actual field) by multiplying this omnidirectional incident field bycosm ψ whereψ

is the angle between the boresight axis of the antenna and theline connecting the antenna

to the observation point in the imaging domain; e.g., see [72]. (The parameterm, which

controls the focusing level, is set to be300 here.) For all the antennas, the boresight axis is

the line that connects the antenna to the centre of the imaging domain.

We consider two types of measurement domains: (1) a full circle and (2) a circular sector.

In the first one, we place 22 antennas evenly distributed on a circle of 14 cm radius around

the imaging domain as shown in Figure 4.3(d). In the second scheme, we distribute these

22 antennas on two opposite60◦ sectors of the same measurement circle as shown in Fig-
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(c) Focused NF distribution
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Fig. 4.3: (a) represents the true relative permittivity profile. The two light blue circles are assumed
to be the OI, and the other two side objects (red and yellow) are the undesired scatterers. (b)
and (c) represent the non-focused (omnidirectional) and focused incident fields respectively
which are used to irradiate the imaging domain. (e) and (f) represents two type of data
collection schemes with antennas located either on a full circle or on a two circular sectors
respectively.
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(a) Reconstruction using the omnidirec-
tional incident field for the full circular mea-
surement domain
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(b) Reconstruction using the focused inci-
dent field for the full circular measurement
domain
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(c) Reconstruction using the omnidirec-
tional incident field for the circular sector
measurement domain
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(d) Reconstruction using the focused inci-
dent field for the circular sector measure-
ment domain

(e) Reconstruction using the omnidirectional in-
cident field for the circular sector measurement
domain for the smaller imaging domain
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(f) Reconstruction using the focused incident
field for the circular sector measurement do-
main for the smaller imaging domain

Fig. 4.4: (a) and (b) represent the inversion of the data collected on the full circular measurement
domain for two cases: omnidirectional and focused incidentfields respectively. (c) and (d)
represent the inversion of the data collected on the circular sector measurement domain for
two cases: omnidirectional and focused incident fields respectively. (e) and (f) represent
the inversion of the data collected on the circular sector measurement domain for two cases,
omnidirectional and focused incident fields respectively with the smaller imaging domain
that only includes the OI, and not the undesired scatterers.
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ure 4.3(e). Based on the analogy with the cylindrical NF antenna measurements noted in

Section 4.2.3, the use of the circular sector measurement domain will not be as good as the

full circular one; however, in some applications, we have touse this type of limited-view

configurations as we may not have a full360◦ access around the imaging domain.

The irradiation of the imaging domain is performed using either the omnidirectional incident

field or the focused one. In the irradiation process, when oneantenna transmits, all the

antennas including the transmit antenna collect the scattered field data. This scattered data

is synthetically generated by a method of moment forward solver, and3% noise is added

to this data according to the formula shown in [38]. The inversion of the noisy scattered

data is then performed by the multiplicative regularized Gauss-Newton inversion (MR-GNI)

algorithm [2, 3, 53] on an imaging domain with the size of18.4 × 18.4 cm2 discretized into

61× 61 cells.

The inversion results for the full circular measurement domain with the omnidirectional and

focused incident fields are shown in Figures 4.4(a) and (b) respectively. As can be seen, both

images have good reconstruction accuracy. Next, we consider the circular sector measure-

ment domain: its inversion results for the omnidirectionaland focused incident fields are

shown in Figures 4.4(c) and (d) respectively. As can be seen,both images are poor due to

suffering from limited view angles. However, it can be noticed that the use of the focused

incident field enables us to at least see the OI (i.e., the two circular scatterers). This is due

to the fact that the focused incident fields in this data collection configuration mainly see

the OI, and not the undesired scatterers, and therefore, themeasured scattered data on the

circular sector measurement domain are mainly due to the OI.From a mathematical point of

view, the use of the focused incident field has made the scattered field data less sensitive to

the unknown undesired scatterers, and therefore the inversion algorithm can work with less

informative data.
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To investigate this further, we make the imaging domain smaller by shrinking it into a rect-

angular imaging domain of the size16×8 cm2 discretized into61×61 cells so as to only en-

close the OI, and not the undesired scatterers. This will then completely ignore the presence

of the undesired scatterers in the inversion algorithm. Theinversion of the data collected on

the circular sectors for this smaller imaging domain for thetwo incident field types are shown

in Figures 4.4(e) and (f). As can be seen, the inversion of thedata due to the omnidirectional

incident field is now even poorer since ignoring the presenceof the undesired scatterers has

resulted in significant modelling error in the inversion algorithm. However, as expected, the

inversion of the data collected on the circular sectors due to the focused incident field still

shows the overall geometry of the OI due to the data being lesssensitive to the undesired

scatterers. Finally, we note that in this example, the beamsof the focused incident fields are

always toward the centre of the imaging domain, see the definition for cosm ψ above. If, for

example, the focused beams of the transmitting antennas were all parallel to thex axis, some

incident fields (i.e., those corresponding to the antennas at the top and bottom ends of the

circular sectors) might not even interact with the OI, thus,reducing the information content

of the data. (Of course, this is not an issue with omnidirectional incident fields.)

4.3 NF Beams and Results

The example presented in Section 4.2.4 utilized a numerically modelled incident field. In

this section, we consider realistic incident NF distributions. To this end, we consider two

antenna systems that are able to create NF focusing: (1) a NF plate which can create a sub-

wavelength focused NF distribution on a line (line focusing) [87] and (2) a Bessel beam

launcher which is able to generate spot focused NF distribution (spot focusing) and main-

tain it over a distance away from the launcher [88]. Herein, we use these two antennas to

illuminate the OI so as to demonstrate the idea presented in the previous section. It should
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Fig. 4.5: The simulated NF plate setup . The NF plate (orange plane), introduced in [87], is excited
from the back by the inner conductor (orange cylinder) of a coaxial cable which lies on
the excitation plane (light blue plane). This structure then illuminates the OI (light green
dielectric box) and the undesired scatterer (dark green dielectric box). The dark blue and
yellow planes show the focal plane and the receivers’ plane respectively. The two dielectric
boxes have the same size ofλ/20× λ/10× λ/10 alongx, y, andz directions, and have the
same relative permittivity.

be noted that all the results presented herein have been simulated using ANSYS HFSS.

4.3.1 Interrogation of objects by the NF plate

The NF plate test setup, shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, includes a thin passive plate with

the length of aboutλ (orange plane) in they direction that consists of multiple capacitive

elements and is placed within a parallel plate waveguide with the height ofλ/20; see [87]

for the details regarding this NF plate. At the frequency of 1GHz, this passive NF plate is

excited by the cylindrical waves emanating from the inner conductor of a coaxial cable that

has been extended into the parallel plate waveguide. The excitation source is shown by an

orange cylinder on the excitation plane (light blue plane) in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. (The NF
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Fig. 4.6: The simulated NF plate (orange plane) setup with a dielectric slab in front of it. The
dielectric slab has the size ofλ/20 × 2λ/3 × λ/10. The description of the excitation and
receiver planes are the same as Figure 4.5. The dielectric slab consists of an OI and two
undesired scatterers. The OI is the light green box, and the two undesired scatterers attached
to the OI are the dark green boxes.

plate has the same separation ofλ/15 from the excitation and focal planes.) Once illuminated

by the impinging cylindrical waves, the NF plate creates a highly oscillating electromagnetic

fields at the plate that subsequently results in a focused NF beam at the focal plane. As noted

in [87], the NF plate is designed by back-propagating the desired focused NF distribution at

the focal plane toward the NF plate to find the required field onthe NF plate, then calculating

the required surface impedance profile needed to support theexistence of this field, and

finally implementing this surface. Our simulated NF plate resulted in aboutλ/12 beamwidth

on the focal plane, and was not a perfectsincfunction compared to the one reported in [87],

which also had a narrower beamwidth ofλ/18. We also note that this NF plate can be

regarded as an electromagnetic metasurface which transforms a given non-focused field into

a desired focused one.2

2 In this work, the NF plate is simulated in ANSYS HFSS using impedance sheets.
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All of the simulation case studies for the NF plate setup are performed under one of the fol-

lowing two configurations: (i) Configuration I is the configuration in which the NF plate is

present within the parallel plate waveguide to create a focused NF distribution, and (ii ) Con-

figuration II is the configuration that the NF plate is removed from the imaging setup in order

to reduce the focusing of the NF distribution. (That is, Configuration II is obtained by remov-

ing the orange NF plate in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.) For each of these two configurations, four

different case studies are considered. The utilized objects (OI and the undesired scatterer) in

all four case studies have the same relative permittivity of1.50. In the first three case studies,

the objects are dielectric boxes with the same dimensions ofλ/20×λ/10×λ/10 alongx, y,

andz directions respectively, while in the fourth case study we elongate our dielectric box

in they direction, thus creating a dielectric slab with the dimension ofλ/20× 2λ/3× λ/10

with the same relative permittivity of 1.50. In all these four cases, the separation between

the closest facet of the dielectric objects to the NF plate isaboutλ/60. In addition, although

our simulated configurations suffer from large|S11| values, these values are close to each

other, thus making the comparison of the two configurations reasonable.

The four case studies are illustrated with figures in Appendix F. In Case I, as can be seen in

Figure F.1(a) in Appendix F, the only object present in the system is the OI that is placed

exactly at the center with respect to the NF plate. In Case II (Figure 4.5), both the light and

dark green dielectric boxes are present in the system. In both of these cases, the light green

dielectric box represents the OI while the dark green dielectric box in Case II represents the

undesired scatterer which is locatedλ/4 away from the center. Case III only consists of the

undesired scatterer, as shown in Figure F.1(c). Finally, inCase IV (Figure 4.6), we have a

dielectric slab that consists of an OI and two undesired scatterers. The OI, the light green

box in Figure 4.6, has the same size and dielectric property as the OI in Cases I and II. Two

undesired scatterers, the dark green boxes in Figure 4.6, have the same dielectric property as

the OI. (The size of each of these undesired scatterers isλ/20× 17λ/60× λ/10.)
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Having defined our two configurations (i.e., presence and absence of the NF plate) and

four case studies per configuration, we now irradiate these four different cases under each

configuration, and then collect the resulting fields at the receivers’ locations. The receivers

are located along the line of intersection between the yellow and brown planes in Figures 4.5

and 4.6. This receiver line is parallel to they axis, and is separated from the NF plate by

aboutλ/7.5. (Note that the receivers’ locations is not on the focal plane; the focal plane,

which isλ/15 away from the NF plate, passes through the center of the objects.) The fields

collected by the receivers in the presence of the objects arereferred to as the total NF data.

Subtracting the incident NF at the receivers’ locations from the total NF data, we find the

scattered NF data. Analysis of the scattered NF data is the focus of the next section.

4.3.1.1 Analysis of the scattered NF data

Herein, we discuss our observations from the comparison of the scattered NF data for the

four case studies under both configurations. Prior to this, let us take a look at the mag-

nitude of the incident NF distribution at the receivers’ locations for both configurations in

Figures 4.7(a) and (b) which represent the presence and absence of the NF plate respectively.

As can be seen, the presence of the NF plate has created a focused NF distribution. It should

be noted that the focused incident field does not have the shape of thesinc function as ex-

pected based on the design presented in [87]. We speculate two reasons for this. First, the

sincbehavior is to be expected at the focal plane whereas our receivers’ line is not on the fo-

cal plane. Second, our simulated structure can still be optimized; however, since our purpose

is to study the performance of a more focused beam as comparedto a non-focused one, the

achieved incident field serves this purpose, which can be seen by comparing Figures 4.7(a)

and (b).

We now begin by comparing the scattered NF data for Cases I andII under our two con-
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Fig. 4.7: Configuration I represents the presence of the NF plate, and Configuration II represents
its absence. (a)-(b) show the incident NF distributions at the receivers’ locations. (c)-(j)
Scattered NF data under the two configurations for Cases I to IV.
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(a) Configuration I, Case I, Contrast sources (b) Configuration I, Case IV, Contrast sources

(c) Configuration II, Case I, Contrast sources (d) Configuration II, Case IV, Contrast sources

Fig. 4.8: Induced contrast sources (their magnitudes) for Cases I andIV for both configurations: with
the NF plate (Configuration I), and without the NF plate (Configuration II). The contrast
sources in each configuration have been normalized with respect to the maximum of the
incident field at that configuration.

figurations. Figures 4.7(c) and (e) show the scattered NF data for these two cases under

Configuration I. As can be seen by comparing Figures 4.7(c) and (e), the presence of the

undesired scatterer has barely changed the scattered NF data. In other words, the imaging

system employing this focused incident NF distribution is not very sensitive to the unde-

sired scatterer. On the other hand, the scattered NF data forConfiguration II (when the NF

plate is removed) have been shown in Figures 4.7(d) and (f): as can be seen, the effect of

the undesired scatterer is now completely visible in the scattered NF data, and has shifted

the maximum of the scattered NF data in Figure 4.7(f). To further verify this, we consider

Case III where only the undesired scatterer is present. The scattered NF data for this case

under Configurations I and II have been shown in Figures 4.7(g) and (h): as can be seen,

the scattered NF data obtained in the presence of the NF plate(Configuration I) has much

smaller magnitude compared to that obtained in the absence of the NF plate (Configura-

tion II). In conclusion, the presence of the undesired scatterer is less “seen” by the receivers

when the utilized irradiating source is the focused incident NF beam.

As noted earlier, in Case IV, we elongate the light green dielectric box; see the new elon-
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gated light green dielectric box in Figure 4.6, which we refer to as the dielectric slab. The

resulting scattered NF data for this dielectric slab have been shown in Figures 4.7(i) and (j).

Comparing Figures 4.7(c) and 4.7(i) for Configuration I and also comparing Figures 4.7(d)

and (j) for Configuration II shows that elongating the dielectric box under Configuration I

has not changed the resulting scattered NF data as much as that under Configuration II. In

other words, the effects of elongating the OI is less visiblewith the NF plate present. To

justify this, one may take a look at the induced contrast sources for Cases I and IV under

both configurations as shown in Figure 4.8, and observe that the contrast sources associated

with Cases I and IV undergo less changes in Configuration I compared to that in Configura-

tion II. We speculate that this is important for 2D inversion(tomographic inversion) of 3D

targets as signals arising from anywhere other than the cross section of interest contribute to

the modelling error.

4.3.1.2 Inversion results

Now, let us consider inverting the scattered NF data collected using the NF plate setup.

The choice of the inversion algorithm depends on many parameters including the number of

measured NF data points. In MWI, it is often desirable to choose a nonlinear inversion algo-

rithm (e.g., contrast source inversion or Gauss-Newton inversion methods) in which the OI’s

dielectric profile is iteratively reconstructed. However,these nonlinear inversion algorithms

are better suited when the OI is illuminated from different angles of incidence. (That is why

we used a nonlinear inversion algorithm in Section 4.2.4.) As in Section 4.3.1.1, we have

only illuminated the OI from one direction, the choice of nonlinear inversion algorithms is

not appropriate. Therefore, we use a linear inversion algorithm in order to reconstruct the

complex permittivity of the OI. In our linearized inversionapproach, we assume that the scat-

tered NF data is related to the unknown dielectric contrastχ linearly. That is,Escat = L(χ)
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Tab. 4.1:The reconstructed OI’s permittivity for Cases I and II underthe two configurations.
Cases Calibration object’s permittivity Configuration I Co nfiguration II

Case I 1.20 1.90− j0.29 1.74− j0.04
Case II 1.20 1.89− j0.32 1.58− j0.25

Case I 1.50 1.65− j0.03 1.71− j0.01
Case II 1.50 1.66− j0.01 1.57− j0.23

whereL is a linear operator. As can be seen from (4.2), this linear operator depends on both

Green’s function of the system and the total field induced in the object. To determineL, we

use a calibration object similar to the method presented in [5]. Herein, for simplicity, we

reconstruct one relative complex permittivity value for the OI. In addition, we limit the data

collection scheme to only one data point behind the centre ofthe OI on the receiver domain.

Thus, the operatorL simply becomes a complex number which is multiplied by the contrast

to output the scattered NF value at the single measurement point. In other words,L be-

comes the slope of the line that linearizes the relation between the scattered NF data and the

contrast around the contrast of the calibration object. Denoting the dielectric contrast of the

calibration object asχc, L simply becomesEscat(χc)/χc whereEscat(χc) is the scattered

NF data due to the known calibration object. Once thisL is found, the unknown contrast

can be found asχ = Escat/L.

Now, consider the reconstruction of the permittivity valueof the OI for the MWI setup shown

in Figure 4.5 under our two configurations (with and without the NF plate) for Case studies I

and II. We consider the same dielectric boxes (with the size of λ/20 × λ/10 × λ/10) as

presented earlier in Figure 4.5 as the OI and undesired scatterer, but now with a relative

permittivity of 1.70, instead of 1.50. (As will be seen, the permittivity of 1.50 will be

used as one of the calibration objects.) The inversion results for Configurations I and II for

two different calibration objects (having the same size as the OI) are reported in Table 4.1.

As can be seen, the inversion results for Cases I and II under the focused incident field
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Fig. 4.9: Separation resolution study. The simulated NF plate (orange plane) setup with two dielec-
tric objects (dark green dielectric boxes) separated by about 0.13λ from each other. (In the
figure, this separation has beenexaggeratedby a larger distance for illustration clarity.) The
objects have the same size ofλ/20×λ/10×λ/10 along thex, y, andz directions, and have
the same relative permittivity of1.50. The description of the excitation and receiver planes
are the same as Figure 4.5.

illumination (Configuration I) do not change as much as thoseunder Configuration II. (For

example, compare the change from1.90 − j0.29 to 1.89 − j0.32 with the stronger change

from 1.74− j0.04 to 1.58− j0.25.) This demonstrates that Configuration I is less sensitive

to the presence of the undesired scatterer. It should also benoted that the inversion result

of Configuration II are more accurate. We speculate that thisis due to the fact that the

total fields in the calibration object and that in the OI are closer to each other for the non-

focused incident beam, thus, making the utilized linear inversion algorithm more suitable

for Configuration II.
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4.3.1.3 Separation resolution study

We now study the effect of using a focused incident NF distribution on the achievable sepa-

ration resolution for one test case under the same two configurations described above. This

case study for Configuration I is shown in Figure 4.9. As can beseen, there are two dielectric

objects (the two dark green dielectric boxes in Figure 4.9) that have been placed approxi-

mately0.13λ apart from each other in front of the NF plate. These two dielectric objects

have the same relative permittivity of 1.50 and the same sizeof λ/20×λ/10×λ/10 in thex,

y, andz directions with the distance between their closest facet tothe NF plate being about

λ/60.

To perform this study, we assume that the NF plate moves alongthe y direction to scan

the two objects in the following three steps. Initially, itsmain beam is directly toward the

first dielectric object, then the main beam is moved directlytoward the gap between the two

objects, and finally its main beam will be directly toward thesecond object. Similar to the

previous section, this will constitute our Configuration I;for configuration II, we assume the

same procedure but without the NF plate. In each of these three steps, the scattered NF data

are collected on the receivers’ line residing on the yellow plane. For each of these steps, we

have a set of distinct receivers which are mainly within the main beam of the NF plate. (The

details of these steps and our simulation details are described in Appendix F.)

We now discuss the obtained scattered NF data from this simulation study which have been

depicted in Figures 4.10(a) and (b). As can be seen from Figure 4.10(a), the gap between the

two dielectric boxes is detectable directly from the scattered NF data when the focused inci-

dent NF distribution is utilized. However, this is not the case when the NF plate is removed

in Configuration II; this can be seen from Figure 4.10(b). As can be seen in Figures 4.10(a)

and (b), the magnitude of the scattered NF data at the center of the figure, which is asso-
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Fig. 4.10: Separation resolution study. Scattered NF data for (a) Configuration I and (b) Configura-
tion II.

ciated with the gap between the two dielectric objects, isminimumfor Configuration I and

maximumfor Configuration II. Based on the concept of contrast sources that was explained

earlier in Section 4.2.1, this can be explained as follows. In Configuration I, when the NF

plate directly illuminates the gap, it will not induce significant contrast sources in the two

dielectric objects. Therefore, the resulting scattered signal will be small. On the other hand,

when the gap is illuminated in the absence of the NF plate (i.e., Configuration II), more con-

trast sources will be induced in the two dielectric objects due to the wider illuminating beam.

Due to the symmetry of the objects, the induced contrast sources in the two objects will be

in-phase. Therefore, the resulting two contrast sources can be thought as a two-element in-

phase antenna array that subsequently generates a radiation peak toward its broadside (−ẑ

direction in Figure 4.10). This, therefore, justifies why the maximum of the scattered NF

data in Configuration II occurs at the center of the Figure 4.10(b). (The central receiver

corresponds to the broadside direction.)
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Fig. 4.11: The simulated Bessel beam launcher setup. The Bessel beam launcher (orange circular
structure), introduced in [88], is parallel to thexz plane. A more detailed view of the
capacitive sheet is shown in the inset. The brown plane (xy plane) contains the cross
section of three dielectric boxes, all of which have the samerelative permittivity of two.
This figure represents our Case II study where the light greendielectric box, with the size
of λ/2 × λ/4 × λ/3, represents the OI, and the two dark green dielectric boxes,with the
size of3λ/4 × λ/4 × λ/3, serve as the undesired scatterers.

4.3.2 Interrogation of objects by the Bessel beam launcher

In the previous section, the idea of suppressing undesired scattering effects for MWI was

studied using the NF plate. One limitation of this study liesin the fact that the OI and

the undesired scatterer(s) are located on one line. This wasdue to the fact that the utilized

NF plate provides 1D focusing. To consider more general cases, we have simulated the

Bessel beam launcher presented in [88, 89] by the use of ANSYSHFSS so as to apply it

to MWI applications. This Bessel beam launcher, shown in orange in Figures 4.11 and
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Fig. 4.12: The simulated Bessel beam launcher setup. This represents Case IV where the light green
circular cylinder (with the radius ofλ/4 and the height ofλ/3) represents the OI and
the dark green circular cylinder, with the same size and dielectric properties as the OI,
represents the undesired scatterer.

(a) Configuration I, incident NF distribution (b) Configuration II, incident NF distribution

Fig. 4.13: Normalized magnitude of the incident NF distribution for (a) Configuration I (Bessel
beam) and (b) Configuration II (dipole).
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Fig. 4.14: (a)-(b) normalized magnitude of the incident NF at the receiver line; (c)-(f) scattered NF
at the receiver line for Configurations I and II regarding Case I (single small box), Case II
(elongated box consisting of an OI and two undesired scatterers), Case III (single small
cylinder) and Case IV (small cylinder with an offset extra undesired scatterer) respectively.
In Configuration I, these fields correspond to theŷ component of the electric field, and in
Configuration II, they correspond to thêx component of the electric field.
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4.12, is a planar structure capable of focusing electromagnetic fields into a 2D spot in front

of the launcher and then maintains this focused beam over some distance away from the

launcher. This distance is referred to as the non-diffracting zone of the launcher, after which

the focused beam starts to diffract [88]. (The non-diffractive zone of this launcher is about

2.1λ [89].) This launcher utilizes a leaky radial waveguide in order to generate the Bessel

beam [88]. This waveguide consists of a capacitive impedance sheet located over a ground

plane (separated by 1 mm) which is fed by a coaxial cable. Thiscapacitive impedance sheet

is made of square patch elements (with the length of less thanλ/10 printed on both sides of

a substrate withǫr = 6.15 and the height ofh = 0.127 mm. The diameter of this launcher

is about 6λ and its frequency of operation is 10 GHz [89]. The simulated Bessel beam

launcher is capable of generating electric field whose normal component, thêy direction in

Figures 4.11 and 4.12, is a truncated zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind, and has a

first-null beamwidth of less thanλ. That is, theoretically, the incident field in theŷ direction

will be in the form of [88]

Ey = J0(kxz
√
x2 + z2)e−jkyy (4.5)

whereJ0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind, andk2xz+k
2
y = k2b wherekxz is

the transverse wavenumber,ky is the normal wavenumber, andkb is the wavenumber in the

background medium (free space in our case).

Similar to the NF plate case, we consider two configurations.Configuration I uses the Bessel

beam launcher to irradiate the objects. On the other hand, inConfiguration II, a dipole

antenna replaces the Bessel beam launcher to serve as our non-focused incident beam, see

Figure F.4 in Appendix F. For each of these configurations, weconsider four case studies.

In Case I, a rectangular dielectric box with the relative permittivity of two and the size

of λ/2 × λ/4 × λ/3 is placed at the center of the launcher and aboutλ away from the
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launcher (similarly, aboutλ away from the dipole antenna in Configuration II) as shown in

Figure F.3(a). Case II not only considers the light green boxas the OI, but also includes

the two undesired scatterers, the dark green boxes in Figure4.11, attached to the OI. These

undesired scatterers have the same relative permittivity as the OI, each of which with the

size of3λ/4 × λ/4 × λ/3. Case III, see Figure F.3(c), includes a new OI that is a circular

dielectric cylinder with the relative permittivity of four, height ofλ/3, and the radius ofλ/4

located aboutλ away from the center of the Bessel beam launcher. Finally, Case IV adds

this dark green dielectric cylinder as an undesired scatterer to Case III. Figure 4.12 shows

Case IV where the light and dark green cylinders represent the OI and undesired scatterer

respectively. In Case IV, the OI and undesired scatterer have the same dielectric property,

and the undesired scatterer is offset by(λ, λ/2, λ) with respect to the center of the OI. (The

center of the OI is the origin of the coordinates.)

Finally, It should be noted that all the simulations concerning Configuration II (i.e., in the

absence of the Bessel beam launcher) have been preformed assuming that the dipole is hor-

izontally oriented along thex axis. Since neither a horizontal dipole nor a vertical one can

generate a dominantEy component (similar to the Bessel beam launcher), we have oriented

the dipole along thex axis so that a dominantEx can be achieved in Configuration II. This

enables us to compare two different incident fields (focus and non-focused ones) with their

dominant electric field components lying in the imaging plane (xy plane), similar to the

transverse electric microwave tomography.

4.3.2.1 Analysis of the scattered NF data

The incident NF beams within thexy plane for Configurations I and II are shown in Fig-

ures 4.13(a) and (b). In addition, the measurement domain (receivers’ locations) is taken to

be a line in thexy plane and parallel to thex axis, which is2λ away from the OI’s center.
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Fig. 4.15: Induced contrast sources (their magnitudes) for Cases I andII for both configurations:
using the Bessel beam launcher (Configuration I), and using the dipole antenna (Configu-
ration II). The contrast sources in each configuration have been normalized with respect to
the maximum of the incident field at that configuration.

Over this line, we have distributed 61 receivers which are evenly spaced. The incident NFs

on the measurement domain have also been plotted in Figures 4.14(a) and (b). (Note that

the first-null beamwidth of the Bessel beam in Figure 4.14(a)is aboutλ.) The scattered NF

data (i.e., the scattered fields at the receivers’ locations) for Cases I to IV for both config-

urations are shown in Figures 4.14(c) to (f). As can be seen inthese figures, the change in

the scattered NF data due to the introduction of the undesired scatterer is less in Configura-

tion I than that in Configuration II. Based on the discussion presented in Section 4.2.2, we

speculate that this is due to the fact that the induced contrast sources have undergone less

changes in Configuration I when the undesired scatterers were introduced. This has been

demonstrated in Figure 4.15 where the contrast sources for both configurations regarding

Cases I and II have been plotted: as can be seen, the contrast sources in Case I and II are

more similar under Configuration I. (Also, note that the contrast sourcesw outside the box

in Case I for both configurations are exactly zero since the contrastχ outside the box is

zero.)
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4.3.2.2 Inversion results

A simple linear inversion algorithm, the same as the one usedin Section 4.3.1.2, is employed

to invert the scattered NF data. To this end, we utilize a known calibration object with a

complex relative permittivity value close to that of the OI.Using this calibration object,

we linearize the nonlinear inverse scattering problem, andthen reconstruct the complex

permittivity of the OI using one measured data point locatedat (0, 2λ, 0), which is directly

behind the OI.

Now, let us first consider the inversion results for Cases I and II under our two configurations.

As listed in Table 4.2, the calibration object has a relativepermittivity of 1.50 and the size of

λ/2 × λ/4 × λ/3 (same size as the OI in Cases I and II). The achieved reconstructed value

(real and imaginary parts) under Configuration I shows less changes compared to those under

Configuration II when we go from Case I to Case II. However, as can be seen the inversion

results under Configuration I are quantitatively less accurate. The same observation holds

when comparing the reconstructed values for Cases III and IVunder the two configurations,

see Table 4.2. That is, under Configuration I, when we go from Case III to Case IV, the

reconstructed value shows smaller changes. However, quantitatively, Configuration II yields

more accurate results.

The observation that the reconstructed values under Configuration I undergo less changes

when the undesired scatterers are introduced indicates that Configuration I has provided less

sensitivity to the presence of these undesired scatterers.However, it is important to discuss

why the reconstructed permittivity under Configuration I isless accurate. Herein, we present

a few speculations to justify this. First, the linearized inversion approach assumes that the

total field in the calibration object and the OI are identical. We speculate that this assumption

is more accurate for the dipole antenna due to having a broader and more uniform beam.
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Tab. 4.2:The inversion results for Cases I to IV under the two configurations: with the Bessel beam
(Configuration I) and the dipole antenna (Configuration II).

Cases Calibration object’s permittivity Configuration I Co nfiguration II

Case I 1.50 1.51− j0.11 2.00− j0.13
Case II 1.50 1.61− j0.01 2.16− j1.30
Case III 3.50 3.52− j0.16 3.58− j0.63
Case IV 3.50 3.54− j0.18 3.77− j0.88

(Note that a given inversion algorithm can be more suitable to a given measurement setup

depending on its assumptions.) Second, the Bessel beam has the so-called “self-healing”

property [90,91], which could reduce the sensitivity of thedata to the unknown permittivity.

Third, the polarization of the Bessel beam launcher used forimaging isŷ and that of the

dipole isx̂. Therefore, the induced contrast sources in the OI can be thought as some dipole

antennas oriented in thêy and x̂ directions for Configurations I and II respectively. The

measured data point, located at(0, 2λ, 0), will then be mainly along the axes of these dipoles

in Configuration I and along the broadside of these dipoles inConfiguration II. This could

also result in less sensitivity for Configuration I.

4.4 Discussion and Conclusions

Broadly speaking, this paper proposes that tailoring the contrast sources induced in the ob-

jects can be used advantageously in MWI. This approach has the potential to suppress (or,

enhance) the sensitivity of the measured data with respect to specific regions of the imaging

domain, e.g., a region which requires more accurate assessment. It was noted that we do not

have full control over tailoring contrast sources since theinduced total fields within the ob-

jects are dependent on the objects’ unknown dielectric properties. Due to this difficulty, we

have limited the scope of this paper to scenarios in which theinduced total field distributions

inside homogeneous objects are similar to the illuminatingincident field distributions. For
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the cases where this (Born) assumption does not hold, one option is to utilize an estimate of

the dielectric profile of the objects (which might be obtained via a different imaging modal-

ity), and then use this prior knowledge to create an incidentfield distribution that results in

a desired total field distribution in the objects.

We also noted the importance of tailoring the incident NF beam of the irradiating antenna, as

opposed to its FF pattern, for NF MWI. In this paper, we have investigated two NF beams for

imaging which satisfy our desired property: a focused NF distribution. We envision that the

area of electromagnetic metasurfaces will offer a systematic tool to synthesize appropriate

incident NF distributions to be utilized for imaging (e.g.,see [92]). This is due to the fact

that metasurfaces can transform a given excitation electromagnetic field to a desired one by

imposing appropriate surface boundary conditions [93]. Inaddition, in this work, we did not

consider tailoring the polarization of the incident field for the benefit of imaging, which can

also be pursued in future.

In this paper, we have only considered focused NF beams with the purpose of minimizing the

sensitivity of the collected scattering data to undesired scatterers. However, depending on the

application area and purpose, one can employ incident NF beams of different distributions

to optimize the retrieval of various features of interest. In addition, within the scope of

our assumptions, we have intuitively discussed that this focused NF beam approach can

limit the geometrical support of the induced contrast sources, and can therefore result in

less required measured data points as compared to scenariosin which wider NF beams are

utilized. In addition, one of the other potential advantages of focused NF beams, which

has not been investigated here, is the ability to enhance theSNR of the measured data. In

some applications, such as those which operate in lossy medium, enhancement of the SNR

is critical to enhance the achievable reconstruction accuracy and resolution.

In summary, this paper demonstrated that the use of focused NF beams can suppress some
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undesired scattering effects. From a broader point of view,the main message of this paper

is the suggestion that the incident NF beam, as an MWI system design component, can

be advantageously utilized to optimize some imaging aspects, and not just to irradiate the

objects.



5

Focused One-Dimensional Microwave

Imaging by Near-Field Plates

This chapter encloses a submitted journal paper of the author’s PhD work that is currently

under review. In Chapter 4, we have discussed that the use of focused incident NF distribu-

tions (as one of the parameters in MWI hardware design) can help us suppress the sensitivity

of the collected data with respect to a subset of the imaging domain. It was shown that this

leads to having less number of unknowns.

Herein, we propose to use another degree of freedom in addition to what has been consid-

ered in the previous chapter in order to improve the achievable accuracy and resolution. In

particular, in this chapter, the use of focused receiving patterns in conjunction with focused

transmitting patterns is considered. As will be discussed and demonstrated in this chapter,

the simultaneous use of focused transmit and receive patterns can further alleviate the sen-

sitivity of the collected data with respect to undesired regions. Consequently, the number

of unknowns can be reduced drastically. In particular, using the proposed setup, it is shown
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that we are able to reconstruct the complex permittivity of asubwavelength discretized pixel

(referred to as a cell) from one single data point1. As will be seen, this comes with its own

limitations that will also be discussed in this chapter.

The abstract of this submitted paper is first presented followed by its sections.

Abstract. The use of subwavelength focused transmit and receive patterns is considered in

microwave imaging. To this end, a subwavelength focused near-field (NF) beam, generated

by a NF plate, is utilized to illuminate a one-dimensional (1D) object of interest. A second

NF plate, whose excitation point coincides with the focal point of the former NF plate, is

then used to collect the emanating scattered field. Using these two focused beams and under

a localized approximation, it is shown that a single scattered data point can be made mainly

sensitive to the complex permittivity value at a subwavelength cell for 1D objects being im-

aged. This is in contrast to standard microwave imaging where a given measured scattered

data point is typically sensitive to the complex permittivity values within the whole imag-

ing domain. Although this study is valid within some major constraints (i.e., 1D objects,

a limited working distance for NF plates, and a localized approximation), it demonstrates

that the transmit and receive patterns of antennas can affect the governing equations of mi-

crowave imaging, and therefore can be utilized as two extra degrees of freedom in the design

of microwave imaging systems.

5.1 Introduction

Microwave imaging (MWI) works by irradiating the object of interest (OI) by incident mi-

crowaves, and then measuring the emanating scattered fieldsoutside the OI to infer the OI’s

1 As will be seen in this chapter, this method has its own constraints and limitations, namely, 1D objects of
interest, limited working distance of near-field plates, and the use of a localized approximation.
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internal complex permittivity profile [5,7–10,12–14,66,94,95]. The scattered field data are

obtained by subtracting the measured incident fields (i.e.,external fields in the absence of the

OI) from the measured total fields (i.e., external fields in the presence of the OI). The pro-

cess of creating a quantitative image of the OI’s internal complex permittivity profile from

the measured external scattered field data is often referredto as theinversionof the data to

reconstruct(or, to retrieve) the OI’s complex permittivity profile. MWImay be performed in

the time-domain or frequency-domain; herein, we consider frequency-domain MWI where

time-harmonic incident microwaves are used to illuminate the OI.

5.1.1 Inverse Scattering versus Inverse Source

MWI inversion belongs to the class of electromagnetic inverse scattering problems as its

main objective is to reconstruct a physical property (i.e.,complex permittivity) of a passive

scatterer. This is in contrast to electromagnetic inverse source problems where the goal is

to reconstruct the equivalent currents of an active source,e.g., reconstructing the equivalent

currents of an antenna under test from its measured radiatedelectromagnetic fields [96,97].

The relation between the inverse scattering and inverse source problems can be understood

from the electromagnetic volume equivalence principle. Based on this principle, an inverse

scattering problem where the OI is illuminated from multiple directions can be cast as sev-

eral inverse source problems that share a common property [98,99]. This is based on the fact

that scattered field data can be thought as the fields generated by volume equivalent current

densities that replace the actual OI. In the context of MWI, these volume equivalent currents

are often represented by the so-calledcontrast sources, which only exist within the geomet-

rical support of the OI, and are zero otherwise [81]. These contrast sources are related to the

unknown complex permittivity contrast of the OI and the unknown total field within the OI.
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5.1.2 MWI Challenges

MWI inversion is challenging (at least) for the following three reasons. 1) The measured

scattered data at a given receiver due to a given transmitteris typically related to the un-

known complex permittivity values and the unknown induced total fieldseverywherewithin

the whole imaging domain. That is, one measured data point issensitive to many unknowns.

This requires the use of many transmit-receive pairs to reconstruct these many unknowns,

which can be challenging in practice. 2) The unknown complexpermittivity values and the

unknown induced total fields within the OI are nonlinearly related to each other. This is due

to multiple scattering events occurring within the imagingdomain. This makes the math-

ematical problem nonlinear, and the inversion algorithm needs to be able to retrieve these

multiple scattering events through an iterative process. 3) Due to the so-called smoothing

effects [37] of Green’s functions of conventional MWI systems (e.g., free space Green’s

function), the effects of higher spatial frequency components of the OI’s contrast sources

are dampened in the measured scattered data. This is reflected in the small singular values

of Green’s function operator mapping the contrast sources to the resulting external scattered

field data. This leads to an ill-posed mathematical problem which makes the inversion pro-

cess unstable; i.e., a small change in the measured scattered data can result in significant

changes in the reconstruction result [100]. Appropriate regularization algorithms [54] need

to be utilized to stabilize the inversion process. A major difficulty with the use of regu-

larization techniques for this nonlinear problem is to ensure that appropriate regularization

weights have been used.
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5.1.3 Inverse Scattering Algorithms

Although the inverse scattering problem associated with MWI faces the above challenges,

inverse scattering algorithms (or, simply inversion algorithms) offer the following two signif-

icant advantages for MWI. 1) They can achievequantitativeimages of the OI’s relative com-

plex permittivity profile. 2) They can achieve sub-diffraction (super-resolution) imageseven

when the scattered data are collected in the far-field zone [31]. This has already been ver-

ified by applying different inverse scattering algorithms to several experimentally collected

data sets, e.g., see [32, 33, 101]. For example, in several cases in MWI, inverse scattering

algorithms seem to be able to reconstruct a separation resolution of aboutλ/8 whereλ is the

wavelength in the background medium. However, this is not a general rule as the achievable

result depends on several other factors such as the number ofutilized transceivers and their

locations, the OI’s complex permittivity profile, signal-to-noise ratio of the measured data,

etc; e.g., the achievable separation resolution worsens when imaging more complicated OIs,

e.g., see [32, 33]. The main reason for achieving super-resolution using inverse scattering

algorithms has been attributed to the ability of these algorithms to take into account multiple

scattering events within the OI. Noting that multiple scattering events can convert evanes-

cent waves to propagating waves [102], it has been speculated that unraveling the multiple

scattering events by the inversion algorithm may enable theretrieval of high spatial infor-

mation about the OI [103–105]. Although inverse scatteringalgorithms have successfully

reconstructed many synthetic and experimental test cases,they are currently unable to en-

sure that a certain image quantitative accuracy and resolution can be obtained for a given

OI due to the nonlinearity of the MWI problem. For example, upon reconstruction of their

final image, they cannot make sure that a given region of interest which is suspicious to be

cancerous has been reconstructed with a certain spatial resolution.
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5.1.4 Evanescent Field Based Devices

As noted above, inverse scattering algorithms achieve super-resolution images ofscatterers

via sophisticated data processing (software). We now consider a different class of methods

that achieves super-resolution images of activesourcesusinghardware. That is, this class of

methods solve electromagnetic inverse source problems directly at the hardware level, with-

out the use of inverse source algorithms. An example of thesehardware methods is the sem-

inal work of Pendry on superlenses [106] where it was shown that both propagating waves

and evanescent waves diverging from a point source convergeback to a focal point when a

negative refractive index (NRI) material is placed betweenthe source and the focal point.

Based on this, Pendry concluded that sub-diffraction imaging of sources (inverse source) can

be performed using these volumetric superlenses. Later on,Grbic and Eleftheriades experi-

mentally demonstrated this idea with a two-dimensional (2D) microwave transmission-line

metamaterial [107]. However, as noted in [108] and references therein, the existence of an

NRI material is accompanied by dispersion and loss which practically limits its imaging

distance and resolution. To alleviate dispersion and loss,and also to make the fabrication

process simpler, there have been recent progress in creating sub-diffraction focal spots us-

ing surfaces (structures whose thickness is small comparedto the wavelength) as opposed

to volumetric metamaterials. These surfaces have been referred to as near-field plates or

metascreens. In particular, in [109], it was theoreticallyshown that using the so-called radi-

ationless interference, subwavelength focusing can be achieved using near-field (NF) plates.

This idea was then experimentally demonstrated in [87] where microwaves emanating from

a cylindrical source was focused to a (half-power beamwidth) spot of approximatelyλ/20.

Since this class of hardware systems utilizes evanescent waves, we use the same terminology

used in [108,110] and refer to them as evanescent field based devices.
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5.1.5 Motivation

The development of MWI hardware systems has been focused on antenna and microwave

circuit design to irradiate the OI and record the emanating fields while reducing the mutual

coupling between co-resident antennas, choosing appropriate matching fluids, and maintain-

ing a high dynamic range. Although several groups have contributed to the development of

MWI hardware systems, the main effort in the MWI research community has remained fo-

cused on the development of the software aspect of this modality, namely, inverse scattering

algorithms.2

On the other hand, recent advances in evanescent field based devices, such as the NIR super-

lens, has shown the possibility of (perfect) reconstruction of an active source merely based

on a hardware system, andwithout utilizing an inverse source algorithm.3 Since inverse

scattering and inverse source problems are related, this raises the following question:can we

similarly design an MWI hardware system that facilitates the reconstruction of the complex

permittivity values at subwavelength levels?To this end, Okhmatovskiet. al. used Green’s

functions of an NRI volumetric lens [112] and a Maxwell fish-eye lens [113] (instead of

Green’s function of free space), and developed an approach to retrieve the complex permit-

tivity values in MWI. In their work, the use of these focusingGreen’s functions simplified

the recovery of unknown contrast sources at subwavelength levels within the discretized OI.

Once these contrast sources were found, the complex permittivity values at different cells

were obtained.

Similarly, the main purpose of our paper is to demonstrate that the hardware aspect of MWI

can facilitate the inversion process. The idea behind our approach is to use evanescent field

2 Other forms of MWI algorithms such as radar-based algorithms are also available and have their own
advantages; however they are outside the scope of this paper.

3 As another example, the use of a hardware system to solve a Fredholm integral equation of the second
kind has been recently demonstrated in [111].
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based devices to provide subwavelength focused transmitand receive patterns for MWI.4

Under some constraints and approximations to be described later, we use these focused

beams to make a single measured scattered data point mainly sensitive to the complex per-

mittivity value at a given subwavelength cell. Therefore, within our constraints and approx-

imations, this will be a hardware system whose output (a single measured data point) is

approximately related to the unknown complex permittivityvalue at a subwavelength cell.

Although due to our constraints and limitations (i.e., 1D objects, limited working distance

of NF plates, and a localized approximation) the utilized hardware system does not hold

promise for practical MWI applications, this paper demonstrates the important role that

transmit and receive patterns can play in MWI applications.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 5.2 presents the problem statement. Section 5.3

reviews the two main governing equations of MWI with some remarks on the achievable

resolution and accuracy using inverse scattering algorithms. Our methodology, which relies

on simplifying the standard MWI governing equations due to the use of focused transmit and

receive patterns, is then presented in Section 5.4. Full wave simulation studies are presented

in Section 5.5 to evaluate the proposed idea. The inversion results will be presented in

Section 5.6, followed by some conclusions and remarks in Section 5.7. Finally, we note that

the far-field term “pattern” is loosely used in this paper since MWI is often performed in the

NF zone, and the utilized evanescent field based device is also for the NF zone. However, for

simplicity, we use the terms “pattern”, “NF distribution”,and “NF beam” interchangeably

throughout this paper. The time-dependency ofexp(jωt) is also implicitly assumed in this

paper.

4 Note that the use of focused transmit patterns have also beeninvestigated for focused microwave thermal
therapy, e.g., using an antenna array [114], and also for microwave imaging to suppress undesired scattering
effects [99].
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5.2 Problem Statement

We consider the simultaneous use of focused transmit and receive patterns in MWI to investi-

gate if asinglemeasured data point can be made mainly sensitive to the complex permittivity

value at asinglesubwavelength cell. If this could be achieved, we would essentially have a

non-invasive probe whose measured data is directly relatedto the complex permittivity value

at that subwavelength cell.5 This is in contrast to standard MWI where a single measured

data point is related to several unknown complex permittivity values within the whole OI.

To this end, our approach is to have a subwavelength focused transmitand receive patterns

that simultaneously look at a subwavelength cell within theimaging domain. To visualize

this, consider the transmit and receive patterns with respect to a square imaging domain

discretized into4 × 4 cells as shown in Figure 5.1 for four different configurations where

Configuration IV represents the case with more focused transmit (blue) and receive (red)

patterns.

We emphasize that the above objective is, in general,not possible due to scattering events

within the OI. As will be seen later, the reason that we can (tosome extent) achieve this

objective is due to 1) utilizing subwavelength focused transmit and receive patterns, 2) con-

sidering 1D OIs, and 3) applying a localized approximation.Despite the fact that our ob-

jective is pursued within this limited framework, our broader goal is to demonstrate that the

transmit and receive patterns are two degrees of freedom that can affect the MWI’s govern-

ing equations, and can be useful in tailoring the sensitivity of the MWI data with respect to

unknown complex permittivity profile. This is important as to the best of our knowledge,

these two degrees of freedom have not been taken advantage ofin the the design of MWI

5 In [112,113], to find the complex permittivity value at a specific subwavelength cell, it is still necessary to
perform multiple measurements. In other words, in these twoworks, although there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between a given measured scattered data point and the contrast source in a given subwavelength cell,
this one-to-one correspondence does not hold between the measured data point and the complex permittivity
value in that subwavelength cell.
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(a) Configuration I (b) Configuration II

(c) Configuration III (d) Configuration IV

Fig. 5.1: The transmit pattern (Tx) shown in blue and the receive pattern (Rx) shown in redtogether
tailor the sensitivity of the measured data with respect to the complex permittivity values
within the imaging domain. (The imaging domain has been depicted by a4× 4 discretized
square.) Configuration IV depicts the scenario where the transmit and receive patterns are
more focused.

systems.

To this end, inspired by the promise of easier fabrication, low profile, and light weight of

NF plates as compared to NIR volumetric lenses, we use two NF plates in our setup, one

as the transmitter to illuminate the OI and the other as the receiver to collect the resulting

scattered field. This investigation is performed by full wave simulation of these NF plates

along with the OI using ANSYS HFSS. For each OI, one single scattered data point is

collected using HFSS. The location of this data point coincides with the focal point of the
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receiving NF plate. This single data point will then be inverted in a 2D scalar fashion6 to

retrieve the complex permittivity at a certain subwavelength cell. This subwavelength cell

coincides with the focal point of the transmitting NF plate.Finally, we note the following

major constraint in our study. The utilized NF plates (practically) suffer from having a

limited working distance; i.e., the distance between the focal spot and the NF plate is small

compared to the wavelength [108]. In addition, the NF platesprovide 1D focusing. Due to

these limitations, we have restricted ourselves to 1D OIs (small thickness), as opposed to 2D

OIs shown in Figure 5.1 or 3D OIs.

5.3 Review: Microwave Imaging

The main purpose of this section is to review the two main governing equations of MWI: the

so-called data and domain equations. Let us consider a non-magnetic OI with an unknown

relative complex permittivity profileǫ(q) whereq is the position vector spanning the imag-

ing domainD. In addition, we denote the measurement domainS which is located outside

D. The position vectorp will then span the measurement locations onS. In summary,

q ∈ D andp ∈ S. In MWI, the unknown quantity is often formulated as the unknown

contrast profileχ(q) expressed as

χ(q) =
ǫ(q)− ǫb

ǫb
(5.1)

whereǫb is the known relative complex permittivity of the homogeneous background medium.

When the OI is illuminated by an incident field of a transmitting antenna, denoted byE inc,

the resulting total fields at the receiving antennas locatedonS are measured, which are re-

ferred to as the total field data. The same measurements are repeated in the absence of the

6 In the 2D scalar inversion, the incident electric field is assumed to be perpendicular to the cross section
being imaged. As will be seen later, the utilized NF plates automatically satisfy this assumption.
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OI which result in the incident field data. The subtraction ofthe incident data from the total

data results in the scattered field data denoted byEscat(p). These scattered field data, which

are often collected for several transmit and receive pairs,are then fed to an inverse scattering

algorithm to reconstructχ(q).

5.3.1 Data and Domain Equations

As noted earlier, the scattered field data can be thought as the fields generated by the so-

called contrast sources. These contrast sources, which merely exist within the OI’s geomet-

rical support, are denoted byw(q) and expressed as

w(q) = χ(q)E(q) (5.2)

whereE(q) is the total field in the OI. The data equation then relates these contrast sources

to the scattered field data as [58]

Escat(p) = GS(w(q)) (5.3)

whereGS is a linear operator that links the information withinD to the information within

S. This operator is defined as follows

GS(w(q)) = k2b

∫

D

g(p ∈ S, q)w(q)dq (5.4)

whereg denotes Green’s function of the imaging medium, andkb is the wavenumber in the

background medium.

The other main equation in MWI governs the interactions onlywithin D, and is called the
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Fig. 5.2: FoamTwinDielTM target used by the Institut Fresnel [1]. Thethree lengths (i.e. , d1, d2,
and d3) shown here are in terms of the free space wavelength at the operational frequency
of 2 GHz. (The relative permittivities are about 1.45 and 3.)

domain equation, and is expressed as

w(q) = χ(q)E inc(q) + χ(q)GD(w(q)) (5.5)

where the domain operatorGD is defined as

GD(w(q)) = k2b

∫

D

g(q ∈ D, q′)w(q′)dq′. (5.6)

The equations (5.3) and (5.5) govern the MWI problem. These two equations can be com-

bined into one equation for the main unknownχ as [115]

Escat(p) = GS(χ(I − GDχ)
−1E inc) (5.7)

whereI is the identity operator. The nonlinearity of the inverse scattering problem is evident

from the operator(I − GDχ)
−1 which is dependent on the unknownχ. Approximating this
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(d) Tikh-GNI
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(e) Born Approximation
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(f) Born Approximation with
MR

Fig. 5.3: The reconstruction of the real-part of the relative complexpermittivity of
FoamTwinDielTM target at 2 GHz using (a)-(d) four differentnonlinear inversion algo-
rithms (CSI, MR-CSI, MR-GNI, and Tikh-GNI respectively), and (e)-(f) using the Born
approximation without and with multiplicative regularization (MR).

operator by the first term in its Neumann series expansion, i.e., (I − GDχ)
−1 ≈ I, results

in the famous Born approximation [115], which does not take into account multiple scatter-

ing events. On the other hand, the use of nonlinear inversionalgorithms can be intuitively

thought as including more terms of the Neumann series expansion in an iterative fashion,

thus capturing more multiple scattering events.
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5.3.2 Resolution and Quantitative Accuracy

For the sake of completeness and to avoid misunderstanding that evanescent field based de-

vices are required to obtain super-resolution in MWI, we briefly review the ability of inverse

scattering algorithms in achieving super-resolution. To this end, we consider a widely-used

far-field data set:FoamTwinDielTM data set from Fresnel Institute [1]. This far-field data

set was collected from the dielectric target depicted in Figure 5.2 in an anechoic chamber

using 18 transmitters and 241 receivers per transmitter. Herein, we consider the lowest

frequency range of this data set, i.e., 2 GHz. At this frequency, the measured data were

collected at a radius of about11.13λ away from the centre of the target. The inversion

of these18 × 241 data points using four different algorithms, namely (i) contrast source

inversion (CSI) [81], (ii) CSI with the weightedL2 norm total variation multiplicative reg-

ularizer (MR), known as MR-CSI [58], (iii) Gauss-Newton inversion using the MR, known

as MR-GNI [2, 3] and (iv) GNI using Tikhonov regularization (Tikh-GNI) [51, 116], have

been shown in Figure 5.3(a)-(d). As can be seen, the separationd2 = λ/7.5 between the two

small dielectric cylinders has been successfully resolvedusing all these inverse scattering al-

gorithms. It is instructive to note the reconstruction under the Born approximation (without

and with MR) [38] shown in Figure 5.3(e)-(f) where the separation has not been resolved,

and also the dielectric values are not accurate.

5.4 Methodology

We now discuss that the transmit and receive patterns affectthe MWI’s governing equations.

The main idea behind our methodology is to make the data and domain equations mainly

localizedat a sub-region within the whole imaging domain. To this end,we consider an

extreme case where the scattered field data from 1D OIs are collected by subwavelength
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focused NF beams. For this extreme case, and under our constraints and approximations to

be discussed later, we localize the data and domain equationmainly at a subwavelength cell.

Then, we use one scattered field data point to reconstruct thecomplex permittivity at that

subwavelength cell. Therefore, we are not reconstructing the complex permittivity values in

the whole OI, but merely at a given subwavelength cell.

5.4.1 MWI with a Focused Receiver

Let us start by observing the data equation, see (5.3). This equation states thatall the contrast

sources within the imaging domainD are responsible for generating the scattered field at a

given receiver. That is, the scattered field at a given receiver is a weighted summation of

these contrast sources. The weights are determined by Green’s function of the imaging

system, and the summation is performed by integration over the whole imaging domain.

Thus, in the discrete form, where the imaging domain is discretized intoN subwavelength

cells, the data equation can be written as

Escat= GS(w) =
N∑

i=1

αiwi (5.8)

wherewi is the contrast source at theith subwavelength cell, andαi is the weight of this

contrast source. (We have dropped the position vectorsp andq for simplicity.) At each

subwavelength cell, the contrast source is assumed to be uniform. In many MWI case stud-

ies where imaging medium is assumed to be free space,αi will be related to the free space

Green’s function, and (5.8) implicitly assumes that the receiver has anomnidirectionalpat-

tern.

Imagine now a scenario that instead of an omnidirectional receiving pattern, we utilize a

receiving hardware that has a pattern focused on a subwavelength cell within the imaging
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domain, say at themth cell7. Thus, in this scenario, we will have a focused data operator,

denoted byG foc
S , that mainlyseesthe contrast source at themth cell. Then, the received

scattered field can be written as

Escat= G foc
S (w) =

N∑

i=1

αfoc
i wi ≈ αfoc

m wm (5.9)

wherewm is the contrast source at themth cell toward which the receiving pattern is focused,

andαfoc
m is its complex coefficient weight. This coefficient is, in fact, related to Green’s

function of the new system. As can be seen, the focused data operatorG foc
S now links one

measured data point to one contrast source.

Assuming that we knowαfoc
m , we can then retrievewm from a single measured data point

Escat. However, findingwm doesnotmean that we can find the complex permittivity contrast

at this subwavelength cell denoted byχm. This can be explained by writing the discretized

domain equation (5.5) forwm as

wm = χmE
inc
m + χmGD(w) = χmE

inc
m + χm

N∑

i=1

βiwi (5.10)

whereE inc
m is the incident field at themth cell, which is often assumed to be known in MWI.

As can be seen,wm not only depends on the unknownχm but also depends on unknown con-

trast sources at other cells, each of which weighted by the complex coefficientβi. Therefore,

to findχm, we need to know all the contrast sources, as can be seen from

χm =
wm

E inc
m +

∑N

i=1 βiwi

. (5.11)

This may be done by moving the focused receiver to scan all thesubwavelength cells within

7 Since we have considered 1D OIs, the discretization is performed along one direction, e.g., along they
direction in Figure 5.5.
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the imaging domain, and then finding each of the contrast sources individually. Once all

the contrast sources are obtained, thenχm can be found using (5.11). We note that this

part of our approach (i.e., the use of a focused receiver) is similar to [112, 113] with two

upcoming differences: (i) we will use a NF plate for generating a focused NF beam, and

(2) we will use full-wave simulations of the NF plate in the presence of the OI, instead of

merely considering Green’s function of an ideal NIR lens.

5.4.2 MWI with a Focused Receiver and a Focused Transmitter

Let us now consider the use of a focused transmitter having a focused incident field of

E inc,foc. In the following analysis, in conjunction with a focused transmitter, we also utilize

a localized approximation where the contrast sourcew is approximated byγE inc,foc [117].

(The functionγ can depend on the contrast functionχ and the domain operatorGD.) As

noted in [117], the localized approximationw ≈ γE inc,foc can cover different forms of ap-

proximations including the Born and extended Born approximations.8 Assuming that our

incident fieldE inc,foc is focused on themth cell (and thus, negligible at other cells)9, and

considering the localized approximationw ≈ γE inc,foc, the contrast source at themth cell,

i.e.,wm, is subsequently taken to be the dominant contrast source. Based on this, (5.10) will

be approximated as

wm = χmE
inc,foc
m + χmG foc

D (w) ≈ χmE
inc,foc
m + χmβ

foc
m wm (5.12)

whereE inc,foc
m denotes the focused incident field at themth cell, andG foc

D denotes the domain

operator in the new imaging medium. Note thatG foc
D (w) has been approximated byβ foc

m wm

whereβ foc
m is a complex number. Therefore, based on (5.12), the contrast sourcewm is

8 In the case of the Born approximation, we haveγ = χ, and in the case of the extended Born approximation,
we haveγ = χ

1−GD(χ) [117].
9 Note that since the NF plates create 1D focusing and the OI is also 1D, this is a valid assumption.
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approximated by10

wm ≈ γE inc,foc
m ≈ χm

1− χmβ foc
m

E inc,foc
m . (5.13)

Finally, using (5.9) and (5.13), we can obtainχm as

χm ≈ Escat

αfoc
m E inc,foc

m + β foc
m Escat

. (5.14)

As can be seen, (5.14) directly relates the measured scattered data point to the complex

permittivity contrast at themth subwavelength cell. As will be discussed in Section 5.6.1,

αfoc
m andβ foc

m can be found, and thus, with having a single scattered data point Escat, we will

be able to retrieveχ at themth subwavelength.

5.4.3 Limitation

Note that a subwavelength focused incident field does not necessarily result in having a

dominant contrast source at themth subwavelength cell and negligible contrast sources at

the other cells due to scattering events within the OI. This can then invalidate our localized

approximation, and consequently invalidate (5.14). Herein, our 1D assumption regarding the

OI plays a major role in our ability to employ the above methodology. For general 2D and 3D

OIs where (5.14) fails, the main message of the above methodology, i.e., the importance of

the transmit and receive patterns, still holds. For example, for a general OI when an overall

knowledge about its complex permittivity is available, onemight synthesize an incident field

to have a focused total field at a sub-region within the whole imaging domain.11 The receive

pattern can then intersect with this illuminated sub-region so that the sensitivity with respect

to the overlapped region can be potentially improved.

10 It is worth noting the similarity between the localized approximation in (5.13) with the extended Born
approximation shown in Footnote 8.

11 For example in [114], the prior knowledge about the complex permittivity image of the OI has been used
to synthesize a focused total field in a region within the breast for microwave thermal therapy.
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Fig. 5.4: Normalized magnitude of the sensitivity for theFoamTwinDielTM target when the trans-
mitter is located at(11.13λ, 0) and the receiver is located at(5.57λ, 9.64λ). The wavelength
of operation isλ = 0.15 m.

5.4.4 Sensitivity

It is instructive to view this focused approach as a way to tailor the sensitivity of the mea-

sured data with respect to complex permittivity values at different cells. To this end, let us

consider the sensitivity of the scattered fieldEscat(p) at a receiver located atp due to a given

transmitter with respect to the complex permittivity contrast profileχ(q). The variation in

the scattered field, denoted by∆Escat, due to having a∆χ(q) perturbation in the contrast

profile can be mathematically expressed as

∆Escat(p) ≈ ∂Escat

∂χ
(∆χ(q)) (5.15)

where∂Escat/∂χ denotes thesensitivity(or, Jacobian) operator that when operates on the

perturbation∆χ results in the subsequent variation in the scattered field data. In nonlinear

(iterative) inversion algorithms, the sensitivity operator ∂Escat/∂χ is evaluated with respect

to the current estimate of the contrast profile. In particular, if we evaluate the derivative at
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Fig. 5.5: The simulated setup in ANSYS HFSS consisting of two NF plateswith a dielectric slab
between them. As can be seen, each NF plate is parallel to they axis, and consists of 39 unit
cells, each of which is an appropriate capacitive element [87]. The origin of the coordinates
is at the 20th unit cell (the middle unit cell) of the orange NFplate. The purple cylinder
which is placed on thez axis atz = λ/15 is a monopole that excites the orange NF plate.
The orange NF plate then creates a focused incident field at its focal point which is located
on thez axis atz = −λ/15 (i.e., at the geometrical centre between the two NF plates).The
induced contrast source at this focal point can be thought asan excitation for the light blue
NF plate which is located atz = −2λ/15. The resulting scattered field is then received at
the focal point of the light blue NF plate which is located on the z axis atz = −3λ/15.
The data collection line isz = −3λ/15, and the focal point of the light blue NF plate is
located at the intersection of this line with thez axis. The dielectric slab shown in this figure
corresponds to Case II (ROI with undesired scatterers) under Configuration IV.

χ = 0 (i.e., sensitivity under the Born approximation), we will have [52, Appendix D.1]

∆Escat(p) ≈∂E
scat(p)

∂χ

∣
∣
∣
χ=0

(∆χ) =

k2b

∫

D

g(p, q)E inc(q)∆χ(q)dq. (5.16)

In a typical (non-focused) MWI system, Green’s functiong(p, q) that links a cell within the

imaging domain to the receiving point as well as the incidentfield at different cells within

the imaging domain are relatively uniform. Therefore, a given measured data point (say,

at locationp) is typically sensitive to all subwavelength cells within the imaging domain.
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This has been demonstrated in Figure 5.4 for theFoamTwinDielTM target considered in

Section 5.3 where the normalized magnitude of the sensitivity (evaluated atχ = 0) for the

receiver located at(x = 5.57λ, y = 9.64λ) and the transmitter located at(x = 11.13λ, y =

0) has been shown. (λ = 0.15 m.) As can be seen, the normalized sensitivity is close to unity

for all the subwavelength cells within the imaging domain. Using the focused receiver and

transmitter configuration, (5.16) needs to be modified by replacingg with Green’s function

of the focusing mediumgfoc, and by replacingE inc with the focused incident fieldE inc,foc.

Noting thatgfoc includes the effect of the focused pattern, it can be understood that both the

focused transmit and receive patterns can be utilized to tailor the sensitivity distribution.

5.4.5 Non-uniqueness

In the inversion process presented above, we first findwm from Escat (inverse source), and

then we retrieveχm. This may raise concerns since it is well-known that an inverse source

problem has a non-unique solution, e.g., see [26]. Due to this non-uniqueness, Chewet. al.

noted that solving for contrast sources in the data equation(5.3), and then using these con-

trast sources in the domain equation (5.5) to retrieve the complex permittivity contrast is not

appropriate [83].12 Therefore, in general, the contrast sources within the imaging domain

should not be directly inverted. However, our case is different as we use a single mea-

sured data point to find the contrast source at a single subwavelength cell (not within the

whole imaging domain). In other words, as opposed to contrast sources within the whole

imaging domain which can take different forms to generate the same scattered field data

(non-uniqueness), our unknown contrast source is limited to only one subwavelength cell.

Thus, for our case, the unknown contrast source does not havethe freedom to take different

forms.
12 Note that this is different than the contrast source inversion [81] method where the data and domain

equations are simultaneously utilized, through which the non-uniqueness issue is handled.
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5.5 Simulation Study

To implement the above idea, we consider a planar device which can focus electromagnetic

waves into a subwavelength spot (cell). As noted in Section 5.1, this planar structure is

referred to as a near-field (NF) plate [87]. Herein, we first provide a brief introduction to

NF plates and their design procedure. This will then be followed by different ANSYS HFSS

simulation studies (Electronic Desktop 2018) to evaluate the proposed idea.

5.5.1 Near-Field (NF) Plates

A NF plate, as explained in [87, 118], is an electrically thinpatterned planar structure that

acts as a wave transformer, transforming an incident electromagnetic field impinging on its

input side to a field on its output side that is focused in a subwavelength region at a NF dis-

tance away from the NF plate. The operation of this device is based on Merlin’s work [109]

that introduced a specific aperture field distribution that converges to a focus away from

the aperture. A NF plate is an engineered passive surface that produces this aperture field

distribution when illuminated by an incident electromagnetic field. This aperture field dis-

tribution consists of highly oscillating fields (predominantly evanescent) that can then be

combined constructively and destructively within the NF zone so as to form the desired fo-

cused subwavelength pattern on the plane called focal plane[118]. This process has been

referred to as the radiationless interference [109] due to its use of the evanescent wave (i.e.,

non-radiative components of the fields) interference.

Let us now review the design procedure of the NF plate. As described in [118, Chapter 2],

the first step is to consider a subwavelength focal pattern onthe focal plane. The desired

focal pattern is then back-propagated on the surface of the NF plate to find the required
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total field on the aperture. The incident field impinging on the NF plate is assumed to be

a cylindrical wave, and therefore, the incident field is modelled by a zeroth-order Hankel

function of the second kind. Knowing both the incident and total fields on the aperture, the

required current density on the NF plate can be found.13 Once the required current density

on the NF plate is known, the impedance profile of the NF plate can be obtained by dividing

the required total field on the aperture by the required current density on the aperture. This

impedance profile is then discretized into unit cells, and can then be realized, e.g., using the

distributed interdigitated capacitors [87]. (In this work, the NF plate is simulated in ANSYS

HFSS using impedance sheets.)

5.5.2 Focused Microwave Imaging Setup

The utilized setup, shown in Figure 5.5, includes two thin passive NF plates with the dimen-

sions of aboutλ × λ/20 in the y andx directions respectively whereλ is the wavelength

in the air at the operational frequency of1 GHz. Both of these two identical NF plates are

based on the design and parameters originally presented in [87]: they consist of39 capaci-

tive unit cells that are placed within a parallel plate waveguide with the height ofλ/20 [87].

The presence of the perfect electric conductor (PEC) of the parallel plate waveguide enables

us to study the 2D scalar imaging problem as the electric fieldwill have only one component

Ex, and the OI and NF plates can be assumed to be of infinite size along thex direction.

(The OI is also electrically thin in thez direction, thus, making it a 1D OI.) As described

in the caption of Figure 5.5, each NF plate has an excitation point and a focal point. The

focal point of the transmitting NF plate located at(0, 0,−λ/15) which coincides with the

excitation point of the receiving NF plate. This focal pointis the center of the subwavelength

13 As noted in [118], the required currents density consists oftwo parts: one for canceling the effect of
the incident field on the output side of the NF plate, and the other for creating the required focused field
distribution.
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Tab. 5.1:Four Data Collection Configurations. (Configuration IV is the main configuration consid-
ered herein.)

Transmit Pattern Receive Pattern
Configuration I Omnidirectional Omnidirectional
Configuration II Focused Omnidirectional
Configuration III Omnidirectional Focused
Configuration IV Focused Focused

cell at which the complex permittivity will be reconstructed in Section 5.6.

5.5.2.1 Transmitting NF Plate

The orange NF plate can be thought as the transformer that transforms an omnidirectional

transmitting pattern into a focused one. This NF plate is illuminated by a monopole, shown

by a purple cylinder in Figure 5.5, that has been placed atz = λ/15 on thez axis behind the

transmitting NF plate. This purple monopole has been created by the extension of the inner

conductor of a coaxial cable. (The coaxial cable has not beenshown in Figure 5.5.) Once

illuminated by the monopole, this orange NF plate will then generate a focused incident NF

field at its focal point in front of the plate atz = −λ/15 on thez axis, which is the midpoint

between the two NF plates.

5.5.2.2 Receiving NF Plate

The receiving NF plate, i.e., the light blue plate, is separated by2λ/15 from the transmitting

one. This separation is chosen so that the focal point of the transmitting orange NF plate

coincides with the excitation point of the receiving NF plate. All the OIs considered in our

case studies are placed between these two NF plates.14 Once the OI is illuminated, contrast

14 Since the two NF plates are placed electrically close to eachother, the width of the OI which is along the
z axis in Figure 5.5 will be automatically limited, i.e., 1D objects. To overcome the width limitation, the NF
plates need to be designed to have longer working distances.As noted in [108], practical issues such as power
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Fig. 5.6: Comparison of the normalized magnitude of the incident fieldat the data collection line for
the four configurations. (Each incident field has been normalized to its own maximum value
due to the presence of the reflections from the NF plates.)

sources are induced in the OI, whose corresponding scattered fields will interact with the

light blue receiving NF plate, and will then be collected along the data collection line, i.e.,

z = −3λ/15 line. (Later on, we will only use one data point for reconstruction.)

5.5.3 Comparison of Four Data Collection Configurations

As noted above, our setup consists of two NF plates. To demonstrate the advantages of our

setup, we consider the following three extra configurations. (i) In Configuration I, both of the

NF plates are removed from the setup; thus the OI is merely illuminated by the monopole,

and the receiver is assumed to be an omnidirectional receiver. (ii) In Configuration II, the

orange NF plate, i.e., the one used for the focused transmit pattern, is added to the setup,

but the light blue NF plate is removed and therefore the receiver is assumed to be omni-

directional. (This configuration is similar to the study performed in [99].) (iii) In Config-

uration III, the light blue, i.e., the one used for the focused receive pattern is added to the

setup while the orange NF plate is removed from the setup, andthus the OI is illuminated

and noise consideration do not allow a working distance of more thanλ/4 [108].
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by an omnidirectional pattern15. (This will be similar to the use of an NIR lens in [112].)

(iv) Finally, Configuration IV is the main set up considered in this paper which includes both

the transmitting and receiving NF plates. These four configurations have been summarized

in Table 5.1.

5.5.3.1 Incident NF Data

Let us take a look at the normalized magnitude of the incidentfield data along the data

collection line. As can be seen in Figure 5.6, the incident field becomes more focused for

Configurations III and IV. This is expected as both Configurations III and IV use a receiving

NF plate. A question might arise regarding why the incident field of Configuration II, which

uses a transmitting NF plate, is not sufficiently focused. This can be understood by noting

that the incident field of Configuration II is supposed to be focused at(0, 0,−λ/15), which

is not on the data collection line.

5.5.3.2 Scattered NF Data

We now consider the scattered NF data on the data collection line to show that the proposed

setup (i.e., Configuration IV) is mainly sensitive to a localized region, which we refer to

as the region of interest (ROI). This region of interest is the subwavelength region around

the focal point of the transmitting NF plate which coincideswith the excitation point of the

receiving NF plate, i.e., at the location(0, 0,−λ/15). To study the scattered NF data, we first

need to place an OI in the space between the two NF plates. To this end, we consider two

case studies for each of the four configurations. In Case I, wemerelyplace the light green

dielectric box denoted by ROI between the two NF plates, see the ROI box in Figure 5.5.

15 Note that although the monopole antenna is omnidirectionalwith respect to angular variation in they − z
plane, its pattern on a line (e.g., on the data collection line) is still relatively focused (see Figure 5.6)
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(c) Configuration III
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Fig. 5.7: The normalized magnitude of the scattered field data for CaseI (solid lines) and Case II
(dashed lines) under four configurations. Case I includes only the OI located in the ROI,
and Case II adds two undesired scatterers to the OI. (a) Configuration I (no NF plates), (b)
Configuration II (the orange NF plate),(c) Configuration III(the blue NF plate), and (d)
Configuration IV (both NF plates). For each configuration, the scattered data have been
normalized to its own Case II.

The geometrical space taken by this object is assumed to be our ROI. In Case II, we attach

two other dielectric objects, shown as dark green boxes in Figure 5.5, to this object. We refer

to these two dark green dielectric boxes as the undesired scatterers as they are outside the

ROI. The main purpose of considering these two Cases is to demonstrate that the scattered

NF data for both Case I and Case II are similar under Configuration IV. That is, we aim

to show that Configuration IV is mainly sensitive to the ROI, and not to presence of the

undesired scatterers.

All of these three dielectric boxes are assumed to have the same relative permittivity of
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ǫr = 4.0 (lossless) and have the same dimensions ofλ/20 × λ/5 × λ/15 along thex, y,

andz directions. Let us now compare the scattered field data for Case I and Case II under

our four configurations. The magnitude of the scattered fielddata have been plotted in

Figures 5.7(a)-(d). Noting Figures 5.7(a) and (b), it can beseen that the collected scattered

field data change when we add the two undesired scatterers (Case II) to the ROI (Case I).

Comparing these two figures, it can also be seen that the scattered data under Configuration II

are less sensitive to the changes occurring outside the ROI (i.e., being less sensitive to the

presence of the undesired scatterers) as compared to Configuration I due to the use of a

focused transmit pattern. (This is similar to the results presented in [99].) We now move

on to Configuration III in which we utilize the focused receive pattern. As can be seen in

Figure 5.7(c), the scattered field data in Configuration III undergo less changes compared to

Configurations I and II. Finally, we consider the scattered field data under Configurations IV

in which both of the NF plates are present within the setup. Ascan be seen in Figure 5.7(d),

the concurrent use of the focused transmit and receive pattens has decreased the sensitivity

of the scattered data with respect to the undesired scatterers. In other words, the collected

data in Configuration IV is mainly sensitive to the ROI.

5.6 Inversion Results

Now that we have studied these four configurations, we will focus on Configuration IV in

the rest of this paper. Furthermore, instead of consideringthe scattered field data on the

data collection line, we consider onesinglescattered data point in the middle of the data

collection line which corresponds to the focal point of the receiving NF plate as shown in

Figure 5.5. Once we have this single scattered data point,Escat, we can use (5.14) to retrieve

the complex permittivity value at the focal point of the transmitting NF plate. As required

by (5.14), we first need to knowαfoc
m andβ foc

m , which is to be discussed below.
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Fig. 5.8: The calibration object is placed between the two NF plates centered at the focal point of the
orange NF plate. The known permittivity of this calibrationobject, along with the scattered
field data point at the focal point of the light blue NF plate aswell as the total field within
the calibration object are used to determineαfoc andβfoc.

5.6.1 Calibration

As noted in Section 5.3, the two operatorsGS andGD govern the MWI equations. There-

fore, the knowledge of these two operators are needed for performing inversion. On the other

hand, as explained in Section 5.4, when we use subwavelengthfocused transmit and receive

patterns (i.e., Configuration IV), theGS operator for oursingledata point can be approxi-

mated by one complex number, namelyαfoc, see (5.9). (We have dropped the subscriptm

from αfoc
m for simplicity.) On the other hand, as can be seen in (5.12), for the focused setup

(i.e., Configuration IV), we have approximated theGD operator by one complex number

β foc. Therefore, for our problem, determiningGS andGD operators reduces to determining

two complex numbers, namelyαfoc andβ foc.

To determineαfoc andβ foc, we have used a calibration object with the relative permittivity of

6.50 and with the size ofλ/20× λ/10× λ/15 centered at the focal point of the transmitting
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NF plate. Therefore, we now have a calibrationcontrastwhich isχcal = 5.50. (To show the

robustness of the calibration procedure with respect to thechoice of the permittivity values

for the calibration object, see Appendix G.) This calibration object is then placed as shown

in Figure 5.8. After being illuminated by the transmitting NF plate, the resulting scattered

NF is collected at the data collection point, which is the focal point of the receiving NF

plate. This data point is referred to asEscat,cal. Furthermore, the induced total field within

the calibration object is recorded at the point(0, 0,−λ/15) which is the geometrical centre

of the calibrated object. This total field which is denoted byEcal can be used in conjunction

with χcal to determine the calibrated contrast sourcewcal = χcalEcal. Noting (5.9), we can

then findαfoc as

αfoc =
Escat,cal

wcal
. (5.17)

Thisαfoc will then be used for reconstruction of different objects with different permittivity

values and sizes. Finally, the incident field at(0, 0,−λ/15) is also obtained and is referred

to asE inc,cal. Then, noting (5.12),β foc can be found as

β foc =
wcal − χcalE inc,cal

χcalwcal
. (5.18)

Now that we have obtainedαfoc andβ foc, we start reconstructing some OIs in the following

three subsections. Note that our focused approach makes thesingle data point collected at

the focal point of the receiving NF plate mainly sensitive tothe complex permittivity value

at the focal point of the transmitting NF plate. Therefore, using this single complex data

point, we recover the complex permittivity value only at thesubwavelength cell around the

focal point of the transmitting NF plate.
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Fig. 5.9: An OI with the dimensions ofλ/20×λ/5×λ/15 along thex, y, andz directions has been
placed between the two NF plates. Once irradiated, the resulting scattered field is collected
at the focal point of the receiving NF plate, i.e., at(0, 0,−3λ/15). The relative permittivity
of this OI is varied from 5.5 to 10.5 with the increment of 0.5.

5.6.2 Elongated Lossless Object

In this case study, we have considered a rectangular dielectric box with the size ofλ/20 ×

λ/5×λ/15 to be the OI. This simulation setup has been demonstrated in Figure 5.9. As can

be seen, the size of the OI is twice as the size of the calibration object in they direction. We

consider 11 scenarios for this OI by changing its relative permittivity from 5.5 to 10.5 with an

increment of 0.5. In each scenario, the OI is illuminated, and onesinglescattered data point

is collected at the focal point of the receiving NF plate. We then use (5.14) to retrieve the

contrast of the object at the focal point of the transmittingNF plate. The retrieved and true

relative permittivities of the object for these 11 scenarios have been shown in Figure 5.10.

As can be seen, there is a good agreement between the true and retrieved values. Although

the true object is lossless, the retrieved complex permittivities have small imaginary parts

(with a maximum value of 0.22), which have been reported in Table H.1 in Appendix H. We

have also observed that if the OI has a small relative permittivity (in particular, below the
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Fig. 5.10: The reconstructed real part of the relative permittivity ofthe OI considered in Figure 5.9
versus its true relative permittivity for 11 case studies. The height of the blue bars shows
the true (real) relative permittivity of the OI while the height of the yellow bars depicts the
real part of the reconstructed complex permittivity. The horizontal axis of this plot shows
the11 case studies where the true relative permittivity of the OI varies from 5.50 to 10.50
with the increment of 0.50.

relative permittivity of 2.0), the reconstructed result tends to be unreliable. Noting that the

induced contrast source at the focal point of the transmitting NF plate serves as the excitation

for the receiving NF plate, we speculate that the reason behind this might lie in the small

induced contrast source which might not be able to sufficiently excite the receiving NF plate.

5.6.3 Elongated Lossy Object

To further evaluate the performance of this method we have also considered a lossy object

with the same size (λ/20 × λ/5 × λ/15) but now with a relative complex permittivity of

ǫr = 8.00 − j3.00. Similar to the above, one single scattered data point at thefocal point

of the receiving NF plate was collected, and then (5.14) was used to retrieve the complex

permittivity at the focal point of the transmitting NF plate. The retrieved value isǫr =

7.80− j2.93, which is in close agreement with the true complex value.
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Fig. 5.11: An inhomogeneous object has been placed between the two NF plates. This object consists
of five rectangular dielectric cells each of which has the same dimensions ofλ/20×λ/10×
λ/15 along thex, y, and z directions but with different dielectric permittivities.The
scattered data point collected at the focal point of the receiving NF plate is used to retrieve
the permittivity value at the focal point of the transmitting NF plate, i.e., the permittivity
at the blue cell.

5.6.4 Inhomogeneous Object

We now investigate the performance of the proposed idea whenthe OI is inhomogeneous as

shown in Figure 5.11. The object consists of five cells; each of these cells has the same size

of λ/20×λ/10×λ/15 but with five different permittivity values. As can be seen, these five

cells have been depicted in five different colors indicatingthat they have different relative

permittivities, namelyǫr = 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11. Among these five cells, the blue cell with the

relative permittivity ofǫr = 7.00 coincides with the focal point of the transmitting NF plate,

and therefore it is our region of interest. Similar to the previous example, one scattered data

point has been collected at the focal point of the receiving NF plate, and then (5.14) resulted

in the retrieved permittivity of7.83−0.08j, which is in close agreement with the true relative

permittivity of 7.00 at the blue cell.
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5.7 Conclusions

The main conclusion of this paper is that transmit and receive patterns can affect the MWI’s

governing equations, and provide two extra degrees of freedom in designing MWI systems.

These additional degrees of freedom can be advantageously utilized to create imaging sys-

tems whose sensitivity distributions can be tailored basedon different requirements. In other

words, instead of putting all the efforts in the developmentof sophisticated inverse scatter-

ing software, it is also advantageous to consider developing hardware systems that facilitate

the process of complex permittivity retrieval. The appropriate MWI approach may then be

reached by a trade-off between the complexity of the inversescattering software and that of

the hardware system.

In particular, in this work, we have used two NF plates which provide subwavelength fo-

cused NF beams. Through full-wave simulations of these two NF plates, for 1D objects

and under a localized approximation, we have shown that a single scattered data point can

be made mainly sensitive to the complex permittivity value at one subwavelength cell. We

then showed that the retrieval of the complex permittivity value at that subwavelength cell

can be done in an easy manner. Due to the fact that the utilizedNF plates suffer from a

limited working distance and high reflections, they cannot be utilized in applications such as

microwave breast imaging. In addition, the presented localized data and domain equations

can also fail when we consider more complicated 2D and 3D objects. Despite these limita-

tions, these NF plates still serve the main purpose of this paper: demonstrating that properly

shaping the NF beams of the transmit and receive antennas canbe valuable for microwave

imaging, and may (to some extent) simplify the process of complex permittivity retrieval

by their effects on the MWI’s governing equations. In particular, with recent advances in

phased array antennas and electromagnetic metasurfaces, tailoring the radiation patterns of

antennas for imaging applications can be a promising avenue.
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Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we first present the conclusions of this dissertation and then propose some

future works that can be pursued in this research area. Theseconclusions are basically

the summary of what has been achieved during the author’s PhDstudies. Herein, each

contribution is first presented, followed by its advantagesand disadvantages/limitations.

6.1 Conclusions

The main objective of this dissertation was to develop noveltechniques and algorithms that

can lead to better understanding and improvement of the achievable accuracy and resolution

in MWI. For the techniques and algorithms presented in this dissertation, we have provided

insight into why these techniques and algorithms can have a positive impact on the achiev-

able MWI reconstruction. This has then followed by some demonstrations through synthetic

and experimental case studies. These novel techniques and algorithms basically constitute
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the contributions of this PhD dissertation. Now, let us present them in the same order that

they have been discussed in this dissertation and then make some remarks regarding their

advantages and disadvantages/limitations.

6.1.1 Contributions

• ‘Best’ possible reconstruction1: The concept of the best possible reconstruction from

a given MWI system with specific properties (e.g., an MWI system that uses certain

number of transceivers and operates at certain frequency(ies)) is introduced. This

concept can serve as a design guideline using which the MWI system designer can

evaluate the required specifications of an MWI system that can meet a desired achiev-

able resolution from that MWI system, e.g., the required number of transceivers or

the lowest operational frequency(ies) to be incorporated in an MWI system in order

to retrieve a specific part of an OI with a certain resolution.Now let us consider the

advantage and limitation of this introduced concept.

– Advantage: The best possible reconstruction that has been proposed inthis dis-

sertation has been derived from the procedure that considers the multiple scatter-

ing events (i.e., nonlinearity of the MWI problem) within anOI. Consequently, it

provides a more accurate guideline compared with the methods that do not take

into account these multiple scattering events (i.e., methods that consider the sim-

plified MWI problem under the Born approximation). Enabled by this concept,

prior to designing an MWI system to image a specific object (e.g., breast) the

designer can evaluate what the best possible reconstruction will be. For exam-

ple, do we have enough information to even have the hope to detect a tumor with

1 Nozhan Bayat and Puyan Mojabi, “A Mathematical Framework toAnalyze the Achievable Resolution
from Microwave Tomography,”IEEE Transactions on Antenna and Propagation, vol. 64, no. 4, pp. 1484-
1489, 2016.
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the diameter smaller than5 mm within a given breast? If the best possible re-

construction cannot reconstruct the desired feature, other approaches (e.g., using

more transceivers, incorporating prior information) should be considered.

– Limitation : The best possible reconstruction does not take into account the

signal-to-noise ratio and the extra information provided by regularization opera-

tors as well as practical issues such as mutual coupling between the co-resident

antennas.

• Spatial Priors2: An MWI algorithm that can incorporate spatial (structural) prior in-

formation about the OI in order to improve the achievable quantitative accuracy and

resolution has been proposed. The spatial priors to be fed tothe proposed imaging

algorithm can be obtained from other imaging modalities, e.g., MRI. We have utilized

single-frequency, multiple-frequency synthetic and experimental data sets in order to

evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Now, let us consider the advan-

tage and limitation of this introduced method.

– Advantage: The proposed algorithm is fully automated and does not needthe

user to change the regularization weight in each iteration during the inversion

process. This algorithm is capable of working with both complete and partially-

available spatial information about OI (i.e., when we only have access to prior

spatial information in some part(s) of the imaging domain).It is worth empha-

sizing that the purposed algorithm does not require assigning any quantitative

values (e.g., relative complex permittivity) to the regions associated with spatial

prior information. In short, this algorithm can improve theachievable complex

permittivity image from MWI upon its integration with otherhigh resolution

imaging modalities.

2 Nozhan Bayat and Puyan Mojabi, “Incorporating Spatial Priors in Microwave Imaging via Multiplicative
Regularization,” Accepted to be published inIEEE Transactions on Antenna and Propagation, pp. 1-12, 2019
(Manuscript ID. AP1905-0924.R1), in press.
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– Limitation : The elements of the confidence vectorp considered in the multi-

plicative regularization term has been mainly evaluated for two values:p = 1

(i.e., when we have full confidence about the provided spatial priors) andp = 0

(i.e., when there is no prior spatial information in a sub-region). For other values

of the confidence vectorp such asp = 0.5, the algorithm behaves relatively sim-

ilar to p = 1. The reason seems to be due to the regularization operator where

1 × (χi − χj) = 0 and0.5 × (χi − χj) = 0 are treated similarly. Based on

the proposed implementation of the confidence vectorp in the SP regularization

term (which takes into account the spatial prior information about the OI) in this

dissertation, the values of the confidence vectorp will be similar top = 1 for

0 < p < 1.

• Focused Transmitting Pattern3: Broadly speaking, we have suggested that the trans-

mitting antenna can be advantageously utilized toward improving the achievable ac-

curacy and resolution from MWI and not merely to interrogatethe OI. Specifically, it

has been shown that a focused incident near-field (NF) distribution (i.e., focused trans-

mitting pattern) can beneficially be utilized for interrogating the OI. This has been

demonstrated through several simulation studies that carried out in ANSYS HFSS

software and under the Born approximation. Now, let us consider the advantage and

disadvantage of using a focused transmitting antenna in MWI.

– Advantage: Using an antenna with a focused incident NF distribution can sup-

press the effects of undesired scatterers surrounding the OI on the collected scat-

tered data. Considering the scattered data arising from theundesired scatterer as

unwanted signals, the use of a focused incident NF distribution directed toward

the OI can improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the collected data. This advan-

3 Nozhan Bayat and Puyan Mojabi, “On the Use of Focused Incident Near-Field Distributions in Microwave
Imaging,”Sensors, vol. 18, no. 9, pp. 1-26, 2018.
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tage of using a focused transmitting pattern can be observedfrom another point

of view which is also beneficial for the inversion procedure.Utilizing focused

transmitting pattern directed toward the OI can lead to mainly interrogating the

OI and not any other regions within the imaging domain. This can4 result in

having less number of unknowns within the imaging domain. Therefore, a better

balance between the number of known quantities (i.e., collected scattered data)

and the number of unknown quantities (i.e., number of unknown cells within the

imaging domain) can be achieved. We have also noted that having less number of

unknowns in the MWI problem can enable us to use simpler inversion techniques

which are computationally less expensive.

– Disadvantage: Using a focused transmitting pattern has the drawback of being

less sensitive with respect to regions outside the focused beam area. Conse-

quently, if we are not sure about the region that encloses theOI, e.g., a tumor

tissue within woman breast, it is often better to use a non-focused transmitting

pattern to be able to collect information about the whole imaging domain.

• Simultaneous Usage of Focused Transmit and Receive Patterns5: It has been dis-

cussed that transceivers’ transmitting and receiving patterns in MWI can act as two

extra degrees of freedom in MWI hardware system design in order to tailor the sen-

sitivity of collected data with respect to different regions within the imaging domain

even further compared to the case where we have only used transmitting patterns6. As

has been discussed earlier, the tailoring of the collected data sensitivity with respect to

the different regions within the imaging domain can potentially lead to the improve-

ment of the achievable accuracy and resolution. From a broader point of view, in this

approach, we have suggested that the development of MWI’s hardware system for

4 The termcanhas been used here to indicate that this is under the Born approximation and can fail due to
multiple scattering events.

5 Nozhan Bayat and Puyan Mojabi, “Focused Microwave Imaging by Near-Field Plates,” Under-review.
6 This is the method that has been discussed in the previous contribution.
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improving some of its aspects, i.e., its achievable accuracy and resolution, can be as

important as the development of sophisticated inverse scattering software for the same

purpose7. Particularly, in this dissertation, we have demonstratedthrough simulation

studies by the use of two NF plates that using focused transmitting and receiving pat-

terns simultaneously can be advantageously employed to focus the sensitivity of the

collected data to a sub-wavelength cell in the imaging domain. Although this method

is only valid within certain constraints and limitations (1D objects of interest, lim-

ited working distance of near-field plates, and the use of a localized approximation),

it shows that the use of appropriate transmit and receive patterns can affect (or, sim-

plify) the governing equations (data and domain equations)of microwave imaging.

Thus, they can be used as extra degrees of freedom in microwave imaging system de-

sign. Now, let us consider the advantage and disadvantage ofthe simultaneous use of

focused transmit and receive patterns in MWI.

– Advantage: One of the advantages for concurrently using the focused transmit

and receive patterns in MWI is the capability of suppressingthe contribution

of the unwanted unknown scatterers (i.e., undesired scatterers) on the collected

data from this imaging tool. As discussed earlier, this can lead to better balanc-

ing between the known and unknown quantities in the MWI problem which can

possibly result in more accurate reconstruction. Moreover, under its own con-

straints, this approach can simplify the complexity of the inversion procedure

that needs to retrieve many unknown quantities (i.e., discretized cells within the

imaging domain) from the limited number of known quantities(i.e., collected

data at the receivers’ location). In particular, we have demonstrated that using

the proposed method the two mapping operators for the so-called data and do-

main equations denoted byGS andGD respectively, can be simplified. This can

7 Probably, the most suitable MWI design approach can be reached by a trade-off between the complexity
of the inverse scattering software and that of the hardware system.
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not only improve the accuracy of the achievable reconstruction from this imaging

modality but can also make the inversion process of the collected data simpler

and faster. In this dissertation, using two NF plates and employing a localized

approximation we have shown that the two mapping operators,i.e.,GS andGD,

can be represented by two complex values rather than two matrices containing

multiple complex values when imaging 1D objects.

– Disadvantage: The advantage that has been discussed above can be seen as a dis-

advantage from another point of view. The use of focused transmit and receive

patterns simultaneously can result inunseenregions8 from both of the transmit-

ting and receiving points of view. This can be considered as adisadvantage if the

regions of interests does not physically lie on (or overlap with) the region that is

being interrogated by the transceivers. This might then result in false diagnosis.

Therefore, if the rough estimate of the OI’s location and electrical size within the

imaging domain is unknown, it might be a better approach to incorporate non-

focused transmit and receive patterns in MWI in order to firstapproximately

localize the OI. Afterward, the transceivers with the focused transmit and re-

ceive patterns can be utilized in order to improve the accuracy of the obtained

reconstruction from MWI.

Another drawback is mainly related to the method through which we have demon-

strated the proposed technique (i.e., using two NF plates).The utilized NF plates

for our demonstration has a short focal depth (i.e.,λ/15 whereλ is the wave-

length at the operational frequency of1 GHz). Therefore, to make the proposed

approach more feasible to be employed in real applications,one may need to de-

velop a technique that is able to generate and possibly maintain the focused field

in a longer range compared with the utilized NF plates in thisdissertation.
8 The termunseenhas been used to indicate that the dielectric properties of these regions will not be seen

by either the transmitter or by the receiver at microwave frequency of operation.
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6.2 Future Work

The research presented in this dissertation can be further pursued on two fronts (i) the elec-

tromagnetic inverse scattering algorithm development, i.e., MWI software development, and

(ii ) the optimization of the MWI equipment (e.g., the incorporated transceivers in MWI),

i.e., MWI hardware development in order to make the this imaging device a more feasible

imaging tool to be employed commercially9.

• MWI software development. One of the avenues that can be considered to further

pursued in this front is the improvement of the proposed inversion algorithm in this

dissertation that can take into account the spatial prior (SP) information of the object

being imaged. For instance, due to the limitation that has been explained earlier, the

performance of the proposed algorithm has been mainly evaluated against two values

of the confidence vectorsp (i.e., p = 1 andp = 0). One can adjust the proposed

regularization term (or propose a new regularization term)that more effectively can

handle various values of the confidence vector.

It will also be interesting to extend this algorithm to a 3D full vectorial imaging algo-

rithm and evaluate its performance against different synthetic and experimental data

sets. This is particularly important as it can address one ofthe major challenges facing

the 3D full vectorial imaging algorithm: having two many unknowns that need to be

retrieved by the use of limited number of known quantities.

It is worth noting that ourexperimentalevaluation of the spatial priors algorithm was

limited to simple targets and an MRI image with MWI inversion(an MRI and MWI

were not co-registered). Once an imaging system with co-registered ultrasound to-

9 As mentioned earlier, probably the most appropriate MWI design can be reached by a trade-off between
these two fronts, i.e., MWI software and hardware developments.
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mography and MWI, or with co-registered MRI and MWI is available10, this algorithm

needs to be tested against more practical data sets.

• MWI hardware development. In this dissertation, the use of focused incident NF

distributions has been proposed in order to tailor the sensitivity of the collected data

at the receiver(s). The advantages of incorporating this proposed technique has been

demonstrated synthetically through simulation studies using ANSYS HFSS. The ex-

perimental validation of this technique can be considered as a future research area in

this front. This experimental validation can include the fabrication of the utilized NF

plates in our simulation studies or manufacturing of other illuminators that are able to

create a focused incident NF distribution.

Once an experimental system using focused NF beams is available, several practical

imaging parameters can also be investigated, for example, the signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) of the measured data. It is expected that the use of focused NF beams improves

the SNR of the measured data. This can be understood as follows. In addition to us-

ing the available power more effectively, utilizing a focused incident NF distribution,

which is directed toward the OI, mainly lead to the interrogation of the OI and not

the surrounding objects that are acting as undesired scatterers. However, the use of

non-focused incident NF distributions can result in interrogating the OI as well as the

undesired scatterers and consequently having their EM signatures in the collected data.

Considering the scattered data generated due to the presence of undesired scatterers as

unwanted signals (treated as noise) we can expect that utilizing focused incident NF

distributions directed toward the OI result in better SNR.

In this dissertation, we have considered the effects of two hardware design parame-

ters: transmitting and receiving patterns. This two parameters have been utilized to

tailor the sensitivity of the collected data at the receivers with respect to the different

10 To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is one experimental joint MRI-MWI system [23].
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regions within the imaging domain. Another parameter usingwhich the sensitivity of

the collected data with respect to different regions withinthe imaging domain can be

governed is the polarization of the utilized transceivers.In the future work, we can in-

vestigate whether the polarization of the utilized transceivers in MWI (as the two other

hardware parameters in MWI) can be utilized advantageouslyto tailor the sensitivity

of the collected data with respect to different regions within the imaging domain.

This concludes my PhD dissertation on the novel techniques and algorithms that can advance

microwave imaging modality.
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B

Sensitivity with Respect to Imperfect

Spatial Priors

This appendix is associated with Chapter 3. Evaluating the performance of the proposed

inversion algorithm against imperfect SP is challenging and cannot be conclusive as this

evaluation depends on various parameters including the type of OI, the type of SP imperfec-

tion, the number of measured data points, etc. Herein, we consider two scenarios in which

we provide imperfect SP for the reconstruction of the “W” target (with λb/10 separation

between the fingers, i.e., the first form of the “W” target).

The SP used in the first scenario is shown in Figure B.1(a) where the SP associated with the

rightmost finger is wrong; compare this SP with the correct version in Figure 3.5(a). The

MRSP-GNI reconstruction under these imperfect SP (assuming full confidencepi = 1) is

shown in Figure B.1(b). As can be seen, the reconstruction ofthe rightmost finger suffers.

However, if we accurately inspect the reconstructed rightmost finger and zoom in, we can

see that the MRSP-GNI algorithm has, to some extent, distinguished between the expected
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rightmost finger and the artefact due to the imperfect SP. This can be seen by noting that the

reconstructed permittivity of the artefact is smaller thanthe reconstructed permittivity in the

region that corresponds to the expected location of the rightmost finger.

In the second scenario, we introduce an extra false region into the SP as shown in Fig-

ure B.1(c) which is the extra rectangular region tagged as Region V in the colorbar. The

MRSP-GNI reconstruction under this imperfect SP (assumingfull confidencepi = 1),

shown in Figure B.1(d), is almost the same as the reconstruction under the complete SP

shown in Figure 3.1(d). This is expected since adding this extra false region doesnot in-

corporate false information into the inversion algorithm.The presence of this wrong region

(Region V) in the SP simply guides the inversion algorithm tofavour equal complex permit-

tivity values in Region V. On the other hand, the presence of Region I in the SP guides the

inversion algorithm to favour equal complex permittivity values in Region I. However, due

to the fact that our formulation never enforces that the complex permittivity values must be

different in different regions, the MRSP-GNI algorithm correctly assigns similar permittiv-

ity values to all the pixels in Regions I and V, which satisfiesthe wrong SP associated with

Region V, and the true SP associate with Region I.
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(b) Re(ǫr), MRSP-GNI (Scenario I)
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(d) Re(ǫr), MRSP-GNI (Scenario II)

Fig. B.1: (a) Imperfect SP (Scenario I) for the “W” target (its first form) where the imperfection is
related to the spatial priors for the rightmost finger (exaggerated size). (b) The reconstructed
real part of the relative complex permittivity profile usingthe MRSP-GNI algorithm under
these imperfect SP (Scenario I). (c) Imperfect SP (ScenarioII) for the “W” target (its first
form) where an extra false region can be seen in the top-left of the SP image. (d) The
reconstructed real part of the relative complex permittivity profile using the MRSP-GNI
under these imperfect SP (Scenario II).
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Tikh-GNI Implementation

This appendix is associated with Chapter 3. Herein, we present our implementation of the

Tikhonov regularization method for the GNI algorithm. Tikhonov regularization has been

widely used with the GNI algorithm (and other inversion algorithms) in the form of an addi-

tive regularization term. In such methods, the regularization weight needs to be determined

by a regularization parameter choice method. To make our Tikhonov implementation auto-

mated, and also to be consistent with the multiplicative regularization approach considered

in this paper, we use a multiplicative term similar to the onesuggested in [51]. That is, at

thenth iteration of the GNI algorithm, we minimize

Cn(χ) = CLS(χ) CTikh
n (χ) (C.1)

where the multiplicative Tikhonov regularization is givenas

CTikh
n (χ) =

‖χ‖2 + ρ2n
‖χ‖2n + ρ2n

. (C.2)
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In the above cost functional, the steering parameterρ2n, similar toγ2n in (3.11), is chosen to

beCLS(χn)ℓ. Minimizing Cn(χ) over the contrast, the correction∆χn can be found from

[JH
n Jn + βnTn]∆χn = −J

H
n dn − βnTnχn. (C.3)

The regularization operatorTn, when operates on a vector of appropriate sizex, is defined

as

Tn(x) ,
1

‖χ‖2n + η2n
x. (C.4)

As can be seen from (C.3), this multiplicative approach is identical to the following additive

Tikhonov regularization approach

Cn(χ) = CLS(χ) + κn ‖χ‖2 , (C.5)

if the (additive) regularization weightκn is chosen to be

κn =
ηβn

‖χ‖2n + η2n
. (C.6)

Herein, we refer to this multiplicative implementation of Tikhonov regularization for the

GNI algorithm as the Tikh-GNI algorithm.
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Spatial Priors for Human Forearm

Imaging

This appendix is associated with Chapter 3- This appendix noted in the footnote 12 of Sec-

tion 3.5. In this Appendix, we have considered the forearm data set at 0.8 GHz with 24 dipole

antennas immersed in the matching fluid with the relative complex permittivity of77−j17.1

Herein, we have utilized the image from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the forearm

to extract the structural prior information and then invertthe measured MWI data. This MRI

image has been depicted in Figure D.1(a). We would like to note the followings.

• The forearm in the MWI system and the MRI system isnot co-located: “During the

MRI scan, the volunteers were in supine position, resting their forearms on a bed.

Thus, the orientation of the arm during the MRI scan was different than during the

MWT data collection.” [53].

1 We acknowledge the Electromagnetic Imaging Laboratory at the University of Manitoba (Prof. LoVetri)
for letting us to use this experimental data set in this report. For the details regarding this data set, please
see [53,119].
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• Consequently, image registration needs to be performed so that we can use the MRI

image for MWI inversion. We have used a very preliminary (ad hoc) method to ex-

tract prior structural information from the MRI image to be given to the MWI inver-

sion. The details of our preliminary method can be found in the Section D.5 of this

Appendix.

• The extracted prior structural information from the MRI image has been shown in

Figure D.1(b).

– As can be seen, the structural prior information consists of9 regions. These

regions can be seen in the colorbar of Figure D.1(b) denoted by Region I to

Region IX.

– Note that we donot make any assumptions regarding the complex permittivity

values at these 9 regions.

D.1 Reconstruction Results

Let us first note that in all the reconstruction results presented herein, the inversion algo-

rithms start from a trivial initial guess, i.e. the contrastof zero. The reconstructed real parts

of the complex permittivity profile by the use of three blind inversion algorithms2, namely

MR-GNI, MR-CSI, and Tikh-GNI, have been shown in Figures D.2(a)-(c). In addition,

the reconstructed real part of the complex permittivity profile using MRSP-GNI (i.e., the

algorithm that takes into account spatial priors) is shown in Figure D.2(d). Similarly, the

reconstructions of the imaginary part of the complex permittivity profile using these four

algorithms have been shown in Figures D.3(a)-(d).

2 Herein, we referred to the algorithms that do not take into account the structural information as the blind
inversion algorithms.
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D.2 A Note on the Imaginary Part Reconstruction

We speculate that the reason behind the poor reconstructionof the imaginary part as com-

pared to the real part (in all the inversions) is due to the imbalance between the real and

imaginary parts of the contrast. In fact, the imaginary partreconstruction can be improved

by balancingthe real and imaginary parts of the contrast. (ThebalancedMR-CSI results

have been utilized in [119] whereas thebalancedMR-GNI results have been utilized in [53].)

However, balancing the real and imaginary parts of the contrast requires a different form of

prior information which is the average ratio between the real and imaginary parts of the

contrast profile. Herein, to avoid an extra piece of prior information, we have not used any

balancing in our inversion. To understand this imbalance issue better, let us calculate the

contrast of the bone:

χbone=
ǫbone
r − ǫbackground

r

ǫbackground
r

=
(13− j3)− (77− j17)

77− j17
= −0.8308− j0.0016. (D.1)

As can be seen, the ratio between the real and imaginary partsof this contrast is

ratio=
−0.8308

−0.0016
≈ 517. (D.2)

Therefore, if we apply a regularization method on the complex contrast, say||Aχ||, it will

be dominated by the real part of the contrast, i.e.,||AχR|| whereA is the regularization

operator andχR is the real part of the complex contrastχ.
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D.3 Comparison

For the sake of quantitative comparison, we have chosen one point in the top bone, and

one point in the muscle tissue, and have reported the reconstructed complex permittivity

values for each of these algorithms in Table D.1. As can be seen, the main advantage of the

MRSP-GNI algorithm has been a slight improvement in the reconstruction of the relative

complex permittivity of bones. Other than this, we do not observe significant improvements.

However, it is very difficult to judge the performance of the MRSP-GNI algorithm as the

utilized spatial priors are not ideal as we do not have a proper image registration between

the MRI and MWI. For example, we have only used translationalmovement of the MRI

image to create our spatial priors, and have not used any rotations or scalings at this point.

D.4 Observations

As noted in the paper, MRSP-GNI utilizes two regularizationoperators: (i) a standard MR,

and (ii) a spatial prior (SP) regularizer. Due to this, the MRSP-GNI algorithm can be re-

garded as asoftspatial prior method. This is advantageous when the SP is notvery accurate

or it is not complete. Due to thissoftspatial prior technique, some of the regions of the SP

are not enforced in the MRSP-GNI algorithm. For example, theMRSP-GNI reconstruction

shown in Figure D.2(d) does not show Regions III, VI, VII, VIII, and IX, see Figure D.1(b).

This could be a positive aspect in the sense that this algorithm might correctly regard all

these regions as muscle (Region IV). In other words, this soft technique can be immune to

false regions. On the other hand, it could have negative aspects as well. For example, the

bones are expected to have two regions which do not show up in the reconstruction. Finally,

we have also used ourhard spatial prior technique, referred to as the SP-GNI algorithm (not

shown here). As expected, the reconstruction of this algorithm enforces the presence of all
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9 regions; however, the reconstructed permittivity was notacceptable. We have not fully

investigated the reason behind this; but, our speculation is that the utilized spatial priors are

not sufficiently accurate for SP-GNI as this algorithm (as opposed to MRSP-GNI) has no

other regularization means other than the provided SP.

D.5 Extracting Prior Structural Information from the MRI Image

To obtain the structural information of the forearm, the MRIimage was imported into MAT-

LAB and the color indices of different pixels were retrieved. Moreover, the resolution of

the discretized MRI image in MATLAB was decreased using theinterpnfunction. This im-

age was then compared to blind inversions. Based on this comparison, we performed some

translational movements (i.e., movements along thex̂ andŷ directions) of the MRI image to

merely adjust the overall external contour of the forearm’sprior spatial image. We havenot

performed any rotations or scaling. Therefore, our currentimage registration is limited.

Tab. D.1:Reported Relative Complex permittivity of the Forearm in [53] as well as the reconstructed
values though the utilized four inversion algorithms.

Tissue type ǫ
Reported
r ǫMR-GNI

r ǫMR-CSI
r ǫTikh-GNI

r ǫMRSP-GNI
r

Bone 13 -3j 35.45 - 13.02j 39.01 - 13.53j 41.38-12.8j 29.86 - 9.69j
Muscle 56 - 20j 66.31 - 21.72j 64.77 - 21.95j 65.33-21.05j 65.05 - 22.78j
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(a) MRI image
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Fig. D.1: (a) The MRI image (This MRI image was taken from [53],c©[2013] IEEE). (b) The struc-
tural information for this forearm that shows the existenceof nine regions within the imag-
ing domain.
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(a) Re(ǫr), MR-GNI (blind)
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Fig. D.2: Real-part reconstruction of the complex permittivity of the forearm at 0.8 GHz using the (a)
MR-GNI algorithm (blind), (b) MR-CSI algorithm (blind), (c) Tikh-GNI algorithm (blind),
and (d) MRSP-GNI algorithm (prior spatials).
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Fig. D.3: Imaginary-part reconstruction of the complex permittivity of the forearm at 0.8 GHz using
the (a) MR-GNI algorithm (blind), (b) MR-CSI algorithm (blind), (c) Tikh-GNI algorithm
(blind), and (d) MRSP-GNI algorithm (prior spatials).



E

Simulation Details of the Separation

Resolution Study

This appendix is associated with Chapter 4. In this Appendix, we elaborate on how the

separation resolution simulation study (see Section 4.3.1.3) was carried out by the use of

ANSYS HFSS. To this end, we have placed two dielectric objects with the separation of

about0.13λ from each others in the NF plate setup under Configurations I and II. Due to the

simulation setup, it was not possible to keep the two dielectric objects stationary, and then

move the NF plate to scan the objects in the three steps as described in Section 4.3.1.3. To

handle this, instead of moving the NF plate and keeping the objects stationary, we do the

reverse procedure: the two separated objects are moved together parallel to the NF plate in

three steps. In Step I, the first dielectric object is locatedexactly at the center and in front

of the NF plate. In Step II, the gap between the two objects is located at the center with

respect to the NF plate, and finally in Step III the second dielectric object is placed at the

center with respect to the NF plate. The two separated objects at each of these three steps

are interrogated, and then the resulting scattered NF data are collected at the receivers’ line
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(located on the yellow plane in Figure 4.9).

Now, we will explain how the scattered NF data have been collected in each of the above

steps. In this study, we have placed the total number of106 receiving points along the line

of intersection between the yellow and brown planes in Figure 4.9. This line, which we

refer to as the receivers’ line, is parallel to they axis and has been separated by aboutλ/7.5

from the NF plate. At each of the above three steps, only thosereceivers that reside exactly

behind the dielectric object being illuminated (Steps I andIII) or the gap being illuminated

(Step II) are used for data collection. (In other words, the receiving points used in each step

are located mainly within the main beam of the NF plate.) We then plot these three sets of

the scattered NF data together to create Figure 4.10(a) for Configuration I and Figure 4.10(b)

for Configuration II. Finally, it should be mentioned that due to the symmetry of the NF plate

setup as well as the symmetric arrangement of the two dielectric objects, we have obtained

the scattered NF data in Step III by flipping the scattered NF data from Step I.



F

Visual Summary of the Different Test

Cases

This appendix is associated with Chapter 4. In this Appendix, we show additional figures

to better demonstrate the studied test cases in Section 4.3.This illustration starts by the test

cases under configuration I considered in Section 4.3.1 as shown in Figures F.1(a)-(d). As

noted in the paper, Configuration II for Section 4.3.1 is simply achieved by merely removing

the NF plate. Due to this, only one case (Case I) under Configuration II is illustrated herein;

see Figure F.2. Next, the test cases considered in Section 4.3.2 are shown in Figures F.3(a)-

(d). Configuration II for these test cases are simply achieved by replacing the Bessel beam

launcher with a dipole antenna. Due to this, only one test case (Case I) under Configuration II

is shown herein; see Figure F.4.
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(a) Configuration I, Case I (b) Configuration I, Case II

(c) Configuration I, Case III (d) Configuration I, Case IV

Fig. F.1: Summary of different case studies under Configuration I of the NF plate setup.

Fig. F.2: Configuration II, which is in the absence of the NF plate, for Case I.
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(a) Configuration I, Case I (b) Configuration I, Case II

(c) Configuration I, Case III (d) Configuration I, Case IV

Fig. F.3:Summary of different case studies under Configuration I of the Bessel beam launcher setup.

Fig. F.4: Configuration II in which a horizontal dipole antenna replaces the Bessel beam launcher
for Case I.



G

Different Calibration Objects

This appendix is associated with Chapter 5. In Section 5.6.1, we have foundαfoc andβ foc

based on using a calibration object with the relative permittivity of 6.5. We have also in-

vestigated other calibration objects with different permittivities but having the same size of

λ/20 × λ/10 × λ/15. The relative permittivities of these investigated calibration objects

range from5.5 to 10.5 with an increment of0.5. For three of these calibration objects hav-

ing relative permittivity values of 5.5, 6.5, and 10.5, we have presented the obtained values

of αfoc andβ foc for Configuration IV in the last column of Tables G.1 and G.2. As expected,

these values are similar, and are equal to−0.03 − j0.04 for αfoc and0.02 − j0.06 for β foc.

(These values ofαfoc andβ foc are the values that we used in (5.14) to retrieve permittivity

values in Section 5.6.) In addition, only for the sake of comparison, we have obtainedαfoc

andβ foc for Configurations I to III using the similar procedure used for Configuration IV.1

These have also been reported in Tables G.1 and G.2.
1 Note that since Configurations I to III are not as focused as Configuration IV, using the same notation as

αfoc andβfoc is not appropriate for them. However, for simplicity and consistency, we have used the same
notation for all configurations.
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Tab. G.1:The obtainedαfoc by the use of a calibration object with the size ofλ/20 × λ/10 × λ/15
for three different relative permittivitiesǫ′r = 5.50, ǫ′r = 6.50, andǫ′r = 10.50 under the
four configurations.

αfoc

Cal Config. I Config. II Config. III Config. IV
5.5 0.01− j0.05 0.01− j0.03 0.02− j0.12 −0.03− j0.04
6.5 0.01− j0.04 0.01− j0.03 0.01− j0.10 −0.03− j0.04
10.5 0.01− j0.04 0.01− j0.03 0.01− j0.05 −0.03− j0.04

Tab. G.2:The obtainedβfoc by the use of a calibration object with the size ofλ/20 × λ/10 × λ/15
for three different relative permittivitiesǫ′r = 5.50, ǫ′r = 6.50, andǫ′r = 10.50 under the
four configurations.

βfoc

Cal Config. I Config. II Config. III Config. IV
5.5 0.07− j0.05 0.05− j0.05 0.10− j0.03 0.02− j0.06
6.5 0.07− j0.05 0.05− j0.05 0.09− j0.03 0.02− j0.06
10.5 0.07− j0.05 0.05− j0.05 0.04− j0.01 0.02− j0.06



H

Reconstruction Comparison

This appendix is associated with Chapter 5. In this Appendix, the OI’s reconstructed com-

plex permittivity values for the example discussed in Section 5.6.2 using the four described

configurations are presented. For the main configuration (Configuration IV) we used the

methodology explained in Section 5.4 where the complex permittivity value is obtained

from (5.14). For the other three configurations, we also use (5.14) but with their ownαfoc

andβ foc as tabulated in Appendix G for the calibration object havingthe relative permit-

tivity of 6.5. The reconstruction results have been listed in Table H.1. As can be seen, the

improvement in the accuracy of the reconstruction results is almost consistent when we are

moving from our least localized imaging system (i.e., Configuration I) to our most localized

imaging system (i.e., Configuration IV). The enhancement inthe achievable reconstruction

accuracy is mainly due to the accurate calculation of the twomapping operators, i.e.,GS and

GD represented byαfoc andβ foc.
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Tab. H.1:The reconstructed complex permittivity values of the OI under our four configurations.
Trueǫ′r Config. I Config. II Config. III Config. IV
5.50 8.52 - 0.33j 7.02 + 0.15j 6.63 + 0.05j 5.69 + 0.00j
6.00 9.21 - 0.32j 7.72 + 0.22j 6.86 - 0.08j 6.01 + 0.05j
6.5 9.87 - 0.30j 8.40 + 0.31j 7.06 - 0.17j 6.69 + 0.05j
7.0 10.53 - 0.27j 9.10 + 0.40j 7.29 - 0.31j 7.23 + 0.05j
7.5 11.15 - 0.23j 9.80 + 0.52j 7.50 - 0.14j 7.74 + 0.06j
8.0 11.75 - 0.19j 10.47 + 0.66j 7.73 - 0.55j 8.23 + 0.08j
8.5 12.33 - 0.15j 11.15 + 0.80j 7.95 - 0.65j 8.79 + 0.10j
9.0 12.89 - 0.11j 11.85 + 0.96j 8.19 - 0.80j 9.55 + 0.11j
9.5 13.42 - 0.07j 12.54 + 1.14j 8.41 - 0.92j 10.12 + 0.16j
10.0 13.94 - 0.02j 13.24 + 1.34j 8.62 - 1.04j 10.71 + 0.18j
10.5 14.44 + 0.03j 13.89 + 1.54j 8.85 - 1.15j 11.27 + 0.22j
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